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PRESENT-DAY TRADITIONAL AND NON.TRADITIONAL
POTTERY PRODUCTION IN AMOZOC,
SAN MIGUEL TENEXTATILOYAN AND

LOS REITES METZONTTÁ (CENTRAL MEXTCO)

Abraham van As, Loe Jacobs and Gilda Hernández Sánchez

Abstract

This ørticle presents tl¡e obseruations tøken during a uisit in tlte summer of 2010 to a num-
ber of pottery worÞshops in Amozoc and San Miguel Tenextøtiloyan situated in tl¡e Mexican
støte of Pueblø. Here, consumer pottery is still traditionølly made. Our desuiption of the
øctiuities of the potters is mainþ focused on t/te production sequence (chøîne opératoir) of
cøzueløs (open moutb bowls with høndles), olløs (jørs) and comales (eartltenwøre griddles).
At the same time, we p/z! ãttention to the worþability properties ønd fabric of cky used by

t/te potters. In Los Reyes Metzontlø, ønotlter community of potters in the region, traditional

Potte?y is almost no longer made. Thanþs to a goaernmentøl stimulating program, a neu)

Þind of ceramic art production, destined ømong other things for the tourist marþet, has been

deueloped.

Introduction

In the context of the research project Cerømics ønd Social Chønge. Tbe Impact of the
Spanish Conquest on Middle America's Møteriøl Cuhuret , the authors together with forrr
students of Leiden University2 visited Amozoc, San Miguel Tenextatiloyan and Los
Reyes Metzontla situated in the Mexican state of Puebla (Figure 1). The reason for our
summertime visit was to document the activities of potters who are still making con-
sumer ware in a traditional way. Of the three porrery communities, however, this
appeared to be the case in Amozoc and San Migr-rel Tenextatiloyan only. \X/e had the
opportuniry to acquire a representative collection of traditional earthenware vessels

from these locations, for the National Museum for Ethnology in Leiden. In Los Reyes

Metzontla the potters had abandoned their traditional poftery production and had
switched to the production of ceramic art objects intended for sale to the tourist mar-
ket and other outlets.

In this article we describe the observations taken during our visit to a number of pot-
tery workshops.3 -ùØe pay attention to the production sequence (cbaîne opératoire) of the
consumer ware in Amozoc and San Miguel Tenextatiloyan, i.e. the entire manufacturing
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6 A. uan As, L. lacobs ønd G. Hern¿índez Sá'nchez

process from preparing the clay, forming, glazingand painting to drying and firing the

pottery.a The-poitery in.ludes cazueløs (open mouth bowls with handles)' olløs (jars for

.ooki.g, containing and transporting liquids), piñatas (vessels used for special occasions)

and comø/es (earthenware griclclles). In addition, we discttss the workabiliry properties

and fabric of the clay r-rsed by the potters through presenting the results of the anaþes

of the clay samples taken in some of the workshops. Finally, we give a brief PersPective

of the renewec{ non-traditional potters' activities in Los Reyes Metzontla.

Traditional pottery production in Amozoc

Amozoc is a rown located ca. 17 km southeast of Puebla, the capital of the Mexican

state of rhe same name founded as a settlement for Spaniards in early colonial times

and famous for its Talavera ceramics, decorated tin-glazed earthenware (Majolica)5,

Figure 1. Map showing the pottery towns in Central Mexico amongst which

the pottery towns mentioned in the text.
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Pottery production in Amozoc, Søn Miguel Tenextatilojtan and... 7

baroque architecture ancl numerous br"rildings decorated with Talavera tiles. Amozoc,
together with many other towns in the Valley of Puebla, has existed since pre-His-
panic times. An earlier study of the potters of Amozoc (Hernández Sánchez 2007)
deals with poftery made for utilitarian purposes. They use the two-chamber kiln and
produce glazed earthenware vessels. The wheel however, may not be present or has

only a secondary role.
"Potters work in familiar workshops, most of them full time and most of them are

men although women and children relatives help in minor tasks. Usually the knowl-
edge is transmitted in the family for generations...........Today the pots of Amozoc
have a wide distribution. They are sold in Puebla, Mexico City, and in several regional
markets of Central Mexico and parts of South Mexico. The vessels of Amozoc have

found a niche in the present-day traditional Mexican gastronomy. They are used for
cooking and serving typical Mexican food; accordingly they must look traditional.
Surely, this is one of the main reasons that potters still use traditional manufacturing
techniques, that young generations of artisans exist, and that workshops are well organ-
ized and allow one to earn a living" (Hernánclez Sánchez 2007: 162,163).

Amozoc: workshop I

The first workshop we visit in Amozoc was studied earlier by Gilda Hernández Sánchez
(Hernández Sánchez 2007: 162-170). Here, Juan Antonio Sánchez together with two
of his sons concentrates on the manufacture of cøzuelas. These vessels are made to
order in various sizes. In sequence from small to large: ochito, diecito, tløco, de a nes, de

ø dos, de ø medio, de a real, dos reales. t/a de campønø, n¡ediø clrrnpønø, 3/4 de carnpønø,

c/¿vn?/¿na, cømpana ! cudrtlt. The most wanted size is mediø cttrnpønd with a content of
ca. 160 liter. The shape of a cdzuela, dependent on the shape of the mold over which
the vessel was made, can differ from one workshop to another. A workshop can also be

recognized by the decoration modß on the cøzueløs and the intensity of the color of
the painted motifs.

The family Sánchez is specialized in the manufacture of the enormotts cazueløs for
rnole (a typical Mexican feasting meal consisting of a sallce of chillies, chocolate ancl

other ingredients added to chicken or pork) and carnitøs (pork meat cooked in oil)
(Hernández Sánchez 2007: 165).6 They sell their products directly to their customers.

In other cases, if the potters do not have a truck to bring their products to the market
the cøzueløs are sold throtrgh middlemen. These people often buy large sets of custom-
made cøzuelas, sometimes unfired or only biscuit-fired.

The clay used by the Sánchez potters comes from the mountains not far from Amo-
zoc and is transportecl in a small truck to the workshop where the family also has its
living. Not only the clay, but also the glazes and the wood used as ftrel for their kiln,
situated in the workshop courtyard, is purchased.

The potters do not work on Sunday, because according to Juan Antonio "even chick-
ens do not lay eggs on Sunday". On Monday or Tuesday the potters prepare their clay.
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The rest of the week they are at work on the manufacture of the cazueløs. Their working

schedule, however, is depenclent of the weather. If it rains much the various drying

phases in the manufacturing process take more time than during nice sunny days.

After mining 'fine' and 'coarse' clay, the clay is still humid. Once in the courryard

of the workshop the clay is allowed to dry. Next, the Potters crush the lumps of dry

graylbrown colored clay with a thick stick and mix the clay. They let the clay soak for

ca. five hours. Hereafter, the potters start to knead the clay by trampling the paste

bare-footed. Finally, they form blocks of clay and let them thicken and stiffen in the

shade, somerimes as many as eight days. If it begins to rain and the blocks of clay are

not yet dry enough, they are borrght inside the workshop for further drying. Here, to

save space the clay is smeared against the wall. As soon as the clay comes easily loose

from the wall the consistency is fine.
The cøzuelas in the workshop of the family Sánchez are made through molding and

coiling. For shaping the lower part of a big cazuela, called cøjete, Juan Antonio pre-

pares the necessary amount of clay. Given the altitude (ca. 22OO m above sea level) of
Amozoc this is a rather laborious job. He works on a concrete slab put on the work-

shop floor. Regularly powdering the slab with dry clay dust to prevent the clay stick-

ing to it, he kneads the clay with his hands, lifts the lump of clay repeatedly up and

smashes it with force on the concrete slab. Smearing, bumping and tapping the clay

Juan Antonio forms the clay bocly into a circle-shaped heap of clay. He starts to knead

the clay with his feet. Going around he pushes the clay from the center to the outside.

Repeatedly rounding off the edge of the piece of cIay, the unwanted coarse stones are

raken out of the clay. After having turnecl the piece of clay, he tramples the clay into

a slice of I.5 to 2 cm thick with a diameter of ca. 1 meter. Finally, Antonio sitting

on his knees flattens the clay and tightens its microstructure by tapping the clay with
a stone (Figure 2).

In the courtyard we find a number of ceramic molds. Some of them present traces

of use in the form of holes and cracks. Before using these molds again the holes and

cracks are filled up with soft clay. Other molds are repaired with iron clamps.

Before molding a cajete, the mold is moistenecl and saturated with water in order to

prevenr an excessively strong sllction and consequently fast clehydration. After the mold

is turned upsicle-down and powdered with dust so that the clay cannot easily stick to

the mold (Figure 3), the mold is covered with the flat piece of clay (Figure 4). If the

piece of clay for shaping a large cazuelø is too big to handle for one person, two of the

potters cover the mold with it. Next, the clay is pressed against the mold and tapped

with a piedra canterrt (a piece of sandstone) (Figure 5). By piercing the clay wall with a

piece of ironwire the potter controls the desirecl thickness of 1 cm. The mold covered

with the cajete is pur on a ca. 5O cm high pedestal existing of a drum of an old washing

machine (Figure 6). During the drying process the potter taps the base part of the cajete

still covering the mold with a flat stone. This way, the shrinkage tension in the drying

clay is diminished and the correct pressure tension in the base is reached. By beating

the clay the heat-shock resistance of the vessel is improved. This is important because
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the cøzuelas are used for cooking and stewing dishes. Then, the vessels are standing

directly above an open flame that heats the base locally underneath. The heat is better

divided than in a metal pan. For this reason, the food does not burn and tastes better.
After beating the clay, the cøjete is smoothed by rubbing the clay with a stone and a

piece of leather or textile (Figure 7). Small stones still present in the clayare taken out.
Next, the rim is horizontally cut with a wire (Figure 8). The new-formed rim is slightly
loosened from the mold and with the use of moist cloth bended outwards. As a result,
the rim has the appearance of having been made on the fast potter's wheel.

After about one day of ftrrther drying outside, the cajete is removed from the mold.
The cajete, which is now strong enough to manipulate, is brought into the workshop
and ptrt on an old automobile tire (Figure 9). Because of the heavy weight of the cajetes

the potters wear a broad renal support against backache. Usually, the shrinkage cracks

in the wall are filled with clay. In some cases we saw potters stop strch cracks by pierc-
ing rwo small holes at both ends of the cracks. In other instances the cracks are tempo-
rarily repaired with iron clamps. By doing so, the potters prevent the development of
more cracks during forming the cazuela.

A large cazuela is formed by adding two coils of clay on top of a big cøjete.The clay

coils are rolled out on a concrete slab on the workshop floor. Since the diameter of the
cøjete is very wide, the potter has to use two thick coils. The coils are pressed next to
each other on the flattened, roughened and moistened rim of the leather-hard cajete

(Figure 10). The potter, while walking backwards and sometimes forwards around the
cajete, forms the upper part of the wall by pushing the coil upwards between the balls

of both hands (Figure 11). He smoothes the surface of the vessel with hands coverecl

with wet slip, a rubbing stone and a kind of large rib. Finally, after a drying period the

potter forms the rim by adding a less thick coil of clay. \Walking around the cazuelø

he smoothes the rim with a piece of cloth or leather resulting in a continuous circular
trace, which is almost identical to the traces of throwing on a fast potter's wheel
(Figure 12). After a drying phase the rim is slightly roughened at places where the pot-
ter will fasten two rolled loop handles (Figure 13). The same clay as used for the ves-

sel's body is suitable for making the handles. The joints are smeared with soft clay and
smoothed by hand. According to Juan Antonio, experience allows him to know exactly
how much clay he needs to roll a handle of the correct thickness and length. He also

tells us that it should not be possible to mold a large cazuela in one time (without add-
ing coils of clay) because of the risk of collapsing. Before glazing and painting, the
cøzuelas must first be dry and fired (biscuit fire). The dryt"g phase, during which cot-
ton bands are used against deformation, can take 14 days (Figure 14). If shrinkage
cracks develop in the course of the drying process they are filled with clay or repaired
with iron clamps. In the next workshop we have the opportuniry to observe the glaz-

ing, painting and second firing (glaze fire) process. Before we leave the workshop of the
family Sánchez, we notice the use of the fast potter's wheel in their workshop. Father
Sánchez is one of the potters in Amozoc, who has elsewhere learnt to throw pots on the
fast potter's wheel. Therefore, he is able to produce a Iarge number of small vessels in
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a short time although this does not belong to the pot-making tradition of Amozoc.
Nor is it financially very lucrative because the price of a fast made vessel is low. Throw-
ing on the fast wheel is not common and not preferred by the potters.

,,rchÈ.

Figure 2. Tapping the clay with a stone.

Figure 3. Powdering the mold with dust. Figure 4. Covering the mold with the flat
piece ofclay.
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Figure 5. Tapping the clay pressed against the mold with a piedra cantera.

Figure 6. The mold covered with the cajete putting on a pedestal.
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Figure 7. Smoothing the cajete by rubbing the clay

Figure 8. Cutting the ¡im horizontally with a wire.
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Figure 9. Caiøes put on old automobile ti¡es

Figure 10. Pressing clay coils on the rim of the leather-hard cajete
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Figure 11. Pushing the coil upwards.

Figure 12. Smoothing the rim of the cazuela.
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Figure 13. Fastening loop handles

Figure 14. Cotton bands used against deformation.
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Amozoc: workshop 2

In the second workshop biscuit fi.red cazueløs are ready to be glazed and painted. All
potters in Amozoc use poisonous lead glaze. The ingredients, however, are probably
fritted. A frit is "a parr of a glaze recipe that has been melted and reground prior to its
inclusion in the glaze slop" (Hamer 7975t 139; see also Hodges 1989: 46). The potters

buy the orange-yellowish powder, much less intensive than the orange color of red

lead, from afactory. This indicates that it has been fritted with silicon into a lead sili-
cate, by which the danger of poisoning during the application of the glaze and during
the use of rhe cøzuelas in the kitchen is strongly diminished (see Hamer 1975: 177).

The large and smaller cazueløs are first glazed with a transparent lead glaze. Next,
they are decorated with paint. In some cases, the smaller cazuelas are first painted. Usu-
ally, only the inside of the vessels is glazed. This makes it easier to handle the vessels to

stack them in the kiln. The defects after the biscuit fire are repaired with a thick yel-

lowish paste. The potter applies the glaze in the form of a fluid yellow slip by skillfully
pouring the slip into the vessel, stirring it and pouring it off (Figure 15). This has to

be done quickly because the porous biscuit fired cazuela absorbs the water very fast

from the liquid slip mixture. For this reason, the glaze in solution should not come

into contact with the pottery for a long time. Otherwise, the layer would become too

thick locally.
A small watering can is used to apply the black manganese paint (Figure 16). Motiß

that deviate from the current tradition are selclom painted. The potters are recognizable

by the intensity of the black color caused by the amount of water they use to dilute the

paint.
The cazueløs are fired in an open-top updraft kiln, three-quarters of which is dug

into the ground. The fire chamber is accessible through a hatch and a ladder. The
constrllction above floor level is made of stones covered with a largely broken layer of
plaster. The potter, who wears a month cap, is loading the kiln with glazed and painted
cazaelas (Figure l7).H, uses pottery sherds to separate the glazed vessels to prevent

them from sticking together during the firing process. \While stacking the cazueløs, the
dry glaze powder partly falls from the vessels because the glaze apparently does not
contain much clay or binder. The potter's wife, daughter and son hand the cazueløs

and some smaller vessels to the potter.
Since the biscrrit fired cazueløs strongly absorb water from the glaze slip, the glaze

becomes thicker in the course of the glazing process. As a result, the first glazed cazue-

løs have a thin glaze. The first glazed cazuelas are deliberately put at the bottom of the

kiln because the vessels placed directly upon the grid are exposed to the highest tem-

peratLrre. The thick glazed vessels âre put higher r-rp in the kiln where the temperatrlre

is not as high as at the bottom. This is necessary because thick glaze melts earlier than

thin glaze. As soon as the pottery chamber is completely fully loaded, the vessels are

covered with sherds and wasters. In contrast to the biscuit firing, which takes - after

heating the kiln - ca. four hours, the glaze firing lasts from two to two and a half hour.
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Figure 15. Glazing.

Figure 16. Applying the paint.
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Figure 17, Loading the kiln.

The maximum temperâture will be ca. 800-900' C. The potter does not know the
exâct temperature, but he says he feels the right temperature. Once the glaze has suÊ
ficiently melted he knows that he does not need to further burn the fire. Normally the
loss ratedue to firing is only one or rwo pots. Sometimes, however, the loss is much
bigger. Demolished wooden pallets and wood flakes are used to fuel the kiln fire.
As we left the workshop we see how a truck full of clay is emptied.

Amozoc: workshop 3

Clemente Sánchez Romero, the brother of Juan Antonio Sánchez who we met eadier,
is the owner of workshop 3. Here, two potters are smoorhing wheel-made olløs and
piñatøs (Figure 18). The olløs, which are glazed on the inside, are used for cooking
beans. The recipe for the black paint exist of /a copper oxide, 12 manganese oxide and
/a glaze ingredients. Piñatas are pots that are decorated with colorful paper and filled
with fruits and candies, and then they are hanged and hit and broken by children in
Christmas festivities or birthday parries (see also Papousek 1984: l5B).
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Figure 18. Smoothing ollas andpiñatøs

.-*"-tx¡d''.'ï
Figure 19. Kiln in the courryard of Amozoc workshop 3
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The olløs are made of finer clay than the cazueløs. However, if the clay is too fine,
the vessels will crack during the drying process and explode during firing. Vessels not
complete intact after firing are sold as second or third rate products. In order to get a

workable clay substance the clay is prepared by mixing the damp clay with dry crum-
bled (not powdered) clay. The crumbled clay does not entirely dissolve, but works as a

kind of tempering material. The big stones in the clay are removed.
In the colrrtyard of workshop 3 we find the biggest kiln of Amozoc (3 m in diameter

and 3.5 m deep) (Figure 19). The kiln is stoked up with wood from old pallets, which
the potters buy for 25 pesos each. The use of old automobile tires and plastic as fuel
is forbidden because of the dirry smoke it gives during the firing process. In addition,
it should not be favorable for the taste of the food that will be prepared in the ollas.

Before leaving the workshop the men demonstrate the strength of their pottery by
standing on the vessels.

Amozoc: workshop 4

The last workshop we visit in Amozoc is property of the neighbor of Jtran Antonio
Sánchez. His name is Jtran Robles. In his workshop the cøzueløs are made in a combi-
nation of techniques. The lower part is molded, while the upper part is thrown on the
fast potter's wheel. Since the clay used for these cazuelas contains less sand than used

:,
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Figure 20. Lifting the clay wall on the wheel without use of the centrifugal force.
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for tlre completely molcled cazuelas there is more chance of shrinkage cracks during the
drying process.

\Øhen we enter the workshop, the leather-hard mold-made cajetes are ready to be

finished. The potter moistens the rim of the cøjete with clay slip. Then, walking back-
wards aroundthe cajete he skillfully presses two thick pre-shapecl coils of clay on the
rim and taps them with two stones. Meanwhile the potter repairs any cracks in the
cøjete by quicldy filling them up with soft clay. Next, he puts the cøzuelø on the wheel,
with its base precisely fitting in a chuck of clay covered with a rag. The potter's wheel
is stable, not very hear.y and easy to stop. Momentum is reached by the extra weight of
the cajete and by continuously kicking the wheel. After having moistened the clay the
potter lifts the clay wall without use of the centriftrgal force (Figure 20). At the same

time he scrapes the surface with a rib into a tight shape. If he sees little cracks he imme-
diately repairs them. Since it is difficult to get a completely horizontal upper rim, he

stops the wheel now and then and corrects the position of the cajete. Nthough this
form of throwing is not as difficult as forming a vessel entirely on the potter's wheel
sometimes the potter does not succeed. In this case, the wall of the cøjete cracks and the
entire vessel collapses.

Traditional pottery in San Miguel Tenextatiloyan

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan, located 105 km NE of Puebla is a community of potters
who are, like in the majority of towns in Mexico, often related to each other. There are

many individual workshops, almost in every house, although there is an incipient
organization. On the road crossing San Miguel Tenextatiloyan traditional pottery and
all kincls of fancy ware is sold. If it should not be clear that we have here a potters com-
munity it becomes evident by a sign on the building of the Jehova's 

'W'itnesses on
which we read: mi Dios cual buen alførero (my God is a good potter). \Øe are cordially
invited into ten workshops with potters very willing to tell us about their activities.
Like in Amozoc we have the opportunity to observe various aspects of the pottery
manufacturing process. The production sequence of cazuelas corresponds with the one
we saw earlier in Amozoc. The local clay is prepared in a similar way. In some work-
shops a pug mill and electrical clay mixer, partly financed by the government, is usecl.

Dry lumps of clay are pulverized in the pug mill, after which the clay powder is mixed
with water.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 1

In the first workshop tree sizes (large, middle and small) of cøzueløs are made. They are

normally not sold by piece, but by load. Each loacl costs the same. The orderecl loads,

however, can be different and include cazuelas of various sizes.

The potter makes his own ceramic molds for the manr¡factr¡re of cøzuelas and olløs

(Figtrre 2I). He also sells molds to other potters. The potter first moistens the molcl
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over which he forms the cajetes. To prevent the clay from sticking to the humid mold
he uses white finely grinded stone powder, called popollø. First a flat piece of clay is
made in the shape of a pancake, beaten with a stone on a flat wooden table strewn with
the same popolla. Then, the potter covers the mold with the flat piece of clay and forms
the vessel. On the inside of the mold is a hollow in which the potter puts a piece of a
broomstick. The broomstick is used as grip on which the mold can be rotated. As soon

as the clay is stiff enough the formed vessel can be taken off the mold. For molding
earthenware lids the potter uses lids of metal pans. He provides the lids with a knob
using the wheel. After biscuit firing in a kiln stoked with wood, the potter sells the

cøzueløs to other potters to be glazed and fired for a second time.

--\

Figure 21. Ceramic molds.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 2

In workshop 2 the clay for the manufacture of ollas is mixed in an electrical mixer. The
ollas exist of two molded parts: the base and the neck (Figure 22).The potter, who is

fastening both parts to each other, shows how she first roughens the rims of both parts,
puts the parts on top of each other and finally firmly presses a coil of clay against the
outer surface at the place of the joint (Figure 23).7 She smoothes the inner and outer
surface of the olla with a stone. Next, she attaches the handles made of different clay

than used for the body. The lids are made in a mold on the wheel. After biscuit firing
the olløs are decoratively painted with a mixture of copper oxide and manganese oxide
and finally glazed with a lead glaze and fired again (glaze fire).

GD
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Figure 22. Two molded parts of an olla.

Figure 23. Fastening both parts of an olla to each other

': I
tt
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San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 3

The technique with use of a mold and broomstick as observed in workshop I is

repeated in workshop 3. The clay is beaten with a stone into a flat piece. The potter
puts the slab of clay over the mold, which is standing upside-down on the table and

taps the clay, especially the bottom part with the same stone. Then, a long or short
piece of a broomstick is inserted into the mold. At the rim of the clay slab the surplus
clay is cut away with a wire. Depending on its length, the broomstick rests on the table
or on the floor. Now it is possible to rotate the mold on the stick (Figure 24). The
mold serves as a kind of turntable or tournette. The clay surface is smoothed on the
rotating mold with a piece of cloth. As a result, the cøzuelø looks as if it been thrown
on the wheel. The potter tells us that the broomstick technique has been in use for 15

years. In earlier years the potters kept the mold covered with clay on their knees during

Figure 24. Mold on the stick.
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the entire forming process. As in workshop 1 old metal pan lids serve as molds for
shaping the earthenware lids. For the handles of the vessels the potter first makes a ca.

40 cm long flattened and smoothed coil of clay. Then he cuts this coil of clay in equal

parts, which are at one end fastened onto the vessel, bent, at the other end fastened and
smeared away,

The potter has learnt to thro\M pots on the fast wheel. He considers throwing to be
easier than molding. Nevertheless, he uses molds instead of throwing to make cooking
ware that has to be strong and shock-resistant. These qualities are promoted by beating
the clay during the molding process. The potter uses the fast wheel only for the manu-
facture of tableware and storage ware. The kiln was provided with a swing-back lid
made of steel wire and space blanket material. \X/ith support of a governmental stimu-
lus program the potters learn how to build and pay for the kiln.8

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 4

In the courtyard of workshop 4 we witness the potter and her son empry the open kiln.
They take the cøzueløs out of the kiln with use of long sticks provided with a hook
(Figure 25).At soon as the kiln is empty - the remaining heat of the kilns is used to
dry chili - the potter begins to glaze the vessels one by one. First, she blows off the

O S ,') -''
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Figtre 25. Taking cazueks out of the kiln with lid.
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remainders of the ash from the cazaeløs. Then, she pours the glaze into the vessel with
a small bowl, spins it around and pours if off. Hereafter, the pomer purs rhe glazed
cøzuelas on the edge of the kiln wall waiting to be loaded and fired (glaze fire). The
potters' activities do not stop the younger sons of the potter from playing football in
the courtyard full with breakable cøzueløs.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 5

Before the entrance of workshop 6, a76 years old porrer was seen loading potery onro
a truck with help of others. The pottery is intended to sell on the market and to be
purchased by middlemen, who sometimes order more than 300 cazuebu at rhe same

time. The potter was able to buy the truck with support of a governmental stimulating
fund for potters. Thanks to this fund he also has a pug mill to mix the clay (Figure 26).

.1

i\

Figtre 26. Pug mill
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Dtrring mixing the clay, water is frequently added and the potter regularly feels the clay

to determine if it is plastic enough. After preparation the clay is wrapped up with plas-
tic to be stored for some time.

During our visit the potters are not shaping vessels. However, they tell us about
their pot making techniques. They do not throw pottery on the fast potter's wheel, but
make their vessels with use of a mold ancl broomstick. The molds are made in their
workshop and they prefer the long broomstick. One of the potters gives a demonstra-
tion of the work lry glazing rwo cazuelas for us. According to the potter, the lead glaze

is not poisonous. He also tells us that certain decoration motiß are painted upon
request, for instance, motifs on vessels to be used during wedding parties. In the court-
yard pots are drying and the kiln is burning. 'ùØooden remainders of lumberjacks' activ-
ities in the nearby mountains and residues of sawmills are used as fuel.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 6

As in some other workshops, workshop 6 has also a pug mill usecl for the preparation
of clay. The potter makes ca. 3O cazueløs per day by applying the moldibroomstick
technique. She has only three or four molds. The rims of the large cøzuelas are finished
on a lighrweight wheel. Pottery is produced for private clients as well as to sell at the
market. To transport the clay and the end products they rent a truck.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 7

\Torkshop 7 consists of two workrooms, a living room and a courtyard in which a shed

and potter's kiln are situated. From the courtyard a staircase leads to the first floor
where on top of the living room ânother room is under constrlrction. In one workroom
two women form thin-wal\ed ollas from two mold-made parts (using the mold/broom-
stick technique) that are fastened together. They use a mixture of rwo clays: some black
(strong) clay and more yellow (less strong) clay. One womân makes the underside of
the olla existing of the base and the bellow. The other \Moman makes the top including
the shoulder and neck. The potters told us that working with four molds they make

ca. 60 ollas a day.
For shaping the top of the o//a a special mold is used. The mold has an extra rim

underneath comparable with a foot ring. Like in the first phase of making the lower part
of the olla, a pancake of clay with a diameter of ca. 35 cm is beaten with a round stone

with a diameter of ca. 1.2 cm on a table covered with white stone powder (Figure27).
The flat piece of clay is pushed over the mold, beaten with â stone and smoothed
(Figure 28). Now the grip is put in the mold so that it can be rotated (Figure 29). Next,
the potter fastens a ca.20 cm long rolled clay coil around the flat piece ofclay later used

to make the olla rim (Figure 30). \øith a metal tool she cuts a circle-shaped piece out of
the clay slab on the spot where the clay slab lies over the foot-ring of the mold, the place

where later the neck opening of the ollø is formed (Figure 31). She loosens the clay a bit
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Figure 27. The pancake of clay on a table
covered with white stone powder.

Figure 28. The flat piece of clay is pushed
over the mold.

Figure 29. The mold can be rotated on the stick.
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Figure 30. Fastening a clay coil around the clay

Figure 3l . Cutting a circle-shaped piece out of the clay slab
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Figure 32. Loosening the clay from the mold to finish
and smooth the rim with a wet cloth.

Figure 33. Cutting a straight rim underneath.
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from the mold to finish and smooth the olh rim with a wet cloth (Figure 32). Mean-
while the mold is rotating on the broomstick used as pivot. Finally, she cuts a straight
rim underneath (Figure 33). The molded parts are directly put outside in the courtFard
for a first d.yt"g phase in the sun. After some time they are brought inside the workshop
to be assembled. In order to save costs for fuel here the ollas are mostly only biscuit-
fired. Sometimes they also glaze the vessels and fire them again.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 8

During our visit there are no potters' activities in workshop 8. Pots are drying in the
living room. The potter is quite willing to inform us about some aspects of her work.
Because the fire in the pottery kiln has to become much hotter she uses better wood
than for firing her stove in the kitchen. In the courtyard we find a mini-wheel, which
according to the potter is used by her daughter for finishing the rims of vessels and for
polishing (Figure 34).If you put the mini-wheel on a chair you get the correct working
height. Before leaving we learn that the potters of San Miguel Tenextatiloyan do not
have any other income.

Figure 34. Potter behind her mini-wheel
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San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 9

In workshop 9 a couple is kneading clay and molding ollas.The \Moman is decorating
the rim of the ollas with finger impressions. At the same time, outside in the courtyard
their daughter is stoking the open top upclraft kiln, which is covered with cøzuelas. k
is a biscuit firing, which takes ca. two hours. She only uses wood as fuel. She adds dry
branches ancl twigs, sawdust and shavings to further increase the temperature. Since

some of the wood probably contains resin or oil, the fire burns Lrp enormously emitting
a thick black smoke.

San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop l0

The potter in the last visited workshop makes coma/es (griddles) in various sizes on
which tortilløs are baked. The sizes of the cornøles are dependent on the sizes of iron or
rubber rings used to make them (Figure 35). The 6igcomales are rather thin and have

Figure. 35. The sizes of comales dependent of the sizes

of the iron or rubber rings hanging on the wall.
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a diameter of ca. 55 cm. The potter forms the comales by tapping clay placed berween

the rings on a flat board. To prevent the clay from sticking to the plank he first sprin-
kles river sand and grains of feldspar on it. According to the potter the use of feldspar

provides a good heat diffusion and thermal conduction of the comales during use. \7ith
a wet cloth, the potter rubs the clay slab he uses to finish the rim. Then, he pushes the

slab of clay from the plank and sets it on the floor to dry. After some time, he bur-
nishes the top of the comøles in various clirections with use of a small pear-shapecl bulb
as tool. By doing this, sticking of the tortilløs to the cornales is prevented.

The clay used by the potters of Amozoc and San Miguel Tenextatiloyan

In total, seven clay samples were taken in Amozoc and San Miguel Tenextatiloyan.
Sample nos. 1 ancl 2 come from Amozoc workshop 1, sample no. 3 was taken in Amo-
zoc workshop 3. Sample nos. 4-7 were respectively taken in San Miguel Tenextatiloyan
workshops 1,4,5 and7. For each sample, we describe below the following aspects: (1)

linear dry shrinkage, (2) linear shrinkage at 650"C (fired in oxiclizing atmosphere), (3)

color (Munsell Soil Color Charts/MSSC) of the dry clay, (4) color of the clay fired in
an oxidizing atmosphere at 650'C, and (5) the workability properties. Finally, the

results of the fabric analysis will be given.

'Sü'orkability properties

The clay samples are mixtures of 'fine' and 'coarse' clay (coming from different layers

of the same clay source) used as clay body for the production of cøzueløs.

Sample 1

Amozoc: workshop 1

Linear shrinkage (clry): 7 o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 6J0"C): 7 o/o

MSCC (dry): 10YR5/3 (brown)

MSCC (at 650'C ox.): 7.5YPt514 (brown)

Vorkability properties: The clay bocly has enough "bones" because it contains

enough fine sand. Therefore it can be worked in a rather

soft condition. The clay is a bit sticky but is suited for
pinching, coiling and molding.

Sørnpk 2
Amozoc: workshop 1

Linear shrinkage (dry): 7 o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 650'C): 7.5 o/o

MSCC (dry): 10YR5i2 (grayish brown)
MSCC (at 650'C ox.): 7.5YPt514 (brown)
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\X/orkabiliry properties: The clay is has enough "bones" and is well able for
pinching, coiling and molding. The dry clay is rather
strong (green strength), which makes it easy to pile the
dried big cøzuelas in the kiln without the risk of collaps-
ing. Because of its high amount of non-plastics inclu-
sions, the clay cannot absorb much extra water and is

therefore not well able for throwing on the fast wheel.
For throwing father Sánchez uses only the fine clay.

Sample 3
Amozoc: workshop 3
Linear shrinkage (dry): B o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 650"C): 8.5 o/o

MSCC (dry): 10YR5/2 (grayish brown)
MSCC (at 650'C ox.): 7.5YPt516 (strong brown)
\X/orkabiliry properties: The clay body has enough "bones" and is suitable for

pinching, coiling and molding. N.B. The wheel-thrown
olløs in workshop 3 are not made of this clay.

Sample 4
San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 1

Linear shrinkage (dry): 6.5 o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 650"C): 7 o/o

MSCC (dry): 10YR4l3 (brown)
MSCC (at 650"C ox.): 5YR5l6 (yellowish red)
Vorkability properties: The clay is well able for pinching, coiling and molding.

Sampk 5
San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 4
Linear shrinkage (dry): 5.5 o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 650"C): 6 o/o

MSCC (dry): 7.5YR513 (brown)
MSCC (at 650"C ox.): 5YR5/6 (yellowish red)
\Øorkabiliry properties: The clay is suitable for pinching, coiling and molcling.

Sample 6
San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 5

Linear shrinkage (dry): 6.5 o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 650"C): 7 o/o

MSCC (dry): 7.5YP.513 (brown)
MSCC (at 650"C ox.): 5YR5l6 (yellowish red)

Vorkability properties: The clay is not very plastic, but has enough "bones' ancl
is well able for pinching, coiling and molding.
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Sample 7
San Miguel Tenextatiloyan: workshop 7
Linear shrinkage (dry): 7 .5 o/o

Linear shrinkage (at 650"C): 8 %
MSCC (dry): 7.5YR513 (brown)

MSCC (at 650'C ox.): 5YR5/6 (yellowish red)

Vorkabiliq¡ properties: The clay has enough "bones" and is well able for pinch-
ing, coiling and molding.

Clay samples 1,2 and 3 are grayish brown, while samples 4,5,6 andT tend towards

brown. Oxidized fired at 650"C samples 7,2 and 3 turn into brown and strong brown,

while samples 4, 5, 6 and 7 change into yellowish red or in reddish yellow. Though
these differences âre small, they may indicate difFerent clay sources.

Fabric

Firing the clay samples at 650"C results into a firm fabric (Figure 36). This meâns that

the vessels could be fired at rather low temperatures, which saves costs for fuel.

The fabrics of all clay samples are fine and well sorted (except sample 3 which is

moderately sorted). Most of the inch-rded grains are around 0.5 mm. or finer. The

coarsesr grains are around 1 mm. (except sample 3, which has some coarser grains).

The coarse grains are mostly angular and sub-angular. In all cases the total amount of
grains was esrimated between 25 and 35 %. These percentages are suitable for coiling

and hand-forming techniques like pinching, coiling and molding. In contrast to the

clay samples from Amozoc the clay samples from San Miguel Tenextatiloyan contain

basalt inclusions.

Non-traditional pottery in Los Reyes Metzontla

Los Reyes Metzontla is situated 150 krn SE of Puebla. Through a region with high

cacruses we reach this village where many potters are living. Some potters still make

contales. However, most potters do not make traclitional pottery any more. The present

ceramic production exists of art objects and pottery for the tourist market.

Valking all-round the village we visit a school where women and young girls from

the village and the surroundings learn how to make pottery in a pleasant atmosphere

(Figure 37).
It belongs to a governmental stimulus program to reactivate the disappearing pot-

rer's craft. In this context, ceramic competitions are organized too. Potters have the

opportuniqy ro experiment with new techniques and glazes. Proudly, they show us the

certificares, prizes and winning products of earlier contents, under which a ceramic

nrodel of two airplanes flying into the twin to\Mers (9l11l2OOI) (Figure 3B).
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Sarnple 1 Sample 2.
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Sarnple 7 FiguLe 36. Fab¡ic of the clay samples.
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Figure 37. Learning how to make pottery
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Figure 38. Ceramic model of two airplanes flying
into the rwin towers (9llll200l).
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Epilogue

In many countries the traditional potter's craft is rapidly changing or even disappear-
ing (e.g. Annis 1985, 2007; van As et al. 2009 Lackey 1981; London 199811999).
For this reason the ethnographic documentation of the activities of extant traditional
potters is highly desirable (Kramer 1985:97; Stark 2003; 221). In this article we
described a visit we paid to a number of potery workshops in Amozoc, San Miguel
Tenextatiloyan and Los Reyes Metzontla in Central Mexico. \Øe learnt that in
Los Reyes Metzontla almost no traditional pottery is made any more. Although the
pottery tradition is changing, the potter's crafr is not disappearing. Most potrers'
products are nowadays destined for the tourist market. Young women are even
trained how to make pottery that meers rhe present demand. In Amozoc and San
Miguel Tenextatiloyan cazuelas (open mouth bowls with handles), olløs (jars) and
comøles (earthenware griddles) are still traditionally made. Although in certain regions
of South Mexico the two-chambered kiln, the fast potter's wheel and the glaze are
not used at all (Houben2006), in the places we visited these three introductions of
the Spanish conquest of Mexico in I52l A.D. play a more or less important role in
the manufacture of pottery. Here, the potters like most of the porrers in Central
Mexico use the rwo-chamber kiln, recognized for its technical advantages, especially
firewood economy. Because of the scarce published information (i.e. Charlton et al.
2008; \Winter ancl Payne 7976) little is known of the firing technology in Mexico
during late pre-colonial times. \Øe may assume that before the Spanish, porrery wâs
fired in open bonfires or perhaps in simple one-chambered kilns. In this period the
earthenware vessels for cooking, storing and transporting \À/ere handmade, without
the use of the fast potter's wheel. Molding, coiling, pinching, or a combinarion ,,¡/as

the current forming technique. The expensive wheel that required new motor skills
was not widely accepted by the indigenous people and perceived as a risk (Foster
1960). As is the situation for most Mexican potters, the wheel in Amozoc and San
Miguel Tenextatiloyan plays at the most a secondary role (see also Druc 2000; Foster
1967 ; Katz 1977 ; Lackey 1 9 8 1) . As in pre-Spanish conquesr days, porrery was made
with molds and coils. Despite the additional costs and large quântiries of fuel
required, the use of glaze, the third Spanish introduction, was adopred in some
regions of Mexico, but not in others. In Amozoc and San Miguel Tenextatiloyan we
have observed aspects of both pre-Hispanic pot making techniques and techniques
introduced by the Spaniards. These observations done in the context of the research
project'Ceramics and Social Change'(see also Hernández Sánchez 2007,2008,
2010) contribute to our knowledge of the impact of the Spanish conquesr on rhe
material culture in the indigenous Mexican society. The Spanish impact on porrery
production among the indigenous population is not well documented in Spanish
historical texts in contrast ro orher aspecrs of the sociery (i.e., Gibson 1964;
Lockhart 1992; T erraciano 2001).
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Notes

1. This fieldwork season was part of the research project Ceramics and social change. The impact of the

conquest on Middle Atnerica's material culture carried out under the support of an Innovational Research

Incentive Scheme grant of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (N\øO), and the Faculry

of Archaeology of Leiclen University.

2. Paul van Akkeren, Michiel Esveld, Meliam Vigano Gasper and Andreia K¡oezen.

3. The workshops in Amozoc were visited on July 30 ancl 3 1 and August 2, the workshops in San Miguel

Tenextatiloyan on August 4 and 5 and the workshops in Los Reyes Metzontla on August 4.

4. Since the period of our visit was rather short we cannot present a complete picture of the potters'

activities in the various workshops.

5. It is l¡elieved that the particular techniques for making this type of Majolica pottery were introduced

in Puebla by immigrants form Talavera de la Reina, Spain.

6. For the biggest cazuela de mole (height:1.60 m; wiclth: 1.40 m) in the world see http://www.poblane-

rias.com.mx/cnlnrra/ I 208 B-puebla-la

7. According to Loe Jacobs who was invited to do it himself, it certainly needs experience to fasten l¡oth

molclecl parts of the olla to each other.

B. In San Miguel Tenextatiloyan we saw the same kind of kilns in some other workshops.
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cÁNTIno DE COYOTEPEC:
A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO A VIDEOFILM

Itandehui Jansen

Coyotepec is a small town in the Sor-rth of Mexico, which is mainly known for its arti-
san production of black pottery. The pottery is particularly attractive because of its
natural deep black color and shiny appearance. Bur the pottery of Coyotepec has not
always been like this. In previotts times the pottery in Coyotepec was grey and did not
have a shiny appearance. In 1953 Doña Rosa, a celebrated local potter, discovered the
black shiny qualiry of the ceramic. In the short video included in this volume of the
Leiden Journal of Pottery Studies, her grandson explains how the discovery came about
and shows how the ceramic of Coyotepec is made.
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ARAB GEOMETRICAL POTTERY FROM TELL ABU SARBUT, JORDAN

Henderikus Eduard LaGro

Absnact

Archøeological knowledge of the Ayyabid ønd Mamluþ periods is scønt and tbe material
poorly þnown. Thh h certainþ the cøse for the pottery witltout a detøiled typologt or fur-
ther subdiuision in time. Excøuøtions at Tell Abu Sarbut in the Jordan Vølley, Jordan
(1989-1992) resubed in ø large colpus of pottery fonr tbese periods. h comes forn phøses

of ø partialþ excauøted cøne sugdr production facility ønd from subseqaent phøses of uillage
occuPation. This article focuses on the resuhs of a technologicø\, s4tlistic and morphologicøl
*udy of the Arøb Geometricøl uare. Tlte uarious þrnring techniques ønd the støbility of
the cløy mixture used influenced the final sbøpes and possible uørieties. Tbe decorations
show ø clear deuelopment øs regørds their colors. Abhouglt changes in the design elements
are scarceþ discernible, the Sarbut repertoire establishes dffirent styles, which for the first
tirne permit a better understønding of this elusiue materiøL. The uarious styles ønd extensiue
cøtalogue with indiuidual mot$ uill, howeuer, euentualþ enøble more direct comparisons
of the decoratiue øsPect uith that found øt other sites, wl¡en more detøiled information
becornes auailøble. In addition, certain morphological chøracteristics indicate ø chronologi-
cal deuelopment.

Introduction

This report on Arabic Geometrical (AG) pottery is a slightly adapted, although not
updated, version of a chapter of my unpublished PhD dissertation entitled "An Insight
into Ayyubid-Mamluk Pottery. Description and Analysis of a Corpus of Mediaeval
Pottery from the Cane Sugar Production and Village Occupation at Tell Abu Sarbut
in Jordan" (LaGro 2002).1 The aim of this study was ro construcr a typo-chronolog-
ical framework of poftery excavared at Tell Abu Sarbut from the Ayyubid-Mamluk
period. Ideally it would serye as tool for later research. Such a study would fit into the
framework of the pottery studies at Leiden University and could benefit from previ-
ous work of Franken on Tell Abu Gourdan (Franken and Kalsbeek 1975; see also
LaGro and de Haas 1988). For this purpose four excavation seasons tookplace in the
period 1989-1992 (de Haas et al. 1989, 1992)3
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TellAbu Sarbut (see also LaGro 2009:64-65) is located on the eastern bank of the

river Jordan in the central part of the valley, not far from Tell Deir 'Alla (Figure 1).3

According to Glueck, who visited the site in 1942, "numerous Byzantine and mediae-

val Arabic sherds were found on this mound" (Glueck t95I:3I1). No previous regular

excavations on rhe site are known. The pottery on the surface of the site indicated that

the Ayyubid-Mamluk period was predominantly Present.
In 1988, a preliminary excavation season to verifz the extent of the cleposits involvecl

rwo operations: trial trench on the eastern part of the site and soundings on the west-

..r, p"rr. The results led to three subsequent seasons ofexcavations in 1989, 1990 and

199) respectively (cle Haas et aI. 1992; see also LaGro 2009: 65-69, 95-98) . In general

it cor-rld be concludecl from the soundings that of the Islamic periods only deposits

ascribed to the Ayyubid-Mamluk period were present in sittt. Excavations eventually

revealed the top of layers of heavily packed clay ascribed to the Byzantine period'

On top of thesè, were a number of phases ascribed to the Ayyr-rbid-Mamluk period.

Figure 1. Location of Tell Abu Sarbut in the Jordan Valley, Jordan
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A stratigraphy of these phases relies mainly on square L, the only square excavared
completely down to the Byzantine phase (Figure 2). For detailed information on the
phases see LaGro (2009t 95-98). The relative chronology of the phases is difficult to
link to an absolute chronology due the lack of readable coins and the rather wide-
spread dates of the C14 dates available. From phase 50, a sample has a calibrated date
of 1292-1448, which would imply that at least the earlier phases of village occupation
date to the Mamluk period. For a sample associated with phase 100 the calibrated
dates are l434-f5rc or 1598-1620, indicating either late Mamluk or the Ottoman
Period. A geographical study based on late sixteenth century archives, however, does

not mention a village occupation in that area, which can be considered to have been
Tell Abu Sarbut (Hütteroth and Abdulfattah 1977). The presence in phase 100 of
white slipped green glazed ware, which was in use in the Ottoman Period, cannor be

considered an indication per se, since this material also occurred in the Mamluk
Period. Tobacco pipes, which could signal the early 17'h century, were nor found at
Tell Abu Sarbut nor were Ottoman Period coins. It is more probable then that the age

of phase 100 is late Mamluk. The total of sherds which were used for an indication of
developments of aspects of the pottery is given in Table 1.

Arab Geometrical ware

Definition

Arab Geometric pottery goes under various designations, e.g., hand-made decorated
pottery (Franken and Kalsbeek 7975: 167 ff.), hand-made geometrically painted

Section l
Square'f north face: east-west m¡ddle baulk
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Figtre 2. Tell Abu Sarbut: phases 70-100 (1 = phase 100; 2 = phase 60; 3 = phase 50;
{ = phase 40; 5 =phase 30; ( = phase 20;7 =phase 10; 8 = phase 70).
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phase 10 phase 20 phase 30 phase 40 phase 50

col sum
o/o

AG ware

cooking pottery

unglazed
decorated ware

glazed ware

lamps

orange colored
wafe

thin red ware

sugar Pottery

various
undecorated
ware

total

4.4o/o

6.go/o

.4o/o

7.8o/o

.lo/o

.4o/o

2.2o/o

42.9o/o

33.9o/o

100.0%

total

col sum
o/o

AG ware

cooking pottery

unglazed
decorated ware

glazed ware

lamps

orange colored
ware

thin red ware

sugar Pottery

various
undecorated
ware

total

5.5o/o

4.7o/o

.lo/o

4.0o/o

.0o/o

.7o/o

2.0o/o

67.r%

76.5Vo

100.0%

Table 1. Total of sherds from the phased sample (square L)'
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wares (HMGPwl 0.Johns, personal communicarion), Ayyubid-Mamluk or Mamluk
hand-made ware (Grey 1994: 60), and pseudo-prehistoric ware (Grabar l97B: lr3)
(Figure 3).

The name Arab Geometrical (AG) was likely first used by the excavarors of Hama,
where a large corpus of this porrery was found with a wide variety of shapes. They
called it: "arabe géométrique ... une céramique d'une technique extrêmemenr primi-
tive, mal façonnée, mal cuite, porrant un décor gauche ... en couleur mate ... Lrne

poterie d'un grand charme..." (Riis and Poulsen 1957:270). This observation refers
i.a' to the main characteristic of the pottery, which is a decoration with numerous geo-
metrical motifs in black and sometimes red.4 In addition, there are some orher fearures,
which often can be observed with this porrery as well. The clay, for example, that was
used to make this pottery can probably be considered a second characterisric, because
it usually contained large amounts of grog and at times organic inclusions, which were
added as a tempering material. A number of open shaped vessels at Tell Abu Sarbut
were made of this fabric and not decorated, but these are nevertheless included in this
article because of the fabric. AIso the use of textile during the construcrion of the ves-
sels, as was observed on a number of fragments, might be considered as a common
attribute, although this feature is not omnipresenr.

Distribution

The pottery is reportedly found at many sites in Bilad al-Sham, usually in post-cru-
sader deposits. In the south, the extent of its spread is apparently constricted by the
Sinai desert, where Petrie found this potery at Tell el Ajjul (Petrie 1932: pl. XLI) and
more recently it has been published from the Negev as well (Schaefer 1989: 46). In the
west, the Syrian desert seems to have been the limit. In the north, however, the distri-
bution is not yet clear. The porrery has been found at Apamaea, Hama, Aleppo and
maybe even Raqqa, but according to Rogers it can also be found in Central Anatolia,
although none has been published as such from that area (Rogers 1972:263-264).

-Whitcomb linked this general distribution of the pottery to the Crusader presence
in Bilad al-Sham and suggested that it might have been a reacrion to this occupârion,
a sort of popular symbol, which continued through the Mamluk period (\IZhitcomb
1997: lo3).5 Although this might be a possibility, other, economic factors, such as

taxes on production and trade in pottery, an increasing scarcity of firewood, and the
probably relatively low price of the ware might as well have contributed to its spread.
These same factors likely led to developments in the pottery repertoire in general, and
would account for a change which was observed more in the poorer countryside than
in cities and strongholds.6

It is generally assumed that AG pottery started in the late twelfth cenrury and was
part of a development in which wheel thrown wares \Mere largely replaced by handmade
pottery, especially in the rural areas. In contemporaneous assemblages from cities and
castles this was usually much less the case (Brown 1992:246 ff.; Pringle r9B5:176).
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In some archaeological contexts, i.e. Aqaba (Whitcomb 1988: 216), Busra (Berthier

1985: 13), and al-\Øueira the geometrical patterns were preceded by what Brown

describes as "a linear style ... consisting of simple cross-hatching, zigzag lines and dots

... exectrted in monochrome red or red-brown paint, ... best represented in southern

Transjordan" (Brown 1992:244). According to her, the limited examples available as

yet "do not establish an evolutionâry progression, or even firm relationship, between

ih. .*o painting styles". The AG ware was widely used until at least the sixteenth

cenrury. -Whether the pottery decorated with geometrical designs which was produced

in Palestinian villages in the first half of the twentieth centLlry can be considered to be

equivalent to or a direct continuiry of the AG ware is not clear. Some features such as

the use of grog and some shapes could point to such continuity. On the other hand,

the absence of the use of textile in reported observations of pottery making, which

date to the beginning of this cenrlrry and the different, less intricate style of the geo-

metrical decoration could point in a different direction. lJnfortunately not much is

known of the repertoire of the sixteenth and following centuries. According to Zia'

deh, however, at Ti'innik "the hand-made geometrically painted ware became domi-

nant only between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries". This observation seems

to be based on absolute numbers of sherds and not on relative occurrence. Neverthe-

less it is an indication that until additional material is published with a more precise

dating, the duration of its use and its part in the overall repertoire remain difficult to

establish (Zíadeh 1995: 210).
There is no certainty regarding who produced AG pottery. Suggestions range from

itinerant porrers or specialized centers (Franken, personal communication). Acording

to Johns, it was also cheaper and maybe more attractive than the wheel-thrown wares

it replaced, hence its popularity (|. Johns, personal communication. See also Franken

and Kalsbeek (1975: 199). Others have suggested a plrre village production, possibly

by women, as a parallel with household production observed in the beginning of the

last century (Brown 1992: 3I2 ff.; Pringle 1985: 1'76).

Origin of the ware

Regarding the origin of the geometrical Patterns on AG Pottery, three hypotheses

have b.en put forward: an imitation of patterns found on ancient wares (MacAlister

1,926: 196); influences from North Africa; and an imitation of contemporaneous

designs on baskets and textiles (Franken and Kalsbeek 1975: 172-173; Homès and

Franken l9B4:244).
A direct relation berween certain "protohistoric" potteries and present day Berber

pottery has been postulated by Camps, who concluded that there was a continuity with
only slight changes, a line of thorrght not shared by all, but still considered valid by

more recent alrthors (Camps 1955: 350; Camps 196l: e.g. 221, 228 and 387). For

more recent studies see Gruner 1973: I70; Fayolle 1992: 13 and263' Asimilar con-

tinuation of earlier types of pottery in Bilad al-Sham is more difficult to accept, given
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the lengthy interval between the known use of such patterns of decoration. Older wares
with geometrical motifs are, however, easy to be found on the surface of many archae-
ological sites so that an inspiration of some sort cannor be precluded out of hand,
considering the predilection for geometrical motifs in Islamic arr in general.

The suggestion of a possible origin in North Africa was inspired by the still ubiqui-
tous Presence of geometrically painted pottery there these days, which might have been
present in earlier periods as well. Relatively few publications refer to excavated material
from the mediaeval period in cities and villages in North Africa. At the 'Qal'a des Banu
Hammad' (approximately eleventh centur]) only a few sherds with simple painted
modß were found, probably belonging ro rhrown ware (Golvin 1965: 216).7 At Al-
Basra (roughly 800-1 100) 5o¡o of the pottery was handmade, but this refers to cooking
pots which had not been painted (Benco 1987: 63). Handmade ware from Qsar Es-
Seghir (1190-1458), constitutes 5o/o of the total number of sherds found. There, grog
had been added to the clay and the lower part of a number of vessels was formed in a

base mould in which cloth was used to separate the vessel from the mould, as was indi-
cated by traces of woven impressions on fragments. The upper parr \Mas built in coils.
Apart from one fragment, however, these vessels were nor painted (Myers 1984: 38,
81-82).8 In the villages the percentage of handmade wares in these periods is mentioned
as being larger, up to 40o/o, but no menrion is made how these were produced or to
'what extent they were painted (Redman 1983-1984). Mediaeval decorated pottery from
the area of Valencia has been compared with that produced at presenr in rhe Berber
region in North Africa in order to study a possible connection (Delaigue 1983-1984).
Although the decorations show a similariqy, the pottery from Valencia was mainly
thrown ware and the influence of Berber pottery could not be conclusively established,
although the distance between both areas is rather short and the area of Valencia had a

Berber population in former times. As far as could be deduced, a frequent combination
of geometrical designs on handmade pottery, whether or nor constructed with the use
of textile, could not be established, although these aspects are found separately.e A direct
link of A¡ab Geometrical ware with contemporaneous, decorated porrery on rhe sourh-
western coast of the Mediterranean basin, therefore, seems unlikely at present, but this
may change if more is known about mediaeval pottery from the countryside.lo

As for designs on baskets and textiles as a possible source of inspiration, hardly any
such material from the period in question is known and is insufficient to wârranr conclu-
sive indications that it served as a source of inspiration for patterns used on AG ware.11

Technological aspects

Construction

During the study of pottery from some sites, imprints of textiles were observed on a
number of body sherds and base fragments which led to rwo hypotheses on how the
ware was made. The first was based on material from Pella. According to Smith:
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"the potter filled a cloth sack with damp sand until it achieved approximately the form

which he wished for the body of the vessel. He then pressed a roughly flattened sheet of
clay around the bag of sand and left it to dry until it was leathe¡-hard. ... the potter has

covered the leathe¡-hard moulded clay with another layer of clay which conceals the cloth-

impression and makes the vessel twice as thick" (Smith 1973:240).12

Such a construction method, known as "bag moulding", would imply that if no other

techniques were used, closed forms were made in two halves which, then, had to fit
togerhe;. This would need considerable precision while forming the two parts, which

is difficult to artain with handmade ware. This method of constructing the vessel would

probably also leave a rrace on the inside of the pot where the two parts were joined, a

trace which could not always be obliterated completely due to the narrowness of the

neck opening. The potter would have difficulty in reaching the join to erase it. Also the

joining would probably have left a slight thickening on the outside, where the two

halves had been put together, if the potter added some clay to properly fix the two

halves. No such traces have been found on the material excavated at Tell Abu Sarbut'

Moreover, the covering of a clay body, which has dried leather-hard with a layer of
fresh and wet clay full with grog could produce shrinking tensions during further dry-

ing, which should sometimes câuse the two layers to come apaft at places. AIso this

phenomenon was not observed on the material studied from Tell Abu Sarbut. It is

unlikely that the consrruction method described by Smith was empþd to produce the

AG pottery found at Tell Abu Sarbut.

A second technique was described by Franken , who analyzed material from Tell Abu

Gourdan (Franken and KalsbeekIgT5:39 and 167). Pots were made using a bowllike
shaping dish lined with a textile to prevent clay sticking to the shaping dish and to the

hands of the porrer. In the shaping dish first a piece of textile was laid, then a lump of
clay mixed with ample grog and water, and again a piece of textile. The clay was then

pressed into the desired shape, forming the base of the vessel. After some drying, fresh

il"y *". added between the two layers of textile to form the rest of the body and even-

tually the neck.13 Finally, a ring base was added. Traces on the inside of the vessel

point to the pulling away of the textile, when the vessel was still wet, leaving character-

istic imprints. Occasionally, this was done when the vessel had akeady dried somewhat,

leaving a clear imprint of the cloth itself. 'S7'et-smoothing on the outside, and on the

inside where possible, would have obliterated most of the traces of these imprints.

At Tell Abu Sarbut seven body sherds and eleven base fragments were found to have

imprints of textile, all from closed shapes.la One fragment of abase has traces of textile

on the outside of the ring base, which itself was a later addition, implying that in this

case for construction of the ring base, a textile was used to press the clay into the

desired shape. Another base fragment seems to confirm Franken's theory that textile

was used ro cover the clay mush on the inside of the shaping dish. Inside of this frag-

menr were nearly vertical traces of textile on the plane of the fracture of the sherd'

Probably, while the clay was pushed, the textile folded downwards and caused a sePara-

tion of the clay inside the base. The potter must have drawn back the textile a little to
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adjust it and then continued to push the clay further in shape. However, the effort
failed and the base afterwards broke exactly where the textile had divided the clay pre-
viously.

It is not clear that textile was used to support the higher segmenr of the wall of the
vessel while it was being formed, as \Mas described by Franken. The clay should have
dried, at least minimally and in order to not need this supporr anymore, if that was the
aim, especially when forming the inward sloping wall of the upper part of jars. This
area could usually not be wiped again by the potter. Therefore more sherds from that
area should have been encountered with an imprint of textile had that been the case.

Also the pulling away of a rather large piece of textile, muddy and heary with clay,
from the top of a jar, where a limited hole was left open to make the neck, would leave
traces or could even cause damage to the edge of the hole, a damage which would have
to be repaired. No traces were found ar such an edge of mending or of a tear, which
could indicate this. The inside of body sherds of jars and jugs from Tell Abu Sarbut,
however, do often display the characteristics of wet texrile, which was pulled away.
Supposing that the freshly built wall of a jar could stand on its own, rhe reason for the
use of textile on the inside of the upper part could as well have been to prevenr the clay
sticking to the hands of the potter when supporting the wall of the vessel. In this case
no large piece of tissue was needed and a little lump of it would have been sufficient.
This lump would leave the same kind of traces as were observed on the material from
Tell Abu Gourdan and would nor cause any damage to the rim.

Considering these observations of cloth imprints on sherds from Tell Abu Sarbut, it
follows that the lower part of the vessel could have been formed with the aid of textile.
For the upper part not enough indications for shaping between two layers of cloth are

Present. The upper part was probably made with coils or slabs of clay with a supporr
on the inside of a lump of cloth. It seems then that in general Franken's technological
explanation for the presence of textile imprints is more suitable for the material from
Tell Abu Sarbut than the one put forward by Smith. The coexistence of difierent tech-
niques to make this pottery is called by Brown an inter-site variation and is an inrerest-
ing aspect of the level of contact and exchange of techniques within a small segment of
the Jordan Valley (Brown 1992: 196).

No imprints of cloth have been found on fragments from open shaped vessels. If
textiles had been used, the imprints would have been wiped away completely. Consid-
ering, however, the solidity of the clay and the angle of the wall it seems likely that part
of these vessels were formed with the aid of a shaping dish if this technique was used
for the closed shapes.

Textiles ancl the techniques of manufacture described here were not always employed
to construct the AG ware. A number of flat bases, mainly of large open shaped vessels,
have imprints of a mat on which the vessel was formed with the use of coils. The
imprints of the mats all show a spiral like pattern with a coil-width of approximately
one centimetre. Such imprints have also been reported from other sites like Ti'innik
(Ziadeh 1995:277). Other bases were formed on a flat or slightly concave surface and
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then the rest of the vessel was formed. This techniqlle was attested in all phases, but
became more important in phase 100. These methods of construction are clescribed

below.

Temper

The clay that was used to make the vessels contained many inclusions of different sizes,

which had been added as a tempering material. The most abundant additive is grog,

crushed sherds. For this they did not only use fragments of contemporaneolls Pottery,
but also 'older' sherds, probably from the Roman/Byzantine period (Smith 1973t 240).

'Vhether this was because these are usually thinner and maþe easier to crush to fine

parricles, or they just happened to be most abundant on the surface is not clear. Potters

in th. first half of the nventieth century still used preferably this latter kind of sherds

to produce the grog (Einsler 191,4:25I).15 Also organic material, such as straw and

chaff, could be added. This was usually done with closed shapes, which were to selve

as containers for warer, because some degree of evaporation through the slightly Porous
fabric would keep the water cool.16

Smootbing, burnishing and application of slþ

The vessels were usually wet-smoothed at places, where the Potter could still reach, i'e.

the outside and part of the inside of closed shapes and the complete surface of open

shaped vessels. Part of the vessels was also burnished. Of rim fragments belonging to

open shaped vessels, 45o/o had been burnished on the inside, whlle 43o/o were not and

the rest were indecisive. A high percentage (74o/o) of red painted vessels were bur-

nished while far fewer (l7o/o) of the black painted pots were burnished. Body frag-

ments of closed shaped vessels had been burnished in83o/o of the cases, while 10lo was

not and the remainder \Mas unclear (Table 2). Also in this case the red painted body

sherds had the highest percentage of burnishing. The presence of slip was more diffi-
cult to establish because it often has the same color as the body of the vessel. Of open

group total

col sum
o/o

burnished

no burnishing

unclear

group total

83.8%

.9%

r6.3%

100.0olo

Tab\e2. Closed shapes: burnishing and colors on the outside of body sherds
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6

t65

636

73.1o/o

'9o/o

25.9o/o

100.0olo

95

/ \)a

660 86.5o/o
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12.5o/o

100.0%
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shaped vessels, at least 23o/o of the sample shows a slip layer, while for 30o/o it was
unclear. The remainder did not have a slip layer. Of the closed shaped vessels 610/o had
a slip layer, 24o/o was unclear and the remainder did not have slip (Table 3).

Through the phases, burnishing on the inside of open shaped vessels decreases rather
regularly, fromg4o/o in phase 70 to 260/o in phase 100. Slip also became less frequent.
For closed shaped slips seem to diminish through time, although the application of slip
and burnish was generally less clear in the later versus the phases.

total

col sum
o/o

no slip

unclear

slip

total

Table 3. Closed shapes: slip and colors on the outside of body sherds

Firi"g

It is usually assumed that these vessels were fired in an open fire, because the color of
the pottery can vary. As a result, one cannot expect to identify recognizable traces of
pottery firing on a site. No traces of fires could be identified as such at Tell Abu Sarbut
(Ziadeh 1995: 218).

The reltertoire in general

The published forms of AG ware mainly consist of closed shaped vessels like jars and
pitchers, open shaped basins and bowls, lids (or spindle bowls), and occasionally lamps.
At Apamaea apparendy only jugs and jars were found, while from Hama a number of
additional, different forms has been published such as figurines and basket shaped
containers (Riis and Poulsen 1957:276 no's 1040-1046).17 At Tell Abu Sarbut the
repertoire consists, with the exception of two lamps, only of various jars, different sized
bowls and lids (or spindle bowls).

To what extent there is a variation in general in the shapes of vessels such as jars is
hard to establish. The variety in jar rims at Tell Abu Sarbut is limited to three basic
shapes, which can also be found at other sites. This is a small number considering that
these rims were hand formed; alarger variation could have been expected. This seems
also to be the case on other locations where the number of published different rim
shapes is equally limited. Apart from those published below, rhere seem to be only a
few other recurring forms. One is a straight neck with a distinct splaying top of the
rim. Another is a clearly inward sloping neck with a small straight rim.18 If, indeed, the
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number of rim shapes is limited, this could reflect a production on a small number of
sites. It is also possible that the kind of clay used to make these vessels restricted the

possibilities for variation within the rim shape. The variation in decoration on the

other hand seems endless, pointing to a more individualistic trait.

Painted colors

The colors of the monochrome decorations are basically black, brown or red, but occa-

sionally occur in combination (bichrome) on the same vessel.19 The outline of a decora-

rion was first painted and was then filled in. Thicker paint resulted in a darker color,

implying that if paint was applied thin, it can appear as dark brown, while the red color

âppears as reddish brown if applied thick. It is therefore hard to establish to what extent

brown was used as a specific color, nor if brown was an intentional or unintentional
effèct. Also the degree of porosity and the dryness of the surface of the vessel when it
was painted would have influenced the eventual color, as did the firing circumstances

(see also Franken and Kalsbeek 1975: 51). Often a (thick) layer of slip was applied

beforehand, which could have been done on purpose to prevent the presence ofscum

on the surface from interfering with the paint (Franken and London 1995:2I7)'
The development of colors visible on the body sherds of jars and pitchers through

the phases is shown in Table 4. In phase 10, red is the dominant color followed by

brown with only one occurrence of black. This ratio changes in phase 20, when brown

becomes dominant. From phase 30 onwards black starts to appear in greater numbers

and becomes the dominant color from phase 50 onwards, with only an occasional

occurrence of red. A similar observation can probably be made as regards the colors of
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Tal¡le 4. Closed shapes: colors on the outside of body sherds.
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the open shapes, although the number of fragments of open shapes is, especially for
phase 100, too small in comparison with that of the closed shapes to drawi d.fini,ir.
conclusion.

Decoration

Structare of the decorøtion

On the closed shaped vessels the decorations are usually applied according to a number
of main zones into which the surface had been divided, separated and delimitated by
straight simple horizontal lines or more intricate decorations, i.e. the neck, the upper
part and the lower part of the body. The decorations painted in these ,o.r., .". .iìh.r
be built in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal arrangemenr and as such subdivide the
main zones into smaller areas, which are then filled in in various ways. Also medallions
filled with decorations can occllr as isolated areas, mainly on the shoulder, but also in
the other zones. The lower zone is not always decorated, probably because it is less vis-
ible, although the ring base proper often has a horizontal line of paint as decoration.
The inside of the rim of the neck can be decorated as well, ro an exrenr which depends
on the diameter of the neck, which limits the area where the paint can be applied for
the decoration and its eventual visibiliry. An exception is sryle D (see belowf, where a
prior division into zones \Mas not always made. Because of the scarcity of larger frag-
ments it was difficult to register the buildup of patterns within rhese zones and no
possible chronological development for that aspect could therefore be distinguished.

Open, more shallow shaped vessels have a decoration covering the inside, either
completely or only along the rim, while on the outside the decorati,on is limited to the
area close to the rim. The deeper vessels usually have only a decoration directly along
the inside and outside of the rim.

Decorations on handles and bases of closed and open shaped vessels are usually not
integrated in the general structure of the decoration and are treared separately in fol-
lowing paragraphs since their decoration is different. The same applies ro the decora-
tion of lids, or spindle bowls, which is treated separately in the paragraph on the lids.

Decoration of body and rim

A number of examples of motifs , and their combinations into patterns, have been
ptrblished from Tell Abu Gourdan (Franken and Kalsbeek 1975; 170-17l), Hesban
(Sauer 1973: 55-56), Jerusalem (MacAlister 1926: 197-199);Yriezen t994:222-223),
Rujm el-Kursi (Khadija 1992), and Ti'innik (Ziadeh 1995). They usually have been
organized according to motifs such as spirals or triangles and without qtrantitative indi-
cations to trace a local contemporaneous predilection or a chronological development.
Although the 'catalogue' illustrated in Figure 4 in combination with some indìvidual
motifs described below is extensive, others were probably present as well, but could not
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be distinguished and described as such, because the fragments on which they occurred
were too small or worn to indicate enough about a motif or a pattern of decoration.2O
This is especially the case with the decorations on the inside of bowl bases which were
usually worn beyond recognition, but sometimes still show a 'checkerboard' decoration
with spirals or alternatively filled in squares.

The decorations on AG ware display a large variation of motifs and combinarions,
but a partial comparison between those published by Franken and those from Tell Abu
Sarbut showed that only about a third of those from Tell Abu Gourdan were also
found at Tell Abu Sarbut.2r

Only a few individual motiß occur more than ten times. Many morifs are single
finds, further complicating rhe analysis. Therefore, they have been grouped as they
were used as Patterns and in different 'styles'. Styles A-C are shown in Figure 4, whlle
the others are described separately below. In addition to these styles, some bichrome
decorations in 'black' and 'red', some exceptional monochrome ones and medallion-
like ones are described.

In Table 5 a diagram is given for sryles B-E plus bichrome decorations (F) as they
occur through the phases. Style B forms the majority in all phases, while style C starts
clearly in phase 50 and sryle D as well, albeit in small numbers.22 Sryle E and bichrome
decorations (F) are clearly presenr in phase 100.

14Q
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Table 5. Styles of decoration per phase.

Styk A. 'Border decoration'
The motifs, which were used as a border decorarion, can be divided, apart from a
small varia group, into a group, which has a continuous curbed line (,{1-443), and
one with parallel, horizontal lines (460-A68). Both occur throughout the phases with
a slight predilection for parallel lines in the phases linked with the sugar industry,
rather than in subsequent phases. This development could be linked to the decreasing
occurrence of open shaped vessels, which more often have parallel lines, and increas-
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Figure 4 (cont.). Catalogue of motifs

ing occurrence of jars in these latter phases (see below).'\f'ithin the motifs ascribed to

these rwo larger groupings only within the curbed lines group did a more specific

development could be found. In the earlier phases A42 is mainly used, while in later

phases mainly A5 and ,{10 occur, a development linked as well to the increase in

closed shapes.

Style B. Repetitiue rnotif between single parallel lines

The motiß in sryle B do not show a clear development through the phases at Tell Abu

Sarbut. Therefore they have been tentatively grouped according to five possible main

parrerns to which reference is sometimes made in other publications to determine if
this method is helpful.

- 'spirals', either round, square or triangular (SP)

- parallel lines (LL)

- vertical indented lines (EE)

- patterns having a triangle as a basis for decoration (TR)

- patterns having a tilted square as a basis (LO¡'z

Using these five clusters, no clear pâttern of a change or development through the

phases could be established. 
'!Øithin each group, only the one with spirals shows a

development in the sense that the square and triangular spirals were limited to phases

10 and 20 plus a possible change in predilection from motif 8155 in earlier phases to

motif 8156 in later phases. In addition, most of the remaining individual motifs of
style B have been grouped in various ways as well, but no clear development through

the phases could be distinguished. It seems then that based on these data from Tell
Abu Sarbut, no overall and clear development of motifs, either individual or grouped

according to a common rrait, can be discerned, although in some cases a trend is visi-

ble. Some examples of combinations of motifs of sryle B on closed shapes are given in

Figtrre 5.I4.24
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Styk C. Repetitiue pøttern to f.ll in a zone.

The individual patterns of style C do not change or develop at Sarbut. Most patterns

in style C could be ascribed either to a general design consisting of filled in squares or

ro one in which rwo parallel crossing lines were filled in.25 'Sl'hen considered in this

way, no clear development is discerned throughout the phases. The latter pattern

occurs only on .lor.d shapes, a trend that might develop into a more gneral pattern

later.

Sryle D. 'Free style'
This so-called free style preliminarily refers to bold, thick lines which can constitute an

undulating parrern of intertwined lines or bold, straight crossing lines. To what extent

these were part of a more clearly clefinable larger pattern is not certain, because the

fragments are so small (Figure 5.4). Sometimes the pattern is regular, but then the lines

have been put with a bold stroke.26 The illustrated example in Figure 5.5 is an excep-

rion as regards the accuracy of the thickness of the lines and their regular spacing.

Style E. Blønle spaces between pøinted øreøs

Although it does not appear frequently and is not an exacdy definable sryle, Style E

deviates significantly from styles A-D by its application of the paint, which leaves the

non-painted parts appear as motiß. A number of sherds have been ascribed to sryle E

if the painted surface clearly exceeds that of the non-painted area and if a design of the

non-painted places was observed.zT A number of fragments with a bichrome decora-

tion, see below, can, be ascribed to this style as well. At Tell Abu Sarbut, sqyle E was

only observed on fragments of closed vessels. Examples are given in Figure 5.6-7.

Bichrome decoration
A limited number of examples of bichrome ware come from several sites, but as at

Sarbut, it was never common.28 The following examples, all from closed shapecl vessels

and mainly single occurrences, display two distinct colors, black and red. They are

'bichrome' in the sense that these are not variations within one broader specter like
light red and very dark brownish red caused by a difference in the thickness in applying

of the paint. A number of fragments have bold black lines and red dots on a non-

slipped surface (Figure 5.8-9). Others have intertwined circles that are partially filled
up with a pamern of black lines and some red dots (Figure 5.10). A third variety con-

sists of straight crossing lines with a subpattern executed in red (Figure 5'Il-12).

Exceptional decorations

Some sherds belonging to AG ware have a decoration that differs from those described.

For example, the main element of the decoration can consist of parallel bent lines

with small motifs in the open spaces, which look like medallions. Several sherds

(Figure 5.13-15) were probably all part of the same, thin walled vessel, which was

made of a red firing clay and covered on the outsicle with a white slip. Other sherds
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BICHROME DECORATION
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0 5cm

Figure 5.8-12. Decoration of body and rim (bichrome decoration)
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Figure 5. 13-17. Various exceptional decorations
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(Figure 5.16-19) display less well executed lines, but also they are different in design
than the rest of the material.ze Another exceptional decoration is formed by composite
triangles, which are used as a 'border' decoration or are parr of a more complex deco-
ration (Figure 5.20-21). Small designs (Figure 5.22-23) can occur in'empry' areas
within larger patterns. Sometimes, small enclosed areas within a larger design could be
filled in as a medallion (Figure 5.24-26). Other exceptional decorations appear on an
open shaped vessel (Figure 5.27-30).

Decoration on handles

Handles usually have an individual decoration, which is not integrated into the overall
on the vessel body. The handle decoration is often separated by a line painted around
the handle attachment. The individual motiß on the handles are illustrated in Figure
6. From their frequencies it can be deduced that there are a large number of motifs
with only a few, more simple ones recurring more than five times. None were charac-
teristic for a speciûc phase or phases. Some more intricate designs are illustrated sepa-
rately (Figure 10).

Decorøtion of bases

Some ring base fragments have a decoration underneath or on the outside of the ring
(Figure 7 and Figure 8). Decoration under the base occllrs rarely and is limited to
phases 10 and 20, with patern 02 occurring six times 

"nd 
p"tt.r.r, 03 and 04 two

times each. How and when this decoration would be visible is only clear in the case of
dishes with one or more holes in the ring of the base to hang the vessel on the wall
with the base turned outward. Not all decorated ring bases had holes. A jar base has a
decoration underneath, making it difficult to imagine when this decoration would have
been visible. Decoration on the outside, near the base, was found in nearly 50o/o of the
cases and mainly consists of a simple line along the base ring proper of closed and open
shaped vessels. Some other, more elaborate patterns occur only once or twice and were
found in phase 100, see for an example Figure 9.1. Adecoration on rhe inside of bases

of open shaped vessels was visible in 25o/o of the sherds, but apart from some excep,
tions (Figure 9.2-4), these were too \Morn to give indications abour a more specific
pâttern. They mainly occur in phases associated with sugar production.

Closed shapes (AGC)

Shapes and technologr

The closed shaped vessels consist of jars and jugs in various sizes as well as pitchers.
Only a few larger fragments were found ancl therefore the general shape of the jar or jug
could not serve as a basis for a description of the available repertoire. For that reason,
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Figure 5.18-24. Various exceptional decorations
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VARIOUS EXCEPTIONAL
DECORATIONS
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Figwe 5.25 -27. Various exceptional decorations.
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VARIOUS EXCEPTIONAL
DECORATIONS
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Figure 5.28-30. Various exceptional decorations.

the rims belonging to jars, jtrgs and pitchers have been arranged to their general shape

without regard to the diameter, althotrgh this implies that rims of a small and a large

vessel can end up in the same group. Nor was it feasible to diffentiate between jars with
or without handles.

In contrast to the shaped vessels, whose interiors could easily be finished, the closed

shapes provided the potter with some difficulty in this respect. This is illustrated by the
profile of a small jug, which was made in various, subsequently joined segments: lower
half of the vessel, the upper part of the vessel and thirdly the neck (Figtrre 10.1). The
ring base was a later, separate addition.
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Figure 6 (cont.). Decoration on handles.
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Figure 9. Deco¡ation of bases.
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The first segment, the lower part, clearly shows signs of wiping on the inside, which
is therefore rather smooth. The second segment, however, could not be wiped inside

any more, because the opening of the neck was too small to enable the potter to reach

there and shows traces of a moisty cloth, which had been pulled away after supporting
attachment of that part. The neck itself is again accessible and is neatly finished. The
neck is, however, rather high and narrow, making it impossible to insert part of a hand
far enough to strengthen the joint of the neck with the body on the inside of the vessel.

Therefore, the neck broke off exactly at the joint and this was often the case with rims
AGCR1-2 (see below). Other rim shapes have a wide, more splayed neck, as rim
AGCR3, or a wider mouth and a lower neck, like rims AGCR5-7, which enabled the

potrer to insert a hand and reach the joint with some fingers to strengthen it from the

interior. Traces of fingers can often be seen below the join of the neck with the shoul-
der. In these cases the joint was stronger and did not break. AIso that part of the inside
that could be reached and wiped was larger and this was usually done.

The jars were probably used for the storâge of water or other liquids so the wiping
would close off at least the larger pores in the clay and prevent unwanted evaporation

or leakage.3o

Rims (AGCR)

These rims do not have a specific diameter that can be linked to one rim variety, but
in general those of jars have a smaller diameter, around 12 cm, than pitchers (Table 6).

Stratigraphically, jar rims AGCR1 and AGCR2 and pitcher rim AGCR5 are common

until phase 60, after which jar rim AGCR3 and pitcher rims AGCR6 and AGCRT also

come in usage, while other rims continue to be part of the repertoire.

group total
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Table 6. Closed shapes: diameters of rims.
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Rim AGCR1
Rim of a jar with a high neck that becomes thinner towards the top of the rim which
is usually slightly everted (Figure 10.2-4).

Rim AGCR2
Rim of an even thickness, which belonged to a jug with a somewhat splayed neck (Fig-

ure 10.5-7).

Rim AGCR3
Rim of a jar with a distinctly splayed neck, which can be provided with two handles
(Figure 10.8).

Rim AGCR5
Rim belonging to a pitcher with a low splayed neck with a transition from rim to
shoulder, having a distinct edge on the inside. The handle passes from the top of the

rim to the shoulder (Figure 10.9).

Rim AGCR6
Rim of a pitcher with a splayed neck and a transition from rim to shoulder that is clear

and smooth on the inside of the vessel (Figure 10.10).

Rim AGCRT
Rim of a pitcher with a low rim and a transition to the shoulder that is direct, with
only a slight curve (Figure 10.11).

Handles (AGH)

The handles are made of the same fabric as the vessel and were sometimes constructed
by folding both sides of an oblong slab of clay inwards. This could result in a small

groove on the inside of the handle, if the edges did not join, or in a small ridge if the

edges had an overlap (Figure 11.1). The outside of the handle is usually smooth.
Mostly, however, it is difficult to establish which method was used to form handles,
since traces indicating how they had been made were obliterated. At both hanle
attachment points and on the ends of each handle, scratches were made for strength-
ening the join. For the same purpose, clay would be added to the inside of the handle
where it joins the wall. Traces on the wall interior of a number of sherds show that
the potter gave counter pressure, when pushing the end of the handle against
the outside of the wall, implying that in case of the jars this was probably done before
the neck was placed. This support was at times not adequate or could not be given
anymore and as a result, the wall would bulge inwards somewhat and at times clay of
the handle was even pressed through the wall, while adding the handle on the out-
side.
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TableT. Closed shapes: generai dimensions of handles.

Stratigraphically, handles placed on the shoulder dominate in all phases, while the
handle connecting neck and shoulder is found only after phase 40. The handles with
the cup and the vertical protrusion (AGHD, see below) appear only in phase 100, but
were always few in number. The colors of handle decorations parallels colors used on
closed pots. The absence of a red color on handles with the cup and the vertical protru-
sion reflects their later introduction on the site, when black or brown were the domi-
nant colors. An example of handle AGHA is given in Figure 11.2).

Handle with cup (AGHC)
A number of handles on the shoulder have a small 'cup-shaped' addition on the top of
the handle, which itself has a decoration that usually consists of broad crossing lines
and sometimes horizontal stripes reminicent of style D (Figure 11.3-4). The larger
handles can have a hole in the middle of the'cup', which runs down right through the
handle and has a diameter between 0.5 cm and 2 cm (Figure \1.5.31 On one fragment
a 'cup' was not attached to a handle but was placed on top of a rim with a large diam-
eter, it might therefore have belonged to an open shaped vessel (Figure 11.6). The
purpose of these 'cups' is not directly obvious, since they are rather large to have served

as a thumb knob. They could have been intended for another, practical purpose. The
larger ones could have served as a holder for a real cup that was used to take water from
the jar. This would, however, not explain the presence of the smaller sized 'cups',
which could have been merely meânt as decoration as well.

Handle uith protrusion (AGHD)
Some handles had a small vertical protrusion on the handle top. The purpose again is
not clear, although it could more easily have served as thumb knob (Figure ILT).32
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Figure 11.1-3. Closecl shapes: handles.
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Vørious ltandles

Some handles are different from those described above. One handle has a second
smaller handle on top. On the inside of the neck a small, horizontal and triangular
shaped protrusion has a little hole pierced vertically through it (Figure 11.8). A small
roll of clay with incisions was added on top of another handle along the attachmenr ro
the body of the jar (Figure 11.9). Some jar fragments have a small strip of clay attached
to the outside in what looks like a horseshoe shape, although the original form might
have been different. The fragments are too small to establish the complete shape. The
purpose of this strip could have served as â grip, but considering the size it is more
probable that they were merely meant as decoration, as they were integrated in the
overall decorational pattern of the vessel (Figure 1 1 . 1 0).

Fihers

Jars and especially jugs can be provided with a filter to prevent unnecessary evâporarion
of their contents and contamination with insects, dust and dirt. Remarkably enough
only five filter fragments of AG ware have been found and no further neck fragments
show signs of a previously attached filter.33 A reason for this might not only be the
unstable nature of the material itself, since a broken filter would easily be crushed to
miniature fragments, but also the way the vessels were made. The necessary efforts of
the potter to join the neck and the shoulder, as described above, would prevenr one
from adding the filter before the neck was placed. The presence of the neck could
make it impossible to insert a filter, unless the neck had a clear splaying shape, like rim
AGCR3. The filters look like small concave discs, which were 'lowered', with the open
side of the disc downwards, into the neck of the vessel and attached to the sides of it
with some clay smeared along the upper edge.

Filters from other sites like Ti'innik have a different shape in the sense that the disc
is placed in the neck with the open end upwards as opposed to the illustrated examples.
Also the location of the filter is different, sometimes being half way up rhe neck like the
ones published by De Vatx and Steve, a feature, which is probably related to the afore-
mentioned trouble the potter had to reach inside the neck (de Vaux and Steve 1950:
pl. B, no. 1-3; Gibson et al. 1991:,43. no.8; Porëe 1993:20. A and B; Pringle 1984:
96. no. 11; Tushingham 1985: 394, no. 12; Ziadeh 1.995:227 no's B and 9). Only
two filter fragments from Tell Abu Sarbut \Mere preserved sufficient material to deter-
mine construction technique. They both belong to splaying rims. (Figure 12). Both
fragments were decorated with paint.

SPouts

A relatively small number of spouts belonging to AG jugs and jars were found. They
were made in two different ways.
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Figure 12. Closed shapes: filters

Spout 1

A slab of clay was folded in the shape of a hollow conical tube and, if needed, the top
was cut off and the spout was attached to the wall of the vessel where previously a hole
was made from the outside to the inside (Figure 13.1).

Spout 2
A roll of clay was formed in a solid, straight or conical shape and was attached to the
wall of the vessel. Then, a hole was pierced into the roll of clay directly throtrgh the
wall of the vessel (Figure 13.2 ) .

The spouts normally have a straight top except for one, which was cllt obliquely as a

finishing touch (Figtrre 13.3).

Bases (AGCO)

The bases ascribed to the closed shapes of AG were made in two different ways

Base A
A number of vessels were probably made using a shaping dish and later, after some dry-
ing, the vessel was turned upside-down and clay was added to form a proper base, usu-
ally a ring base, on the initially concave lower part of the vessel (bases AGCO01-05).
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Figure 13. Closed shapes: spor¡ts.

Base B

Other bases were formed on a flat or slightly concave surface and then the wall of the

vessel was built up (bases AGCOI0-I7).

Often it was difficult to establish whether the vessel was formed in a shaping dish, after

which clay was added to form the ring base, or if the vessel was built up from a base

which was formed first with the aid of rolls and slabs (base AGCO2O).
The diameters of bases, whether they were made in a shaping dish or built up from

a slab, are mainly between 8-1.2 cm, with a limited number having a smaller or larger

size. This is also the case with the separate varieties within these ways of making the

vessels described below.

Bases made in a shaping dish

Base AGCOO1
This base has a high, somewhat flaring ring base, which is often decorated on the out-
side and on the inside of the ring. Probably, a broad band of clay was added to the base

and inside this resulting hollow space a lump of clay was placed and carefully smoothed

with the interior of the ring base. Often the ring with the inside lump broke away from
the vessel (Figure 14.1).

Base AGCOO2
A roll of clay was added to the base and smeared inwards on the inward side of the roll
and smoothed with the concave base of the vessel. The outward sicle of the roll was

pressed between the fingers and protrudes outwards (Figvre 14.2).
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Base AGCOO3
A roll of clay was added to the concave base. Then the inward edge of the roll was

pushed downwards and inwards and then smoothed with the vessel, while the outside
of it was merely pushed inwards, forming a straight profile on the outside (Figure 14.3).

Base AGCOO4
A thin roll of clay was added and smoothed inwards with the base of the vessel. This
method resembles that of base AGCOO3, but these pots are smaller and their walls
thinner (Figure 14.4).

Base AGCO05
A round coil of clay was added to the concave base of the vessel. The edges of this coil
were pushed outwards from the inside, forming a shallow ring base, which protrudes
outwards (Figure 14.5).

Bøses formed on ø surþce
Base AGCOl0
The base was formed on a slightly concave surface, which could have been a stone or a

mat, because one fragment still had the impression of matting made of coils in a circu-
lar pattern. Then, the wall was built up in coils. The inside of the base is irregular and
can have a small bump in the middle, which might be a remnant of the lump of clay
from which the base was formed (Figure 14.6).

Base AGCO11
The base was formed on a concave surface and has a regular thickness. The transition
from base to wall is smooth, as if the base and the lower part of the vessel were made
of a single slab of clay (Figve I4.7).

Base AGCO12
The base was formed on a flat surface after which the wall was built up, probably in
coils, leaving an angular transition from base to wall (Figure 14.8).

Base AGCOl3
The base was formed on a slightly concave surface. The wall of the vessel was built up
somewhat inside the outer edge of this base, leaving a distinct outward protrusion at
the base (Figure 14.9).

Base AGCO14
On a slightly concave surface first a circular thin layer of clay was laid with a roll of
clay on top of it, along the edge, which would later form a ring base. Then the base

proper was formed by adding a thicker layer of clay on top of the thin layer, including
the roll of clay, and the rest of the vessel was built up (Figure 14.10).
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Base AGCO15
Bases of small pots were built from a nearly flat slab of clay. The transition of the base

into the wall is thicker because extra clay was smeared on the inside to strengthen rhe
joint (Figure \4.11).

Base AGCO16
The rather irregular thickness of base and wall suggest the following possible method
of construction: a lump of clay was put on a slightly concave surface and opened from
the middle. Like this, the base part and the lower part of the vessel were formed at the
same time, afterwhich the rest of the vessel was built up (Figure 14.12).

Base AGCO17
Nearly flat bases belonging to large vessels were formed with several pieces of clay with
coils around the edge of the flat base. Then, the rest of the vessel was built up. The
base is often irregular underneath, because the surface on which it was made was nor
straight (Figure 14.13).

Bases made either in ø shapìng dish or formed on a surføce

Base AGCO2O
Vessels with a flat base that was either added after the vessel was built up with the use
of a shaping dish, or from which the rest of the vessel was built up (Figure 14.14).

Open shapes (AGO)

Construction

The open shaped vessels within the Arab Geometrical pottery repertoire display a wide
variety of shapes, from large basins with flat bases to small bowls with a ring base.

Analysis of base and wall fragments suggests that these vessels were built up with coils
of clay or had been formed in a shaping dish, although the distinction is not always
clear. To what extent textile was used in the process, as has been described above, is
trnclear because no sherds of open shapes with imprints of textile have been founcl.
After the vessel was formed, the outsicle and inside of it were wet-smoothed and could
be btrrnished. These finishing touches, which could be applied to the complete exrerior
and interior of the vessel, would have obliterated the traces of textile. The sherds of
some of the deeper shapes indicate a buildup with coils of clay, because the fracture is
horizontal and clearly shows the wedge-shaped joining point of slabs of clay. However,
whether or not this way of constructing was also used for other deep bowls and basins
is not certain but, considering the rather straight walls of these vessels for which a shap-
ing dish would not provide much support. The more shallow shaped vessels were prob-
ably formed in a shaping dish and clay was added later to form the outside of the base.
One body fragment had not been wiped or burnished completely and on the outside
the imprint of plaited matting could still be seen of approximately rwo cenrimerres
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wide, which could point to the use of a basket as a shaping dish.3a A basket is, in fact,

very suitable to use because it does not have a completely closed structure, which allows

the clay to dry rather evenly on the inside and the outside, reducing the tensions dur-
ing the drying, and at the same time shortens the drying time.

Rims (AGOR)

Rims of open shaped vessels of the Arab Geometrical pottery display a Iarge variety in
profile, but not in the way the rim had been finished. Therefore, in the following
description a main 'group' is illustrated by its variants and rims have been attributed to
these, although there can be slight differences in shape or finishing touch with the

illustrated examples.

The rim diameter varies between 16 and 50 cm and there is no clear concentration
around certain diameters for the totality of the rims (Table 8). Rim groups 0-3 are

group total
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Table 8. Open shapes: diameters of rims.
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mainly found in the larger sizes, while the others are more spread over a range of diam-
eters, but with some concentration in the smaller sizes. This is also the case with the
variants within each group, meaning that one variant does not have a specific diameter
within the group but that in each variant a number of diameters and therefore sizes

were available.
Through the phases some general developments can be discerned, although some-

times the number of fragments available is small and some might have belonged to the
same vessel, making the data insufficient to draw detailed conclusions about the devel-
opment of each variant through the phases. Group 6 is important from phases 20 to
50 after which group 1 becomes important and eventually dominant, i.e. slightly
smaller and shallow vessels are becoming less frequent in the course of time, and the
proportion of larger sized vessels increases. Group 0 with a somewhat larger size was
attested from phase 40 onwards, while groups 4 and 7 are present in all phases with
neady the same ratios.

Not all rims have traces of a painted decoration, which is either because it has worn
off or it had never been applied. The undecorated vessels also lacked slip on the inside
and outside, an indication that its application was linked to the eventual painted deco-
ration, but occasionally some interior and exterior burnishing had been done. In most
cases ifvariant undecorated vessels are present, there are also decorated vessels available,
which might reflect personal predilections or more simply, differences in price.

Group 0
Rim AGOROO
Deep and rather large vessels usually have loop handles. The upper part of the handle
was attached directly under the top of the rim. The inside of the top of the rim slopes

distinctly inwards and along the outside a small and irregular edge can be present due
to the pushing downwards and inwards of the clay at the top of the rim (Figure 15.1).

Rim AGORO1
The rim and the wall are like that of AGOROO, but in this case a horizontal roll of clay
was added as a decorative element on the outside, just below the top of the rim. The
top part of the loop handle is attached to this roll (Figure 15.2).

Rim AGORO2
Like rim AGORO0, but instead of a loop handle a curbed roll of clay was added jtrst
under the rim as a lug handle, which could have different sizes (Figure 15.3).

Group I
Rim AGOR1O
Deep and usually large vessels probably have two loop handles, the top end of which is
either attached directly to the top of the rim or somewhat underneath it. The top of
the rim is flattened (Figure 15.4).
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tum AGOR1 1

Like AGORl0, but in this case a strip of clay has been added as a decorative element
along the outside of the rim, just below the top of it (Figure 15.5).

Rim AGOR13
Deep vessels with the rim pressed down, causing a small and irregular edge along the
outside of it. The top of the rim is flat. The thickness of the wall is often irregular and
the decorations are made with bold strokes in style D. One fragment has a knob serv-

ing as a grip and another fragment has a loop handle attached nearly to the top of the
rim (Figure 15.6-7).

Group 2
Rim AGOR2O
Deep vessels with rather straight walls. Loop handles are attached under the top of the
rim, which is flat and thickened as a result of a no longer visible coil of clay, which was

added along the outside top part of the rim and smoothed completely with it (Fig-

ure 15.8).

Group 3
Rim AGOR3O
Large bowls or basins with two or four loop handles. On the inside of the rim a roll of
clay was added, which was smoothed with the interior, but still left a distinct edge

(Figure 15.9).

Rim AGOR31
Deep, large vessels with loop handles. The rim becomes thinner towards the top and
slopes inwards. On the outside, a horizontal and decorative strip of clay was added just
below the top of the rim (Figure 15.10).

Group 4
Rim AGOR4O
Shallow vessels with a concave shape and loop handles, the top end of which is attached
under the top of the rim. The top is flat and can be sloping slighdy inwards and some-

times a small edge was formed on the inside along the rim, probably caused by the
downward pressure while flattening the top of the rim (Figure 15.11).

Rim AGOR41
Shallow bowls, probably concave with loop handles the top part of which is attached
somewhat under the top of the rim. The top of the rim is flat, slightly thickened, and
points outwards (Figure 15.I2).

Rim AGOR42
Shallow bowls, which are concave and possibly provided with small loop hanclles,

although none have been found. The top of the rim is flattened and protrudes outwards.
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Along the outside a horizontal strip of clay was added as a decorative element below the
top of the rim (Figure I5.I3).

Group 6
Rim AGOR60
Shallow bowls with a distinct carination, probably where the shaping dish ended, with
an extra coil of clay to form an upstanding rim. They can be providecl with loop han-
dles the top part of which was attached at the level of the carination. The top of the
rim can be flat or sloping inside somewhat (Figure 15.I4).

Rim AGOR61
Shallow bowls without a distinct carination, but with a slight horizontal irregularity on
the outside (Figure 15.15).

Rim AGOR62
Shallow, nearly flat vessels with a lower upstanding rim like rim AGOR60. They can

be provided with loop handles the top part of which was attached at the level of the
carination under the rim (Figure 15.fq.

Group 7
Rim AGOR7O
Shallow bowls with a rim, which becomes somewhat thinner towards the top. They
were probably made in a shaping dish and no additional coil of clay was added to form
an upstanding rim. Although the profile in general resembles that of the lids or spindle
bowls described below, the difference in decoration and the lack of an internal loop
handle point to another function (Figure 15.17).

Rim AGOR71
Small concave bowls without a carination. The top of the rim is usually rounded but
can at times be flat as well (Figure 15.18).

Rim AGOR72
Shallow vessels with have flattish rims. They were built up to the edge of the shaping
dish and then the top of the rim was made flat. This could sometimes result in a sharp-
ish edge on the inside of the rim. The diameter could be approximately 4O cm, but no
fragment was large enough to establish this. They only occur in a non-decorated vari-
ant (Figtrre 15.19).

Rim AGOR73
Shallow concave bowls of which the top of the rim flares slightly outwards. No frag-
ments with handles were found. Probably the complete inside of these vessels was

decorated (Figure 15.20).
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Figure 15.13-24. Open shapes: rims.
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Various rims
A number of rim fragments could not be ascribed to any of the above mentioned
groups, but some of them are large and distinct enough to be illustrated for eventual
comparison with material from other sites (Figure 15.2I-25).

Bøses (AGOO)

The bases of the open shapecl vessels were constrllctecl either on a flat surface or formed
in a shaping dish, a distinction which could not always be made.

Base AGOO1, which was made with a slab or slabs of clay, is mainly found with the
larger diameters, while bases AGOOZ, AGOO3 and AGOO4, which were made in a

shaping dish, are mainly found with the smaller diameters. The bases described below
are found in all phases and so are, for that matter, the rwo basic ways of constructing
the base. Base AGOO2 and base AGOO4, however, are more important in the phases

associatecl with the sugar production, while base AGOO3 becomes more important
later and eventually dominant in phase 100.

\

(
F(.
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Base AGOOl
Flat bases belonging to larger vessels. On a number of them traces of a mat with a spiral-
Iike pattern could still be seen, on which they had been formed. The mat enabled the
potter not only to turn the vessel while working on it, but would also have facilitatecl
removal and subsequent drying of the vessel.35 The base does not always consist of a

single round slab of clay, but was at times formed by smearing several thin layers on top
of each other. After the base itself had been finished the wall was built up, probably in
coils. In the outside corner between the flat base and the wall an extra roll of clay was
sometimes added to strengthen the joint between the base ancl the wall (Figure 16.1).

Base AGOO2
Flat or nearly flat bases, which were first formed in a shaping dish. After removal from
the dish the vessel was turned upside-down and a circular roll of clay was laid on the
then still concave shape of the base. The roll was smeared out and smoothed with the
wall, resulting in a nearly flat base, which in the center has approximately the same

thickness as the wall (Figure 16.2).

Base AGOO3
More or less flat bases, which were probably first formed in a shaping dish and had
initially a concave shape. Then, a thick round slab of clay was added on the outside
and was smoothed with the wall of the vessel, resulting in a base, which is thicker than
the wall (Figure 16.3).

Base AGOO4
Bases with a ring base. The bases were first formed in a shaping dish and then on the
outside of the resulting concave shape a circular roll of clay was attached the sides of
which were smoothed with the wall, resulting in a ring base. \X/ithin the ring of the
base an extra lump of clay could be applied to strengthen the joint between the base

and the body proper. These bases probably belong to shallow bowls with carinated
rims and are decorated on the inside. Due to use and wear only some patterns could
be reconstructed. Sometimes holes were pierced in the ring of the base, tvvo next to
each other. These were not 'reparation holes' because they were made when the clay of
the vessel was still soft and occur in unbroken bases as well. Probably a string was

pulled through them in order to hang them on the wall for decoration and protection
(Figure 16.4).

Base AGOO5
These bases were constructed in a way that could not be accurately established. The
thickness of the base and the wall is irregr-rlar and on the inside and outside traces of
fingers, which smeared or pressed the clay can be seen. Probably a Ílat piece of clay was

made into a round shape after which the wall of the vessel was built up in slabs. A thin
broad ring of claywas added, giving the base a slight ring base (Figure 16.5).
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Lids or spinning bowls

Introduction

\Tithin the Arab Geometrical repertoire a small group consists of bowl-like shaped ves-

sels with a small loop handle in the interior. These are usually thought to have served

as lids, although some excavators consider them to have functioned as spindle bowls
(Franken and Kalsbeek 1975:198; Smith 1973:242, 1989: 118). These latter base

themselves on a rather similar shaped vessel, which was comlnon in the fourteenth-
seventh centuries B.C.E. and widely used in Palestine and Egypt. Such vessels were
studied by Dothan, who concluded that these served as spinning bowls, based on con-

temporaneous wall paintings from EgFp,, which illustrate the use of them (Dothan
1963). These vessels, however, have two interior handles with grooves due to wear and
are flat based or have a ring base. None of the examples from Tell Abu Sarbut displays
any of these characteristics and it, therefore, does not constitute a likely parallel, ena-

bling an explanation as lids as well. From Jerusalem and also from Tel Yoqne'am a

bowl with a ring base and interior handle was published, which coulcl hardly have

served as a lid and therefore had another function, maybe a spinning bowl, but it is not
clear to what extent these latter belong to the AG decorated ware described here (Avis-

sar 1996:133; Tushingham 1985: 397, no. 15).
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From the description above on general construction problems of sieves inside the

closed vessels and considering the need to have some protection for the contents of a

vessel, some kind of lid coLrld be expected. The bowl-like shape is very well suited to
sewe as a lid, because the diameter of such a shape only needs to exceed that of the ves-

sel to be covered and it will fit in a stable way. Flat lids tend to slip off and inverted bowl
shaped lids need to fit exactly, which is difficult to do with handmade wares. More
recent illustrations of handmade painted poftery from Palestine show a concave bowl-
like shaped vessel with an interior handle which is described as a lid (see i.a. Dalman
1942: Abb. 117; Einsler 1974: Taf. XLVI, no. C and E). According to Einsler, they
were not only used to cover water jârs, but were also used as covers for 'butter bowls',

which had a diameter of 20.5 cm. Considering the diameter of such vessels found at Tell
Abu Sarbut, which vâries between 14 cm and 26 cm, the vessels described here could
have served as lids for both jars and pitchers, and as well for the smaller sized bowls.

Shø1te and technologt

These vessels have a very shallow shape with a somewhat thicker base than the rest of
the vessel, which is of a nearly even thickness. The outside surface of the base is irregu-
lar and sometimes rough. The rim has a flat top, as if it had been cut off and directly
under it a hardly observable irregularity can be noticed parallel to the rim, which might
indicate the top of a shaping dish. The inside and outside surfaces were wiped with a

cloth, which could be the reason why no traces of textile were observed, if it was used.

Burnishing was only seen on 9.5o/o of the sherds and the use of slip could only be

established in 2o/o of cases, while the rest had no clear traces of a separately applied
layer. The loop handles were well attached to the interior, because they usually did not
break off at the joints, but around it.

Decoration

The vessels have a decoration on the inside consisting of lines, sometimes in combina-
tion with dots, and a band along the rim. The lines occur single or double and parallel,
and cross straight or curbed from one side of the rim to the other. The patterns

described below are based on a four or eight point division equally spaced along the
rim, where the lines connect. A six-point division was not observed. A variety of pat-
terns is possible like this and from the larger fragments a number of these patterns were

deduced, to which smaller sized sherds could be attributed, realizing that they could
sometimes as well belong to â non-recognized, different pattern. If doubt existed, they
were not ascribed to a pattern. AIso the loop handles were decorated, usually with two
parallel lines along the edge and oblique stripes in benveen.

The decorations have been divided in basically four groups:

- group AGL1 single lines

- group AGL} double lines
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- group AGL3 a dorrble line along the rim

- group AGL4 pattern with dots

A separate grolrp, AGL90, is formed by vessels, which have the handle on the side

instead of in the middle.
The measured diameters of these vessels vary between 14 and26 cm, with group

AGL2 occurring in the smaller sizes, groups AGL1, AGL3 and AGL4 in the medium
sizes and those with the handle on the side, group AGL90 in the larger sizes. The
colors are red, brown and black, like the rest of the AG pottery, with group AGL90
occurring only in black and pattern AGL20 being mainly in red.

These vessels are mainly associated with phase 50 and following, but the number of
larger fragments is too small to indicate a development as regards the decorations.

Rim fragments of such vessels could easily be taken as belonging to bowls and its
loop handles as belonging to jars if little else of the lid proper remained. This might be

the reason that although AG decorated ware in general was reportedly found at many
sites, from only a few places such vessels were published or mentioned. An exception
being Ti'innik, where reportedly 64 (fragments) were found, albeit of non-quantified
different shapes (Ziadeh 1995:230-231). AG-lids or spindle bowls with a loop handle
were also published from i.a. Hama (Riis and Poulsen 1957:276, no. lO42), Jerusalem
(Tushingham 1985: 388. fig. 7), Pella (Smith 1973: pl. 58, no. 400), Tell Abu
Gourdan (Franken and Kalsbeek 1975 I82 no. 16 and 186 no.24), and from Emmaus
el-Qubeibeh (Bagatti 1947: 134, no. 4).

At other places different kinds of lids were found, but it is impossible to indicate to
what extent these played a role in the repertoire. From Jerusalem a flat lid with a deco-
ration, and ascribed to the Aiyubid period, was published, although it is not clear

whether this one belongs to the AG tradition (Tushingham 1985: 388, fig. 9). Some-
times a vertical flat slab of clay with a hole was used instead of a loop handle and
examples of this kind were published from Abu Gosh (de Vaux and Steve1950: pl. F,

no.4), Bethany (Saller 1957 283, no.5693), Gezer (MacAlister 1912: pl. CL)OC(IX,
no 11), and Pella (Smith and Day 1989: pl. 63, no.4 and no.6). From some sites

seemingly non-decorated examples with a knob were published, i.a. Abu Gosh (de

Vaux and Steve 1950: pl. G, no. 2),Hama (Riis and Poulsen 1957:265, no.972), and
Khirbet Jenin (Hart I9B7: 46, no. 6).

Pattern AGLl0
The general pâttern is an eight pointed star made up from single lines crossing parallel
to the opposite rim with a single band along the inside of it. A comparandum was

published from Baisan (Tzori 1973:245, ¡6. J) (Figure 17.l-3).

Pattern AGL20
The pattern consists of double parallel lines, crossing in a curbed way in the interior of
the vessel with a single band along the inside of the rim (Figure 17 .4).
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Pattern AGL2I
A single band runs along the inside of the rim, while the pattern is made up from curb-
ing double parallel lines in combination with a single line (Figure 17.5).

Pattern AGL22
A single line along the inside of the rim and straight crossing double parallel lines
(Figure 17.6).

Pattern AGL30
Based on a four point division, single lines form a square around the handle, while
double parallel lines run along the inside of the rim. The space between the rim and
the single lines is filled with double crossing parallel lines (Figure 17.7).

Pattern AGL40
The pattern consists of two intertwined squares of double parallel lines with a single
band along the rim and dots were applied in the spaces near to the rim (Figure l7.B).

Pattern AGL4L
The pattern is probably a square of double parallel lines, while a single line runs along
the inside of the rim. The spaces near the rim have a single oblique line with dots on
both sides (Figure 17.9).

AGL9O
In this câse the handle is not placed in the center, but is located next to the rim. Only
three small fragments like this were found and it is therefore not clear if on the oppo-
site side a second handle was located. If not, a 'parallel' from modern times is illus-
trated by Einsler, who described it as a lid of a jar (Einsler l9I4: Taf . XLVI, no. E. See

also Needler 1949:76) (Figure 17.10).

Not all decorations fit into the descriptions above. Some decorations seem more at
random, as if to fill the inner surface rather than that a specific geometrical pattern is
intended (Figure 17.11).

Conclusions

Study of the Arab Geometrical ware was designed to contribute to a better understand-
ing of how it was made. It could be established that in addition to being built with the
aid of textile in a shaping dish, also slabs of clay were used. Apart from the use of a
shaping dish, vessels were also built up from a flat surface. These ways of constructing
and the stability of the clay mixture influenced final shapes and possible varieties. For
example, the way the closed shapes were constructed made it difficult to add a filter
and explains partially why hardly traces of such components were found. At the same
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time it provides an argument for the ftlnction of bowl-like shaped vessels as lids instead
of as spindle whorls.

The decorations of the Arab Geometrical poftery show a clear development in rheir
colors, i.e. from red to black. Browns can either be intentional, or the result of a thick
red or a thin black paint. The distinction established here for the first time between the
various styles makes it possible to observe a development in this litde studied pottery.
The repetitive pattern used to fill in a zone oÍ a triangle Gryle C) is related to the later
occupational phases of the site and the more open and free sryle begins in phase 100,
the last occupational phase that could be taken into account. This latter style could be
a predecessor or the beginning of a sryle, which became more common in the Jordan
Valley in later centuries. As regards the specific motiß, little development could be
detected. The various sryles and extensive catalogue with individual motifs will, how-
ever, eventually enable more direct comparisons of the decorative aspecr with that
found at other sites, when more detailed information becomes available.

As regards the shape of the rim of the closed and open vessels of AG portery some
developments could be established. It became also clear that handles with various cup-
shaped protrusions (AGHC) came into use in lâter phases, but this remained propor-
tionally limited and therefore probably reflecrs a development somewhere else.

\7hen a more extensive corpus from other parts in Bilad al-Sham are published, it
might become clear to what extent the aforementioned styles and motifs are local
aspects or that these can be linked to a more general development in the area. The
same applies for the variation in rims, bases, filters, and perhaps differences in the way
this pottery was made. More detailed distribution maps of AG ware might contribute
to understanding who produced this pottery: itinerant potters, potters in specialized
centers, villagers or maþe a combination of them, whereby those who made the most
attractive ware would be able to sell or present it as a gift outside their direct viciniq¡.

Appendix 1: color descriptions accompanying the potery drawings

Fig.5.1. O=7.5 YR7/SReddishyellowC= 5YF.614 Lightreddishbrownl= 5YF.614Light
reddish brown/ Dec. 10 R 3/3 Dusþ red

Fig.5.2. O=Vhite(slip)C= 5Y713 Paleyellowl=5Y713 Paleyellow/Dec. 10YF.2l2Yery
dark brown

Fig. 5.3. O= 10 R 6/6 Light red C= 2.5 \'R 614Light reddish brown I= 7.5 \'R Sl4Pink I
Dec. Black

Fig.5.4. O= 5 YR 8/2 Pinkish white C= 2.5 YR 614Light reddish brown I= 2.5 YR 614Light
reddish brown / Dec. 5 YR 312 Dark reddish brown

Fig. 5.5. O= 10 \T. 813 Yery pale brown C= 2.5 Y 8/2 Vhite I= 10 \T. 713 Yery pale brown
I Dec. 5 YP.2l2 Dark reddish brown.

Fig. 5.6. O= \ùØhite (slip) C= 2.5 \aR. 616 Ligfu red I= 5 YR S/2 Pinkish white / Dec. 2.5 YR
310 Yery dark gray

Fig. 5.7. O= \Øhite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 612Pale red I= 10 R 5/4 \Weak red / Dec. 10 R 3/1 Dark
reddish gray
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Fig. 5.8. O='White (slip) C= 5 YR B/3 Pink I= 5 YR 8/3 Pink / Dec. Lines a¡e black, hatching

indicates 1o R 4/8 Red

Fig. 5.g. o= vhite (slip) c= 7.5 \T. 8/4 Pink I= 7.5 YR B/4 Pink / Dec. Lines a¡e black,

hatching indicates l0 F.416 Red. Fragment with an additional red line bewveen the black

lines.

Fig. 5.10. O= \Øhite Glip) C= 5YF.714 Pink I=5 YP.7l4 Pink / Dec. black lines, hatching

indicates 10 R 6/3 Red

Fig.5.1l. O=7.5YI.7l4PinkC=7.5\aRT12PlnkishgrayI=7'5\'R7l2PinkishgtaylDec.
lines in black, hatching indicates 2.5 YR 416Pted

Fig.5.12. O=7.5YF.7l4PinkC=T.5YRT12PinkishgrayI=T.5YF.T12PinkishgraylDec.
lines in black, hatching indicates 2.5 YR 416 P.ed

Fig. 5.13. O='lfhite Glip) c= 10 R 6/8 Light red I= 10 R 6/8 Light red / Dec. 5YP.3l2Dark
reddish brown

Fig.5.14. O='llhite (slip) C= 10 R 6/3 Light red I= 10 R 6/8 Light red / Dec. 5YP.3l2Dark
reddish brown

Fig. 5.15. O='White (slip) C= 10 R 6/8 Light red I= 10 R 6/8 Light red / Dec. 5 YR 3/2 Dark
reddish b¡own

Fig. 5.16. O= Vhite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 510 Gray I= 5 \aR 8/4 Pink I Dec. 5 \T.313 Dark red-

dish b¡own
Fig.5.17. O= 5 YR T14Pink C= 5 YR 8/2 Pinkish white I=10 R 6/6 Light ¡ed / Dec. 2.5 YR

316 Dark reddish brown
Fig. 5.1S. O= 5 YR 814 Pink C= 2.5 yR 614 Light reddish b¡own I= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink / Dec.

10 R 3/3 Dusþ red.

Fig.5.19. O='ìflhite(slip)C=7.5YR712Pinkishgrayl--7.5YR712PinktshgrayIDec.5
YP.314 Dark reddish brown

Ftg.5.20. O='llhite (slip) C= 5 YR 8/2 Pinkish white I= 5YF.612 Pinkish gray I Dec.2.5 YR
214 Dark reddish brown

Fig. 5.21. O= White (slip) C= 2.5 Y Bl2 White I= 2.5 Y 812'\lhite / Dec. 7 .5 YR 3/2 Dark
brown

Fig.5.22. O= 5 YR B/2 Pinkish white C= 5 YR S/2 Pinkish white I= 5 YR B/2 Pinkish white

I Dec.7.5 YR 312 Dark brown
Ftg.5.23. O= 5 \aR Sl4Pink C= 5 YR 8/3 Pink I= 5 YR 8/3 Pink / Dec. 10 R 3/2 Dusky red

Fig.5.24. O= 5 \T.8/2 Pinkish white C= 5 YR 8/3 Pink I= 5 YR 8/3 Pink / Dec. 5YP.4l3
Reddish brown

Fig. 5.25. O= 7.5 YR B/4 Pink c= 10 YR 8/3 Very pale brown I= 10 YR 8/3 Very pale brown

/ Dec. l0 YR 411. Dark gray

Fig.5.26. O= White (slip) c= 5YR614 Light reddish brown I= 5YP.7ll Light gray lDec.5
\T. 3/3 Dark reddish brown

Fig. 5.27. O= 5 YR 7/8 Reddish yellow C= 5 \T. 6/6 Reddish yellow and I= 5 YR 7/8 Reddish

yellow / Dec. 10 R 4/3 ìVeak ¡ed

Fig.5.2B. O ='slhite (slip) C= 5yF.614 Light reddish brown I='\7hite slip I Dec. l0 F.3l2
Dusky red

Fig. 5.29 . O= 5 \aR 7 l4 Pink C= 2.5 YR 614 Light reddish brown I= 5 yP.7 l4 Pink / Dec. 10

R 3/4 Dusky red
Fig.5.30. O= 5 YR Tl4PinkC=7.5YF.612 Pinkish grayl= 5YP.7l4 Pink/ Dec' I0P.5l4

'Sl'eak red
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Fig. 9.1. O= \ü/hite slip C= 5YR7l2 Pinkish grayl = \White slip / Dec. 5YR 4/3 Reddish
brown
Base of a closed shaped vessel with a more intricate motif on the outside and motif 05
underneath.

Fig.9.2. O= 10 \aR 8/3 Very pale brown C= l0 YR 5/2 Grayish brown I= 10 YR 7/1 Light
gray lDec. l0 R 412 \Øeak red

Fig.9.3. O= 10 R 6/6 Light ¡ed C= 7.5 YR Tl4Pink I= 2.5 YR Light red / Dec. 10 R 3/4
Dusky red.

Fig.9.4. O=P.314 Dusky red C= 5yF.5l3 Reddish brown I= 5YF.614 Light reddish brown
I Dec. 5 YR 313 Dark reddish brown.

Fig. 10.1. O= 10 \T.8/1 'SØhite (slip) C= 7.5 YR 614Light brown I= 7.5 YR 8/2 Pinkish white
/ Dec. 10 R 3/2 Dusþ red.

Fig. 10.2. O= 5 YR 8/3 Pink C= 2.5 YR 614 Light reddish brown I= 10 R 6/6 Light red
Fig. 10.3. O= \Øhite (slip) C= 5 Y 714 Pale yellow I= \X/hite (slip)
Fig. t0.4. O= \White (slip) C= 10 R 5/6 Red I= 10 R 5/6 Red
Fig. 10.5. O= l0 \3.8/1 'ìflhite (slip) C= 10 \aR 8/2 \White I= 10 YR 8/1 'White (slip)
Fig. 10.6. O= \*4rite (slip) C= 10 R 6/3 Pale ¡ed I= \Xrhite (slip)
Fig. 10.7. O= \Øhite (slip) C= 10 R 614 Pale red I= \Xrhite (slip)

The function of the little protrusion on the inside is not clear and it occurred only once.
It might have served as a supporr for a small lid.

Fig. 10.8. O= 'llhite (slip) C= 2.5 Y 712 Light gray I= 2.5 Y 712 Light gray
Fig. 10.9. O= 10 R 6/6 Light red C= 10 R 6/6 Light red I= 5 \'R 8/2 Pinkish white
Fig. 10.10. O= Vhite (slip) C= 7.5 YR 8/2 Pinkish white I= 7.5 \'R 8/2 Pinkish white
Fig. 10.11. O= Vhite Glip) C= 7.5 510 Gray I= 7.5 YR T14Pink

Fig. 11.1. O= \ùØhite slip C= 10 YR 6/1 Reddish gray I Dec.10 F.3l4 Dusþ red
Fig. 11.2. O='Sflhite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 612PaIe¡ed / Dec. 10 R 3/3 Dusky red
Fig. I I .3. O= 7 .5 YR 8/4 Pink C= 2.5 \aR 614 Light reddish brown / Dec. 2.5 YR 3/0 Black
Fig. 11.4. O= Vhite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 616Lightred / Dec. 10 YR 4/1 Dark gray
Fig. 11.5. O= \ühite (slip) C= 5YP.714 Pink / Dec. 7.5 \aR 3/2 Dark b¡own
Fig. 11.6. O= \ü4rite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 616Light red / Dec. 10 R 3/1 Dark reddish gray
Fig.11.7. O= l0 YR 8/4 Very pale brown C= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink / Dec. 10 R 3/l Dark reddish

gray.
Fig. 11.8. O=\White (slip) C= 5YP.614 Lightreddishbrown/Dec. 10YR3/l Verydarkgray
Fig. 11.9. O= rVhite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 616Ligfu red / Dec. 5YP.4l2 Dark reddish gray
Fig. 11.10. O= Vhite slip C= 7.5 \T.7l2Pinl<tsh gray I= 7.5 \aR Tl2Pinl<tsh gray I Dec.

7.5 YR 3/2 Dark b¡own

Fig. 12.1. O= 5 YR 714 Pink C= 2.5 YR 6/6 Light red I= 7.5 YR 814 Pink / Dec. 10 R 2/1
Reddish black
Filter with four round holes, alternating with four oblong holes pierced in it.

Fig. 12.2. O= 5 YR 7 14 Pink (slip) C= 7.5 \aR 7 12 Pinkish gray l= 7.5 YR 7 12 Pinkish gray I
Dec. l0 YP.3l2
Very dark grayish brown This filter had eight oblong holes pierced in it around a central
round hole. In addition four groups of three evenly spaced non-conrinuous holes were
added as an embellishment.
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Fig. 13.1. O='White Glip) C= 2.5 YR 616Light red / Dec. 10 R 3/3 Dusky red

Fig.13.2. O= lVhite (slip) C= 2.5 YR 616Ligît red / Dec. 10 R 2/1 Reddish black

Fig. 13.3. O= White (slip) C= 2.5 YR 616 Light red / Dec l0 P.Zl2 Very dusky red

Fig. 14.1. O= \White slip C= 5YP.Tl4Pink
Fig. 14.2. O= 1ü4rite slip C= 5 YR 6/1 Gray I= 5 YP.714 Pink
Fig. 14.3. O= 2.5yI.512 'Sl'eak red C= 2.5YP.612 Pale red I= 5 YR Tl4Pink
Fig.l4.4. O= Vhite (slip) C= 5YP.716 Reddish yellow I= l0YF.713 Very pale brown
Fíg. 14.5. O=7.5 YR B/4 Pink C= 10 \T.8/4 Very pale brown I= 5YP.614 Light reddish

brown
Fig. 14.6. O= \7hite (slip) C= 10 \'R 6/2 Light brownish gray I= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink
Fig. 14.7. O 2.5 YR 616 Ligît red C= 2.5 YR 6/8 Light red I= 5 yF.7l6 Reddish yellow
Fig. 14.8. O= 2.5 YR 5/0 Gray C= 7.5 YR 510 Gray I= 10 YR 813 Yery pale brown
Fig.14.9. O= 5 YR T14Pink C= 5 YR 7/8 Reddish yellow I= 5YP.T14Pink
Fig. 14.10. O=2.5 Y8/2\X/hiteC=5Y613Pa\e olivel= 5Y813 Paleyellow
Fig.14.11. O='!7hite (slip) C= 7.5 \aR 610 Gray I= 10 \'R 814Yery pale brown

Fig.14.12. O= rVhite (slip) C= lOyP.T14 Very pale brown I= 10 \T. B/4 Very pale brown

Fig. r4.t3. O= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink C= 7.5 YR Sl4Pink I= 5 YR T12Light gray

Fig. 14.14. O= 5 YR 7/6 Reddish yellow C= 10 \'R 5/1 Gray I= 2.5 YR 614 Light reddish
brown

Fig. 15.1. O=2.5 YR6/6LightredC=7.5vP.714 PinkI=2.5\aR614Light reddishbrown
Fig.15.2. O= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink C= 7.5 YR 7/6 Reddish yellow I= 7.5 \T.7/6 Reddish yellow
Fig. 15.3. O= 5 YR /3 Pink C= 5 YR 713 Pink I= 'White slip

Fig.15.4. O='ù7hite slip C= 7.5 \'R 614Light b¡own I= 7.5 YR 8/6 Reddish yellow
Fig. 15.5. O=2.5YF.614LightreddishbrownC=T.5YR614LtghtbrownI=5YR8/4Pink
Fig. 15.6. O= 10 YR 8l3Yery pale brown C= 2.5 Y 8/2 White I= 10 YR 713Yery pale brown
Frg. 15.7. O= \trhite slip C= 5 Y 813 Paie yellow I= Y/hite sliP

Fig. 15.8. O='llhite slip C= 7.5 \T. 5l2Brown I='l7hite sliP

Fig. 15.9. O= 
'\lhite slip C= 5 Y 613 Pale olive I= 5 Y 714 Pale yellow

Fig. 15.10. O= 5 YR 714 Pink C= 5 \T. 613 Ligbt reddish brown I= 5 YR 7/4 Pink
Fig. 15.11. O= 5 YR 8/4 Pink C= 5 YR 7/8 Reddish yellow I= 2.5 YR 616Light red

Fig. 15.12. O= \White slip C= 2.5 YR 6/8 Light red I= \White sliP

Fig. 15.13. O= 7.5 YP.7 l4 Pink C= 7.5 YR 7 l4 Pinkl= 7.5 YR 714 Pink
Fig.15.14. O= 7.5vI.714 Pink C= 5YP.614 Light reddish brown I= 7'5 \T.7l4Plnk
Fig. 15.15. O='White slip C= 2.5 YR 614Lrght reddish brown I='S7hite slip

Fig. 15.16. O= 5 YR T14Pink C= 5 YR T14Pink I= 5 YR T14Pink
Fig.15.17. O= 10 \T. 8l3Yery pale brown C= 5 Y Tl4Pale yellow I= 10 \'R 8/3 Very pale brown

Fig. 15.18. O- 5 \'R 714 PtnkC= 2.5YF.614 Light reddish brown I= 5YF.7l4 Pink
Fig. 15.19. O= \ühite slip C= 5YF.613 Light reddish brown I= lVhite slip

Fig.15.20. O='l7hite slip C= 2.5 YR 5/6 Red I= Y/hite sliP

Fig. 15.21. O= 5 \ß. 714 Pink C= 5 YR 614 Light reddish brown I= 5 YR 6/6 Reddish yellow
A small roll of clay was added under the ¡im and then indentions were made in it which
were painted later. The inside and outside of the vessel were burnished.

Fig.15.22. O= rWhite slip C= l0 YR 6/1 Gray I='llhite slip

The outside was wiped, while the inside was burnished. Just under the rim a small roll of
clay had been attached in which finger impressions were made.
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Fig.15.23. O= 5 YR 614Light reddish b¡own C= 5YP.716 Reddish yellow I= 5 YR 8/4 Pink
Rim of a shallow bowl with a flaring rim, which was burnished on inside and outside.

Fi9.15.24. O= 10 R 6/6 Light ¡ed C= 10 R 5/1 Reddish grayl= \White siip
Fragment of a small bowl with traces thât something had been attached to it, either a

handle or a second bowl (Suggestion made by B. Claasz Coockson seems plausible).
Frg. 15.25. O= 10 \aR 8/3 Very pale b¡own C= 5 YR 614 Light reddish b¡own I= 10 \aR S/3

Ve¡y pale brown

Fig. 16.1. O= 2.5 YR 614 Light reddish b¡own C- 5 YR 716 Reddish yellow I= 2.5 YR 616
Light red

The interior has a wo¡n decoration the pattern of which is no longer recognizable.
Fig. 16.2. O= 7.5 YR 7 I 4 Pink C= 5 YR 7 I 6 Reddish yellow I= 2.5 Y 8/4 Pale yellow
Fig. 16.3. O= 5 YRT14PinkC=7.5YF.714 PinkI= 5YP.T14Pink
Fig. 16.4. O= 10 R 6/6 Light red C= 7.5 \aR 714 Pink I= 2.5 YR 6/8 Light red

Dec. 10 R 3/4 Dusky red
Fig. 16.5. O= 5 YR 614Light reddish brown C= 10 YR 7l4Yery pale brown I= 5 \3.6/6

Reddish yellow

Frg. 17.1. O= 10 R 6/6 Lightred C= 2.5 YR 612 Palered I= 10 R 6/6 Light red / Dec. l0 R
414Weak red

Fig. 17 .2. O= 7 .5 YR 612 Pinkish gray C= 10 yR 612 Light brownish gray I= 7.5 YR 612 Pink-
ish gray I Dec.2.5\T.312 Dusþ red

Ftg. L7.3. O= 10 R 616 Lighr ¡ed C= 10 YR 7/1 Light gray I= 10 R 616 Ligfu red / Dec. 10 R
416 P.ed
One fragment has this pattern with additional spirals along the rim.

Fig. 17.4. O= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink C= 7.5 \T. 5 l0 Gray I= 7.5 YR 8/4 Pink / Dec. 10 R 3/2 dusþ
¡ed

Fig.17.5. O= 10 R 616Light red C= l0P.612 Pale red I= l0 R 616Light red / Dec. 10P.416
Red

Fig.17.6. O= 5 \T.7l4Pink C= 5 \3. 613 Light reddish b¡own I= 5YR7l4 Pink / Dec. 10
R 5/4 \leak red

Fig.17.7. O=7.5YF.7l4PinkC=T.5YR614LightbrownI=7.5\?.7l4P\nklDec.7.5YR
3/2 Dark brown

Fig. 17.8. O= 10 YR 8/4 Very pale brown C= 10 YR 4/1 Dark gray I= 10 YR SlLYery pale
b¡own / Dec. 10 R 3/3 Dusþ red

Fiç.17.9. O=7.5YP.712 Pinkish grayC=7.5YP.210Black I= 7.5 YR7/2 Pinkish gray lDec.
l0 R712 Dusþ red

Fig. 17.10. O= 5 \ß. 7 14 Pinkc= 5 YR 6/2 Pinkish gray I= 5 YR 714 Pink / Dec. 5 YR 313
dark reddish brown

Fig. 17.11. O= 2.5 YR 6/8 Light red C= 2.5 YR 6/8 Light red I= 2.5 \?. 6/8 Light ¡ed / Dec
10 R 3/l Dark reddish gray
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Notes

1. The chapter about the AJyubid-Mamluk pottery used for the sugar industry pottery from Tell Abu
Sarbut (Lagro 2002: 37-54) has been published in the Leitlen Journal ofPottery Studies 25 (LaGro 2009:

63-to2).

2. The excavations were supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (N\øO).

3. The location of Tell Abu Sarbut is 35" I 37'E.L. and 32" I 12'N.L. (Map of Jordan, 1:250000
Sheet 1 Amman. Department of Lands and Surveys of Jordan, 1948).

4. At Hama not only geometrical decoration was used, but occasionally also people and animals were

depicted, a feature not (yet) reported from other sites (Riis and Poulsen 1957:270).

5. If the spread could be considered a reaction to'political'developments, it might as well have been

against the Fatimid rule, during which the peace was frequently disrupted in Bilad al-Sham. Their pottery
has many as such recognizable elements of flora and fauna, which were not accepted by Sunnite Muslims.
The strict geometrical patterns could therefore be a reaction to that. But at the same time it cloes not
explain the continuation of these patterns long after the Fatimids ceased to exert influence, nor does it
explain the depicting of animals on this ware in Hama, although this seems an exceptional occurrence.

6. The diminishing suppiy of trees will also have influenced the availabiliry of wood which was suited to
make wooden small bowls and other utensils. Since this aspect of the household repertoire is virtually
unknown, it is possible that wooden bowls became less frequent and were replaced by Arab Geometrical

bowls. See for the diminishing supply of wood Lombard (1959: 248).

7. The pottery described by Marçais from that place is only made on a wheel (Marçais l9l3: 15)

B. Also painted pottery was found at Qsâr es-Seghir, constituting 5 o/o of the total, but this probably
refers to thrown ware (Redman 1980 293 and297; Redman 1983: 358).

9. The geometrical patterns published from NorthA-frica are dilficult to compare with those published
here and often denote a strong symbolism with flora and fauna motiß, which are hard to derive from the

motifs found at Tell Abu Sarbut.

10. In a more general way, however, it should be noticed that berween the eleventh and sixteenth century

painted pottery was used at a time in an area comprising the Mediterranean and stretching along the

Arabian Gulf to East A-Êrica. The patterns used, either strictly geometrical or symbolizing elements of flora
and fauna, the way the pottery was made and its eventual shape vary considerably from one region to
another and the state of study at present precludes the establishment of any direct link between them as
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yet, but needs further attention. See for a variery ofpatterns used in East Africa e.g. Adams 1986, Part I
and'Welsby and f)aniels 1991. For Iran i.a. 'Whitcomb l99l: 97 and -Whitehouse 1969: pl. M, (fl +++.

11. A similar influence was suggested for North Africa by Poinssot and Revault, quoted by Camps but
not exactly accepted by him and he suggested that the influence could have l¡een the other way around as

well (Camps 1961:334 ff.).

12. The same technique for closed forms is described l>y Ziadeh, who studied pottery from Ti'innik (Zia-
deh 1995: 218), and by Avissar, who published pottery from Yoqne'am (Avissar 1996: 168). A nearly
similar technique was still recently used by a potter in Busra and has been described by Bresenham.
Instead of a bag with wet sand, a basket covered w.ith canvas was used whose traces were obiiterated when
ciaywas smeared on the inside to smoothen the interior of the vessel. This technique was used to form the
lower part, while the upper pârt of the vessel was built up with slabs (Bresenham 1985: 92-94).

13. Occasionally coils were used in combination with textile for the upper part (Franken and Kalsbeek
1975:168). Textile could also have been used to cover part ofthe vessel and prevent the clay from drying
too last or at an uneven rate, l¡ut this would also have left more fragments with textile impressions.

14. The textiles used at Tell Abu Sarbut are of a simple plain weave and are well woven, with 25 threads
on 1.5 cm. Interwoven are heavier, thicker yarns at regular intervals forming a checkerboard pattern. The
qualiry is not that of bags etc., but more that of cloth used for clothing (Personal communication Diane
Mott).

15. According to Einsler the potters called the grog homra, meaning red, referring to the dominant color
of Blzantine pottery. See also Dalman 1942: Abb. I and Mershen 7985:79.

16. If the container should be waterprool fine chaff could have been used, as was done in Ramallah in
the beginning ofthe rwentieth century (Einsler l9I4:253).

17. At Pella "segmented boxes" were found, but are not published as yet.

18. Rims with a splaying top have been published by i.a Pringle 1986:740, fig.42; Olavarri 7965:
fig54, no. 12 Hart l9B7:46, fig17, no. 1. Inward sloping rims have been published by i.a. Olavarri
1965: 89, Êg 3, no. 13; McQuitty and Faulkner 1993: 56, fig. 19, no. 15 and p. 57, fig. 20, no. 31.
Other rim shapes might be found as well or variations of those mentioned. The relatively small number
of published complete vessels or even rim fragments result in a poor overall perspective of the repertoire
as a whole and limit any discussion of organization of the industry, whether by local or centralized potersr
itinerants, or some combinarion.

19. The paints were probably based on ocher and umber as at Tell Abu Gourdan, but no chemical
analyses have been done on the material from Tell Abu Sarbut (Franken and Kalsbeek 7975: 5l). Other
materials might have been used as well, as in North Africa, where e.g. the peel of the pomegranare was
used to produce red and leaves ofthe pistachio for the black color (Fayolle 1992:35 ff.).

20. Motif C019 is illustrated in ill. 3.19. Motif 871 andB72 were counted together in the table, because
the initial difference, which was based on the original position of the sherd in the vessel, could not be
established unequivocally in many cases.

21. For comparison: TellAbu GourdanA 1-10 / B l-25 lC1-12 lD 1-10 andTellAbu SarbutAJB. At
Ti'innik reportediy only 25 motifs/patterns were found. As a result, a comparison was diífìcult to make
(Ziadeh 1995: 219).
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22. A nearly similar development is given by Grey, who suggested "a move from high qualiry design and

execution of geometric motifs to a freer, less geometric style in later centuries' (Grey 1994:60).

23. Sp = (853-856,8150-8163)), LL = (81, 82,85), EE = (870-B79), TR = (810-831), LO = (832'

852).

24. -lhe color indication white slip corresponds with 10 YR 8/1 '\Øhite.

25. Grouped as filled in squares are C10-C11, C20-C24, C40-C52. Grouped as filled in parallel lines are

c60-c75.

26. Reference in general ro a more 'loose' way of painting is made for material from Pella (\X/almsley and

Smith 1992: i95) and Tel Yezreel (Grey 1994: 60).

27. This phenomenon was also mentioned by MacAlister in his publication of material from Mount
Ophel (MacAli ster 1926: 198, no. 6) and it can be found illustrated in other publications, however, with-

out specific mention of it as an observable feature (e.g. Sauer 7973: fig. 4, no. 157 ; TushinghamT9T2:

fig. B, no. 16).

28. E.g.: Hama (Poulsen 1957:270), Qasr al-Hayr East (Grabar et al. 1978:113), Pella ('ll'almsley and

Smith 1992: 794) and Heshbon (Sauer 1973: 55). The extent of these sites indicates that it was not a local

occurrence, but occurred in roughly the sâme area where the AG ware is found.

29. Acomparablefragmentasinill.3.lBwaspublishedfromJerusalem(Tushingham1985:391,fig.39,
no.26).

30. The reason thar only jugs and smaller jars have been found and no large containers for water might

be explained by the presence of the perennial stream, which runs along the site.

31. Handles iike these were also published from Tell Abu Gourdan. See Franken 1975: 189, no. 31, 190,

no. 26, 792, no's 27 and. 28, 196, no. 13, 197, no. 30. They come from phases ascribed to the 'third

period', which would mean late Mamluk.

32. See also Franken 1975: 196, no. 12. Rogers states that all handles at Apamaea had a lug at their apex

(Rogers 1972:264 and pl. XC$. A number of handles from Hama have a lug, but these are either wedge

shaped or small and flat and as such do not have a parallel shape with those found at Tell Abu Sarbut

(Potrlsen 1957:273-274). One published from Aleppo is round in profile (Porter 1981, p. 4). See in this

case also Corbo 1965: I54. no. 3.

33. This seems to be a common phenomenon because reports on this material only occasionally contain

a description or illustration of filters. Crowfoot mentions that jugs sometimes had strainers in the neck,

but did nor illusrrare any (Crowfoot 1957 : 363). See for some illustrated examples the following note.

34. Although the fragment is too small to identif' the material used, it coulcl have been straw, which was

still recently in use for model-coil technique in Northern Jordan (Mershen 1985:76).

35. Ziadeh(1995:218) and Gibson et al. (1991: 43) refer toO mat imprints. Also Einsler mentions the

use of mats by potters, while building vessels in rv/entieth century Palestine (Einsler 1914:254).
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THE PHILISTINE BIRDS AND DEIR 'ALI,q"'S RARA AWS
A PLEA FOR A 'PALEOGRAPHIC' APPROACH IN ORDER TO ADDRESS

THE TECHNIQUE OF PHILISTINE DECORATION

Michel de Vreeze

Abstract

Philistine decorøted ceramics play a crucial role in discussions on the nlzture of Philistine
migrøtion, ethnicity ønd the construction of social boundøries. As such, we need to øddress tl¡e

nuãnces tltat are present in this corpus of møteriøl cuhare. Ahhough the painted decorøtion

is used øs a primøry aspect to identzfl a ceramic uessel øs Philistine, it bøs been predominøntly
studied fom an iconograpltic stance, This h in contrast to tl¡e ceramic uessels tbenzselues,

which høue been studied fom ø perspectiue focusing on føbricøtion techniques. In this pøper,

it is sugested tltøt ø more detøiled study of the techniques ønd øctions inuolued in decorating

tbese uessels can bring uøluable new insights. We uill focus on one of the prime hallmørþs

of Pbilistine decorøtiue ceramics: the bird. Through selectiue studies, witlt reference to a
paleographic øpproaclt, we will hope to sy'¡ow that there is muclt to gøin /ìom ø more in deptlt

study of the chøîne opératoire of this tradition ofpøintinguessels. Such øn approøch can be

well integrøted uith the ørchøeologicøl øpproøches alreødy taþen. As suclt tltey cøn lead to

more detøiled understanding of the deuelopment of this style of pottery decoration, ønd the

dffirences in its transmission and ødoption. These insights will hopefulþ øid in the di.scus-

sion on the relation between ceramics and Pltilistine identity.

Introduction

The Philistines - or Pelesltet - are part of a larger group of Sea Peoples, which are

thought to have roamed the seas after the collapse of Late Bronze Age social and eco-

nomic life in the Mediterranean. It is generally assumed these groups came to setde in
the Southern Levant, at the end of the Late Bronze Age and beginning of the Iron Age

around 1200 BC. The exact narure of these Sea Peoples and their migration is still
heavily debated, and the homeland of the Philistines is usually situated in the Aegean,

but might range an1'where from the Mycenaean world to Cyprus and Anatolia (see

Barako 2003; Killebrew 2005). The Philistines are known from several literal sources;

Egyptian accounts of struggles with these Sea Peoples attest to the Peleshet being alleg-

edly settled in strongholds within the Southern Levant (Dothan 1982: l-12; Dothan
and Dothan 1992). The Bible attests to the Philistines as archenemies of the Israelites,

Leiden Journal of Pottery Studies 26, 20 l0: I I 7-140
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with a settlement organization of 5 main towns, known as the Pentâpolis, in the South-
ern part of the coastal region (modern Israel and part of the Gaza strip). These cities
have been recognized archaeologically with more-or-less certainty. Gaza, identified with
the modern town of Gaza, is hardly excavated because of the present political situation
and the large modern settlement on top. Ashdod and Ashkelon have been excavated, as

well as Tell Miqne, which is securely identified with Ekron, and Tell es-Safi, identified
with ancient Gath. \Øithin these settlements, archaeologists have found evidence for the
existence of the Philistines: destruction layers of the Late Bronze towns, new settle-
ments with fixed planning and numerous artefacts, often showing Aegean affinities and
associated with these 'newcomers'. Although skepticism rightfully remains, the separate

ethnic identity of the Philistines is taken more and more for granted and archaeological
evidence is evaluated in this light, yet nuances in this equation betrn een artefacts and
certain groups are coming to light (for instance: Killebrew 2005).

Of these artefacts, the pottery is crucial. Philistine cerámics are seen as showing a

strong Aegean influence in their shapes and decoration. The first ceramics associated

with the Philistines are known as Mycenean IIIC:1b (or the more recent coined term:
Philistine 1 in Dothan, Gitin and Zukerman 2OO6:77), charucterizedby a predomi-
nance of open shapes, its monochrome decoration of black paint on a white surface,

the use of the fast wheel, a highly calcareous clay and low firing in professional updraft
kilns (Dothan, Gitin and Zukerman2006:71; Killebrew 1996; Killebrew 2005t 227).
From the start, this ceramic corpus showed a blend of local 'Canaanite' ceramic tradi-
tions and Aegean inspired ones (Mountjoy 2010). The second stage in the ceramic
sequence is marked by Philistine bichrome ware, with red and black (or brown) painted
motifs, often on a white slip. This bichrome ware saw an increase in vessel types and
decorative motiß incorporating Aegean as well as local Canaanite and 'Egyptianizing'
motiß (Dothan 1982; Dothan, Gitin and Zukerman 2006). At a later stage this elabo-
rate painted style disappeared, and vessels were more often decorated by a red slip
covered with vertical lines and spiral motifs in black, known as 'Ashdod ware' or 'Late

Philistine Decorated \Ware' (LPD\XD. The appearance of red slip is in line with the
more general popularity of such decoration in the Iron Age II, and might be attributed
to a shift in production location and organization (Ben-Shlomo 2006: 208-209).

Philistine ceramics and social boundaries

Philistine ceramics play a substantial role in discussions concerning ethnicity, bounda-
ries and chronology in the Iron Age Southern Levant. The presence or absence of this
'Aegean style pottery', either monochrome (Myc IIIC:1b) or bichrome, was often
directly equated with the presence of Philistines (Killebrew 2005: 219). Hence, it plays
an essential part in the discussions on the presence of Philistines and their relation with
the neighbouring groups. In recent discussions, the absence of Philistine ceramics at

sites nearby the area where Philistines had their main settlements is both interpreted in
chronological and social terms (Stager 1995, Bunimovitz and Faust 2001). The absence
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of Philistine ceramics was either taken as evidence for chronological differences beñveen

the strata of these sites, or as evidence for strong social boundaries (Stager 1995).

Recently, these theories of strict 'cultural segregâtion' have been criticized. Some schol-

ars have suggested that the Philistine ceramics and their presence or absence at sites has

more to do with deliberate choices, where this material culture is used to demarcate

social boundaries (Bunimovitz and Faust 2001; Mazov 2005). The nature of the
ceramics is important in this sense as well. Many of the ceramic shapes, especially in
the bichrome phase, such as kraters, stirrup jars, strainer jugs and bowls might be seen

as consumption ware. Some of the vessels are specifically associated with an Aegean

style 'wine set' (Stager 1998: 155). This role of such ceramics in conspicuous con-
sumption has been thoroughly studied for the site of Miqne-Ekron by Laura Beth
Mazov, where the Philistine decorated ware shifted from a domestic assemblage to an

assemblage of 'elaborate dining vessels' used in feasting contexts (Mazov 2005: 460; see

also Yasur-Landau 2005 for the role of food preparation and consumption). Moreover,
she states that the latter Philistine bichrome ware became "less a symbol for 'Philistine'
ethnic identity and more an expression of 'elite'identiq¡" (Mazov 2005:461).

Conventional approaches to the Philistine decorated ware

For a long time, Trude Dothan's work on the Philistine material remained the hall-
mark study of this material (Dothan 1982); it is still one of the most detailed studies

on this ceramic corpus and its different sryles of decoration. Since this study, others

have added important information on the Philistine decorated ware, stressing fabrica-

tion techniques of the vessels, and iconographic studies of the decoration (for instance

Killebrew 1996 and 2005; Ben-Shlomo 2006; Ben-Shlomo 2010,132-135). New pub-
Iications on sites such as Tell Miqne-Ekron and Ashdod have added considerable infor-
mation (Ben-Shlomo 2005; Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 2005; Dothan, Gitin and Zuk-
erman 2006). Recently a detailed study of Philistine decorated ware, mosdy focused on
bichrome and LPD\W was published by David Ben-Shlomo, and incorporated an up to
date treatment of the evidence on production of these ceramics together with extensive

archaeometric studies on the ceramics. Another article by Dothan and Zvckerman gives

a detailed treatment of the Myc IIIC:lb decorated ware from Miqne-Ekron and Ash-
dod, specifically focusing on the decoration (Dothan and Zuckerman2004).

In her work on the Philistine ceramics, Dothan already worked towards a detailed

study of the decoration, stressing the influences of local traditions on the decoration,
and treating the different motifs with a great eye for detail (Dothan 1982, especially

chapter 3). Yet, although many of these studies specifically focus on the Philistine deco-

rated ware, and address aspects of technical developments and modes of production for
this ceramic corpus, there seems a lack of focus on the techniques used for the decora-

tion itself.l This neglect seems to come forth from the perceived dichotomy between

decoration and its iconographic aspects, and ceramic production of the clay body itself.

Although decoration is often referred to as an important stage in the production
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sequence, too little effort seems to address the techniques of the decoration itself. If the
decoration on these vessels is one of the most crLlcial aspects of identifying a vessel as

Philistine, and the identification of such vessels as Philistine plays such an important
role in all kinds of discussions considering identiry, transmission of material culture and
ethnicity, we could benefit from a more detailed study of the decoration itself. It is this
aspect of decoration we wânt to focus on in this paper. \Øe will not treat the whole set

of decorative motiß, but focus on what has been called one of the 'hallmarks' of the
Philisdne decorative ware; the bird (Dothan 1982: 198).

This study must be seen as a far from perfect preliminary attempt to address the
decoration in a different way, which is not as much based on quanrirarive information,
but focuses on an important void in the ceramic study of Philistine ware. The central
question throughout is: do we benefit from a technical study of the painting itselÊ
Related qllestions are: can we speak of a Philistine technical tradition of painting? And
from this technical stance, what insights do we gain on the process of painting? \What

can the olltcomes show on the relation to the social processes related to the current
debate? \Øe will focus on some key birds, amongst which a jug from Deir 'Alla yielding
debated'Philistine birds'.

Philistine decoration and the birds

Some details are provided on the decoration of Philistine ware. Recently, Dothan and
Zskerman provided more information on the Myc IIIC:lb ware from Miqne-Ekron
and Ashdod. They remark that "the paint is usually (but not always) applied with a

fine brush, and its color varies from brownish-red to dark brown or, less frequently,
black, and it always has a matte finish." (Dothan and Zukerman 2004 35). Moreover,
they remark that "different decorative elements on the same vessel were executed in
various shades of the same color, creating an almost bichrome effect." This painting
with fine brush seems to be in contrast to the later bichrome style, which, according to
the authors, is "usually (but by no means always) less carefully executed, the line is

thicker, and the hand of the artist is less steady." (Dothan and Zukerman20O4:41).
The same is suggested by Mazov (citing the unpublished work of Gloria London). It is

suggested that the variabiliry observed in this Philistine bichrome ware was due to the
mass production stimulated by the increased demand for this ceramic ware, also

observed in the 'wide-spread distribution of Philistine bichrome r,vares beyond the bor-
ders of Philistine heartland' (London 1986; Mazov 2005: 116). As Mazov srares, rhis
'deterioration' in the painted design, and increased variability in execution of 'relative

standardized motiß' could perhaps be attributed to a change in the workplace situation
(Mazov 2005: 116). It is suggested that the painting itself might have been executed
by apprentice potters, including members of the potters' families. These developments
in painting techniques have important consequences for questions on the transmission
of these techniques, the designs and the Philistine decorated ware as such. It is impor-
tant to distinguish different levels of transmission, as the distribution of decorative
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motifs can work on a different level than the technique of decoration itself, for instance

depending on the visibiliry of the results of applied techniques (see for instance

Gosselain 2000).

Another way of looking at the decoration: a'palaeographic' approach

"The more obviously distinctive, among the features that appear to identif' personal hands,

are nor absolutely reliable marks of personal identiry, since the more obviously distinctive
the more readily taught, acquired, and imitated." (Bishop 1961: 1)

In the light of the general status of studying the Philistine decoration itself, it might be

worrhwhile to approach the decoration of Philistine ceramics from a paleographical

approach - using archaeological methods - especially one that takes into account the

sequence in which lines are drawn (for instance van der Kooij 1986). Although written
forms and painted decoration might have different cognitive processes involved (the

first incorporating a sense of language), there are common principles in studying both
technical procedures. The importance of studying the tools, clay body and clecorative

surface in order to understand decoration itself was akeady advocated by for instance

Henk Franken (Franken 1969:172-174).In order to best address this issue, we should

ideally have knowledge of the kind of paint and brush that was used and the role of the

rounded surface of many vessels on the ultimate result. The kind of paint, type of
brush and surface would directly affect the type of movements possible and choices

made in sequence of decoration. lJnfortunately, there is still little information on these

aspects of Philistine decoration as yet. Nevertheless, a most important advantage of
taking such an approach would be the possibility of addressing the sequence in which
the painting was applied; the chaîne o?ératoire (van der Kooij 1986: 4-5, the sequence

of lines in written text is called a snipt pøttern).In such a framework, we might be bet-

ter able to explain certain changes in decoration, and evaluate the transmission of dec-

orarion; shortlystated: 1) was the technique of decoration itself transmitted, or 2) was

the decoration transmitted, without direct knowledge of the underlying technique.

Another issue that can be ideally addressed from such a stance is the issue of formøl-
ity and informality (both internally and externally, see van der Kooij 1986: 5). Briefly
stated, the formaliry of a script would suggest a degree of regularity, and less deviation

in standardized shapes, the same might apply to painted designs. Informaliry would
hence indicare that there is considerable variation in the results of certain shapes; more

liberties are taken and irregularities are allowed. Formality or informality in a painted

tradition can be on different levels. Internal informaliry would suggest the lack of
standardization on an individual level, where in our case, the painter shows large vari-
ery in the parrern of painting, just as a scribe shows variety in the shape of letters.

External informaliry would be a case where a certain number of individuals, for instance

in a pottery workshop setting, show considerable variations and irregularities in execut-

ing a certain tradition. This informality necessarily reflects on the organization of the
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painting traditions itself and ties into the questions already posed on the organization
of the workplace. Importandy, it reflects on the space for innovarion in a tradition (van
der Kooij 1986: 5).

For traditions in script, van der Kooij argues that such innovations are ro an impor-
tant extent caused by desire to increase the speed of writing, "so rhat parts of lefters
may disappear or be contracted to one movement and curved movements are straight-
ened out" (van der Kooij i986: 5-6). The same principles might very well apply to the
developments of painting techniques in general, and the painting of Philistine decora-
tion specifically.2 The advantage of the term formality is that it introduces a concept
that ties into technical ability and choices, related to traditions and change, and might
in this regard replace more subjective notes as 'careless' designs (for instance used in
Dothan's 1982 treatise).

Finally, we might address the issue of certain workshops, or even individual hands,
which was already attempted by Benson (Benson f96Ð. Referring to rhe citation of
Bishop, it is important to keep in mind the visibility of certain designs. As he uses the
principle in paleographic study: the more obviously distinctive a fearure is, the less
likely it is to represent an individual, but rather a school or tradition, as it is more read-
ily transmitted. To recognize an individtral painter, we should focus on elements that
are painted almost automatically, most dependent on motor skills and deeply personal
in this regard. Recognizing individual painters can be highly valuable, as seen for
instance in the stylistic study of Greek ceramics (as developed by J.D. Beazley: for
example Beazley 1974 and more recently: Oakley 1997). However, the detailed study
of Philistine decoration would most benefit the discourse on a more general level, with
the distinction and contacts berween different workshops. This focus on workshops of
Potters and painters would tell us more on the rise of the Philistine ceramic tradition,
and its subsequent spread and acceptance at other sites.

Elements, design motifs and units of design

Prudence Rice gives a useful schematic approach to the analysis of a style in design
(Rice 2005: 248-249). Rice gives a very systematic accounr of a potrer's possible men-
tal template of a design. This starts with the basic unit: which is the 'elemenr'. An
element is the smallest self contained component of a design (like an atom). These
elements can subsequently be grouped in order to make 'design morifs', which are seen
as fixed grollps of elements. These design modß can subsequently be combined to
form a'basic unit of design'. This basic unit of design is the conceptual unit the artists
uses to fill in the 'design space' and is seen as the primary constiruent. As Rice remarks:
"Basic units are in es.sence the most immediately recognizable components of a design,
and so may be easily borrowed or imitated from artists to artist...Basic units are cate-
gories in the mind of the artisan and thus may be difficult to work with in prehistoric
context without too much subjective inference" (Rice 2005: 249). In orher words,
what we should try to find out is whether the potters who produced this ware had such
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conceprs, in which the design of a bird might be seen as composed of basic unit of
design, consisting of design motifs, which are comPosed of elements.

The birds

As stated before, the birds are seen as one of the hallmark designs of painted Philistine

pottery. Although it is by no meâns the only design used, nor the most frequent, it
does yield important prospects of studying the painting techniques and sequences (for

the ftill corpus of designs used, see Dothan 1982). The Philistine birds have long been

recognized to show particular traits. These have been summarized best in two publica-

tions (Dothan 1982; Dothan and Zukerman 2004). The birds seem to be painted

mosdy on kraters, stirrLrp jars, strainer-spout jugs, jugs and bowls (Dothan 1982: 198).

As Dothan summarizes, the outline of the birds is mostly painted in black, with filling
painted in red (in the bichrome tradition). The birds are generally painted within a

merope and framed by vertical lines. Other motiß are used to further fill these metopes,

such as concentric semicircles or rhombuses (Dothan 1982:198). The design of the

bird might be summarized as follows (following Dothan 1982: I9B-199). The bird is

depicted in two positions:

- Head turned back 'while the beak seems to preen the wing feathers'. While the neck joins

the body at a point low on the breast, "a position most suitable for fitting within the confìnes

of a metope" (Dothan 1982: 198, and illustrations and see the Miqne Ekron bi¡d (Figure 1).

- Head facing forward. The neck is arched back and the neck joined to the body high up on

the breast, again 'so the bird remains inside the metope' (see Figure 3).

The head seems oval in shape, the eye rendered by a dot, ancl the neck is rendered

by two lines, with no filling in between these lines. The body is leaÊshaped (or tear-

shaped), with a tapering tail, which might curve upwards. The body might be divided

into particles by vertical lines, almost halfway the body, which can be filled with diÊ
ferent patterns such as straight and wavy lines, semicircles and net patterns. Often, the

breast is filled with a smaller semicircle, or less often, other motiß such as semicircles.

The wings are painted by lines often with a sharp curvature, which run parallel or join
ar a more or less central point. The legs are usually three-toed, but birds can be ren-

derecl with four legs or without legs as well (Dothan 1982t 199). Different individual
characters might be traced to Aegean traditions or local painting styles (Dothan 1982,

mosr recenrly reviewecl by Yasur-Landau 2009). In all, Dothan suggests the bird motif
is a "sensirive indicator of the background of the Philistines. It shows clear affìnities

with the mainland home of the Mycenaean style, together with elements absorbed

during the Philistines' meandering through the Aegean isles" (Dothan 1982: 203).

Interestingly, Dothan remarks that the way the neck is attached to the body is related

to the possibiliry of painting the motif within the confìnes of the metopes, a technical

limiting factor. In a later work with Zukerman, Dothan returns to the characteristics

of the Philistine bird (Dothan and Zukerman 2004). They state that "the pictorial
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convention according to which this motif is rendered is relatively uniform and includes
a rounded breast, curved body divided by triglyph, tapering tale, chevron-shaped
wing, and drop-shaped head with a closed beak depicted as a single, slightly curwed
line" (Dothan and Zukerman 2004: 39). They also obserwe the great similarity of
these MycIII:1b birds with later birds painted in the bichrome tradition. Again, it is
noted that although the birds incorporate various elements known from other painted
traditions in the Aegean and Cyprus, "the bird motif as it appears on the Mycenaean
IIIC:1b pottery from Ekron and Ashdod is an original creation of the Philistine artist
on the basis of the Aegean-style iconographic tradition" (Dothan and Zukerman
2004:40).

A proper Philistine tradition?

The Philistine birds thus seem to have general characteristics. \Øithin these general
characteristics, there is room for cleviation, as has been shown in great detail in past
studies. Yet for our present purpose, it is crucial to undersrand if there is indeed a gen-
eral Philistine tradition of painting birds. Reviewing the evidence from publications
such as those of Ashdod, Miqne-Ekron, and the work of Trude Dothan, we might
suggest there is (Amiran 1969; Ben-Shlomo 2005; Dothan 197r,1982; Dothan and
Zukerman 2004). Looking at the illustrated examples, there might be evidence for
such general similarities, we might perhaps call templøtes or basic units of design. More
importantly, and nor given enough attenrion in previous studies, there might be a

rather fixed sequence of painting shapes and lines attached to this general template. It
is in looking at the probabiliqy of such sequences that the 'paleographic' approach
shows its greatest advantage. If such a general sequence would exist, it brings us closer
to the way of transmitting a tradition of painting. Moreover, it allows us ro better
study such transmission of designs.

A Philistine 'early bird'

The excavations at Tell Miqne-Elron - thought to be one of the five main Philistine
settlements - yielded important information on the earliest stage of Philistine ceramics.
It provided several examples of the Philistine birds, amongst which a bird painted on a

krater (see Fig. 1) This example was found in Stratum VI (Phase 8C-B), and belongs to
the first stratumwhere ceramics derived from the Myc. III:1b tradition was fabricated
(Dothan and Zukerman 2004: 3; 20, Fig. 20.2). Dothan ancl zttkerman show addi-
tional birds that yield some characteristics, but still deviate from the general template,
by painting the wings differently and filling the neck with lines or painting the neck in
a single line (Dothan and Zukerman 2004: 13, Fig. 8.14; 16, Fig. 14; 20, Fig. 19S).3

The bird seems to be painted with a fine brush with slightly alternating thicknesses

- seen in the end of the beak opposed to the lines of the feathers - which implies its tip
was possibly rectangular shaped - because a pointed tip would have yielded a different
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Figure 1. Bird motif on a sherd from a Myc IIIC:lb krater found at Tel Miqne-Ek¡on. It is

se€n as a transitional sryle, yielding horizontal bands in red, but with the bird painted in black
(courtesy of the Tel Miqne-Ekron excâvation directed by Profs. S Gitin and T. Dothan).

ending of the beak.a This bird is very important for our present discussion. If we can

take it as one of the early representation of the tradition of painting the Philistine birds

(it can never be shown to be the specific ancestor of all subsequent birds), it yields

important insights in the development of what we might call the general design tem-

plate with the basic units of design.

A possible design template and its basic units of design

The overall drawing of the bird might be divided into several basic units of design,

consisting of various motifs.5 A central basic unit of design is the outline of the body,

consisting of a tear shaped form. This basic outline of the body serves as the centerpiece

to which the additional design Lrnits are attached. The body is divided by placing verti-
cal lines, almost midway (in this case five). The middle line is decorated with concen-

tric lines; such concentric lines (or half circles) might be seen as specific element used

ro compose the motiß. The back of the bird's body is filled by tracing lines between the

outer lines of the body and filling them with paint. As is perhaps visible in the different
shading of this filling, this part was first filled with vertical lines running from left up
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to right down, and subsequently completely filled. The breast of the bird is filled by
adding two concentric lines and filling the most internal one with small concentric lines
(a design motif consisting of elements). To make a complete bird, three basic units of
design need to be added: (1) the head and neck of the bird; (2) the wings; and (3) the
legs. In this case, the head is facing backwards (preening the feathers). The neck con-
sists of two parallel lines (almost never filled, especially in the later bichrome phase), the
beak is a single line, and the head is a semicircle with a dot inside it. The wings consist
of parallel lines, which are painted from the body upwards ro rhe left, and then come
downward with a sharp curwature (in this case ending fairly concentrated).

The legs of this particular bird are unfortunately not completely preserved. The legs

are rendered by a single line, which go down diagonally to the left and subsequently
turning to the right. The part between the legs and the body is filled with black paint
in a triangular fashion. Probably, based on other parallels, the toes would consists of
three lines, the first being made by the line of the legs, and adding two lines to the left
(see below).7

General seqaence

The bird is characteristically painted between horizontal lines (metopes) divided by
vertical lines (trighlyphs: the traditional nomenclature being inspired by classical archi-
tectural principles). As we can see on the picture, the black paint of the motif is painted
over the red horizontal bands. This phenomenon, straightforward as it may be, seems

consistent in the Philistine decoration as illustrated (Dothan 1982, Amiran 1965: 267,
Photo's 272 and274).Moreover, what becomes clear is that at least the vertical lines
to the left are painted first, as the wings and body of the bird are placed against these

lines. The vertical lines to the right do not touch the bird's body, and this might indi-
cate that the bird's outlines were painted just within the confines, or rhese lines were
actually painted later, and could be accurately controlled as such. The bird itself is

painted jìom the lejì to tbe right, and it is very plausible that the whole sequence of
painting run this way, implying the vessel was turned clockwise when painting: verrical
lines -+ the bird motif - vertical lines. An exception is the filling motiß placed against
the vertical lines and within the metope, as they could have been painted after the lines
and bird were in place.T

The sequence is not completely retraceable, but some tentative initial steps can be
taken. The horizontal lines were akeady in place, in this case in red, and likely applied
already on the potter's wheel for ease, by turning the vessel and holding the brush
against the surface. Subsequently the vertical lines to the left were painted, and the
middle one decorated with a wavy pattern (concentric circles with a slightly different
angle of brush). The first part of the bird that is painted is the central body parr, ir is
probably painted by starting at the lower edge of the last vertical line and the horizon-
tal line, painting the body in a single line going upwards, making a rurn and ending
back at the start of the line.8 The difficult thing is to see what happens next, which part
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of the body is paintecl afterwards. It might be the painting of the neck and head, but
it could also be the wings or the legs. As soon as lines of these basic design units are

touching, such as the beak and feathers, this issue might be resolved.

The neck and head are painted by a single line from right to left, starting at the

front of the basic unit of the body. The line trrrns slightly upwards at the end. The
beak is painted as a separate line, starting near the end of the first line, and painted in
a concentric fashion, ending up again. The head is rendered by a concentric line start-

ing at the line of the neck and painted slightly over the beak. A dot is added as an eye.

A line painted from the head back to the body, under the initial line of the neck and

ending between this line and the body line, finishes the neck.

The wings are created by painting more or less parallel lines that start at the body of
the bird, go upward, make a turn, and follow downwards to end on the last vertical
line to the left. In this case, it seems the upper line was painted first, followed by the

lower lines in ever decreasing length. The ends of the wing are joinecl, which in later
bichrome examples does not generally appear to be the case.

The legs of the bird are painted by a line, starting from the body, going down in an

angle from right to left, making a turn (turn of the brush) and continuing down to the

right. It seems plausible the toes were added by painting two more short lines from the

Iine of the leg. To finish the legs, a painted line extends upward from slightly above the

curve to the body and the space berween filled with paint. \\4rich one of the legs was

painted first is hard to tell.

A development in painting sequence?

As discussed above, the sequence of painting might be adjusted to increase the speed of
painting of the vessel, which would be well in line with the general evidence on the
'degeneration' of the painting sryle due to hastily work as suggested above. Using this
Miqne-Ekron early bird, ancl comparing it with other birds from the bichrome tradi-
tion, there might be evidence for such developments. It is however admitted that to
know if a chronological development might be seen, or more personal changes depend-

ing on the painter, we should examine more evidence and in more detail. Neither
should we assume that such changes occurred in a linear progress.

\Øe will presendy Llse two design motifs described above to suggest such a develop-

ment, the legs, and the neck and head. The hypothesized developments are summa-

rized in Figr"rre 2.

The legs

There might be a sequential development in the way of painting the legs of the birds,

as summarized in Figure 2. The most elaborate way was likely used for the Miqne-
Ekron 'early bird' and other birds amongst which is a very similar bird from Bet

Shemesh (Amiran 1969: 267,Photo 272). This elaborate way includes five steps: the
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Figure 2. Possible sequential development of painting the legs and neck and head of Philistine
birds. The arrows note the direction of the lines, the small numbers indicate the sequence.
The dot of the eye is indicated as second last step, but might have been the last step in the

sequence. Note that this sequence may be chronological, or dependent on potters individual
sryles. lle would benefit of more research to find out more on this issue.

general outlay of the leg in a single line with a curvarure ( 1) . The feet added (2 and 3) .

A line from the body to the first line painted for the foot (4). The filling between these

lines (5). This way of rendering the foot may have progressed toward a form in which
the last two steps (4 and 5) aren't included anymore. The third phase might have
incorporated a more fluidly painted line, without the sharp curvature (1), after which
rwo lines were added to complete the feet (see for instance the bichrome birds from
Ashdod (Stager 1998: Plate l1). The final stage would be the shortening of the initial
line (1), after which the two toes are added (2 and 3), as seen on a bichrome bird from
Ashdod (Amiran 1969:267,Fig.274 and see Figure 3).

The nech and head

As the bird in Figure 1 from Miqne-Ekron might be seen as an early variant, it is rele-
vant to look at the neck and head. In this case, there are five steps involved - with a step

indicating the withdrawal of the brush from the surface (see the 1" neck and head of
Figure 2) . The first line is the upper line of the neck ( 1). Afterwards the beak is rendered
by a curving line (2). The head is completed by a separate line from the neck to the beak
(3). A dot is added to render the eye (4) and a last line from the head back to the body
completes the neck (5).e A way of painting the neck and head incorporating less steps is
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rendered under number 2. Here the neck and beak are renderecl in a single line that

starts at the body, flows upwards, descends and then curves upwards slightly (1). The

head is completed by a second line, starting at the beak and ending on the line of the

neck (2). Aneye is added (3) and the neck is completed by painting a line from the head

down to the body (4). This order of painting the head can be seen on nltmerolls occa-

sions (see generally Dothan 1982). A last measurement to speed up the way of drawing

the neck and head is by painting the neck and head in a single line (number 3, line 1).

A dot is added for the eye (2) anda line from head towards the body completes the neck

(3). This way of painting the head and neck is seen at birds from Ashdod (Amiran

1969: Photo 274;Stager 1998: Plate 11 and see Figure 3 where the dot rendering the

eye is left away as well).

1

{
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Figure 3. Bichrome jug from Ashdod, showing a bird with features which might be seen as

late in the sequential development, such as the neck and head, legs, and absence ofthe eye.

This bird is a fine example of good mastery of the brush and paint, resulting in well

controlled fluid lines (photograph after Dothan 1982: Plate 47)( covresy of the IAA)'
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\Øhether such developments are statistically real, chronologically significant, and/or
dependent of separate pottery traditions might be examined looking at the technical
features in a different light. It would for instance be worthwhile Ãamining if such
steps occur in close symbiosis, or else, if measures to speed up the painting are first
taken in the rendering of the neck and head, while still using a way of painting the legs
that is still more time consuming. In any case, when categorizing these motiß in *re
design unit of the Philistine bird, we need to take account of the tãchnique of painting,
as this leads us to adjustments in the motifs which are likely based on .h"ng.r in
seqllences and related to economizing and shortening of -o,r.-.ntr.

Formality and informality

As has been remarked, especially the bichrome Philistine ceramics show remarkable
variability in workmanship. Such instances of informaliqy become strikingly visible on
a sherd from Ashdod (Figure 4). Here, rwo birds are painted, but the method of paint-
ing the neck and head are completely different.

\X/e might pause for a while on the reasons for this informality. A possibiliry might
be that the birds are painted by two different painters. As is visible, tlie lo*er Ùird h"t
the upper line of the neck and head rendered in a single line, after which a second line
back to the body completes it (as in Figure 2, the last stage). yet the upper head and
neck are painted completely differently. The neck is painted by a line iiarting at the

0 2
IJ

Figure 4. Two birds on a single she¡d, but showing difference in painting and indicating the
high amotrnt of informaliry in this Philistine bichorme phase (afìer Ben-Shlomo 2005t 140)

(courtesy of the IAA).
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body. It srops, ar which point a second line is drawn in a concentric way, and a third

rounded line compleres the shape of the head. Two lines, barely visible, render the

beak, and a line starting at the head and going to the body comPletes the neck. If it
wâs rhe same painter who rendered both birds, then what might explain this differ-

ence? There might be a technical explanation for this diversion. The lower bird shows

the painter '-oi. o, less' masters a tradition of painting by rendering the upper part of
the neck and the head in a single line, as was part of the learne d chøîne opératoire of the

painter. Yet this way of painting is dependent upon skill, and qualiry of brush and

paint. If not enough paint is applied, or the brush dries out before completing the

-orr.rn.tr, the painter must resort to other means. It is at this stage that he might

divert from the general way of painting a certain basic unit of design. Moreover, by

being versed in 'ihe quick way' of painting the bird, a painter might get 'confused' in

whri actions to follow up with. The painter has a mental picture of the completed

bird, and likely makes a cognitive difference between the neck, head and beak based on

biological - everyday knowledge. Thus, it might be the painter feels the need to finish

the hãad first, than paint the beak separately, and after rendering the eye, completing

the neck. It is very tricky to use such 'personalized' explanations, but it might explain

the diversion from the general painting tradition by a technical failure. This would lead

to a discrepancy between painting in fixed sequences of stroke on the one hand, or

based on ,.p"r",. classification of the neck, head and beak on the other hand. Such

informality might thus be due to a certain strict way of having learned to paint a bird-

(the quick way), without knowledge of the preceding steps in the development of

painting the birds. Once this sequence in painting the lines is interrupted, the painter

ão., n* have enough technical experience to resolve the question with considerable

skill.

The Deir 'Alla jug and its 'strange birds'

A strainer jug from the earliest Iron Age phase (A.1) attested at Deir 'Alla yields painted

motifs that have been considered Philistine (Franken 1969: 180, Fig. 47.4: see Fig-

ures 5 and 6).10Franken called for an analysis of 'paints, paste and temper material'to

understand if this jug, amongst other sherds with Philistine motifs, indeed rePresents a

'foreign elemenr'in the local repertoire (Franken 1969: I72). Others have pointedto
this jug as standing out within the Philistine decorated ware. Trude Dothan states the

birdr ai a "crude variant of the well-known Philistine motif' (Dothan 19S2: 154). She

calls the decoration on rhe jug "a variation on the Philistine theme, linking Deir 'Alla,

however tentrously, with the Philistine material culttlre" (Dothan 1982, 154). Ben-

Shlomo remarks that the "decoration shows a mixture of typical Philistine Bichrome

Motifs and local variants (as the birds)" (Ben-shlomo 2006: 42, note 52). In all

accounrs, these birds might thus be seen as 'strange birds'. The question is: do they

really represenr a mixrure of local birds with Philistine ones? Moreover, can we see a

hand of a painter versed in the Philistine tradition?
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Figure 5a. Figure 5b.

Figure5. (a)ThedrawingofthejugaspublishedinFranken(1969:180).Redpaintis
rendered in grey, black paint is rendered in black. (b) The strainer jug with approximate scale

as photographed by Gerrit van der Kooij.

In order to answer these questions we have to take a closer look ar the birds painted
on the jtg. At can be seen on Figures 5, the vessel is painred in bichrome with for-rr
birds on the upper register. In Figure 5a, grey represenrs red paint, black represents
black paint. Both red and black paint were used to paint the horizontal bands in alter-
nating fashion. Triangles were painted by rendering the outline in black paint and
alternatively filling them with red and black.lr The outline of the birds is painted in
black, whereas the filling of the body was done in red, somerimes pardy covering the
body. Interestingly, one tail is painted in red while anorher one is painted in black. But
to what degree do these painted birds reflect a Philistine tradition? It seems the painter
recognized some general design template with basic units of design for the Philistine
bird, most signifìcantly, the way the wings are painted by parallel lines. yet when we
look at the technique, it seems the painter was nor familiar with the tradition of paint-
ing strch birds. Some similarity exists in the cltaîne opératoire: the horizontal lines were
painted first, and the birds were painted over these lines. The body of the bird was
painted first, but the lines did not touch again at the tail, but were left open, and fin-
ished by rendering several lines as a tail. On Figure 6b more details are visible. The
body of the left bird is not painted all round at the breast. This might be becatrse the
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Figure 6a.

Figure 6b.

Figure 6. (a) The Dei¡ 'Alla jug as photographed from above. Note four birds with additional

mãtifs and elemenrs such as 
" 

..tr 
"nd 

wavy lines. (b) Detail of rwo birds, unfortunately both

neck and heads of the birds are damaged (photographs: Gerrit van der Kooij).
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right bird was already in place. \Øhen we look at Figure 5a we see that the layout is not
symmetrical. It is very likely that the bird as shown to the left of Figure 6a was painted
last, and had to be up close to the bird 'in front' because the motiß of wary linls were
painted between the previous bird and this last one. The tail of this left bird was
painted red, when the internal part of the bird was also painted. At the second bird to
the right, the tail is rendered in black paint.

The difference in rendering the birds shows internal informaliry, where the painter
did not have a very standard technical approach. Significantly, the body was divided in
three, by painting two vertical lines, and these lines were painted dowmvards extending
the body, as to render the legs simultaneously. In one bird (Figure 6b right) these legs
were straight, and three toes were added. \X/ith the left bird, an angle wås created anã
one foot yields only trivo toes. To fill the bird's bodies, a circle was painted at the breast.
Horizontal lines are in the rear area. This deviates from the pracice as attested in the
perceived Philistine tradidon as described earlier. The head and neck were rendered by
painting a single line upwards, followed by a second line down, which forms the head
and beak, and finishing with a third line in a triangular fashion. Afterwards a dot was
added for the eye. This way of rendering the neck and head is not in line with the 'Phil-
istine tradition'. The wings are painted by lines that start ar rhe rop of the body, make a
turn and then continue to the back, as visible particularly with the left bird in Figure 6b.

From this brief analysis it appears that the painter recognized a general design tem-
plate and units of design for a Philistine bird, but was not versed in the technical
school that gave rise to this standard template. Some features might have been due to
technical limitations, as the paint could not always be applied in equal thickness. It is
suggested though that these birds do not reflect a local sryle, but reflect an arrempr ro
imitate the Philistine birds from a mental template of a Philistine bird, yer by ro-.or.
not familiar with the more specific sequence of painting the birds that has been attested
in the Philistine tradition proper.

Discussion

It must be admitted that this attempt of recognizing a Philistine painting tradition is
not based on enough empirical evidence. In order to attain sounder kno*ledge of such
a tradition we need to include a larger sample of Philistine painted birds. Yet it is
hoped that the possibility and fruitfulness of such an amempr Àight h"rr. been shown.
\Øhen proceeding in such a way, we might start to recognize regional schools or sire
specific workshops. In this regard we would have better grounds to tackle the uncer-
tainties on the identity this ceramic ware displays, and the potrers and painters respon-
sible for this ware. In combination with archaeomerric analysis *. -ìght gain much
deeper understanding of the transmission of this painting style in the Ptilis;ine heart-
land and over a wider area. For now we have focused on the birds, but the whole

:orPus of designs, and their combination on vessels painted in the Philistine style can
be addressed in a similar way.
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This brief trearmenr is intended as a reminder that the technique of painting, previ-

ously largely neglected, should be well integrated in a study of this Philistine ceramic

t."ditio.r. In o.d., to further develop such studies, we would benefit from more docu-

menration. For one, we need better understanding of the type of brush and paint that

were used, as rhey would heavily influence the technical possibilities. For instance, a

thin brush and fluid paint would result in more fluid lines that make possible the swift

movemenrs of painting a neck and head in one stroke. It would be best to examine the

ceramics itself, as details traces of paint, brush and sequence of painting might aPpear'

Yet this is hard to accomplish and a database of good photographs of Philistine

ceramics would improve the progress and accessibility of such a study. The number of
photographed painted designs, especially with high resolution, is rather low at the

momenr. Most birds are rendered by drawings. These drawings are sufficient to recog-

nize if the painting shows certain key elements, motiß and basic units of design, but

*h.n pro".eding to look at the technique of painting, such drawings are no longer-

sufficient, as we *ould analyze the technique of the archaeological draftsperson, not of
the original painter.

In looking at the techniques behind the painting, we might see certain communali-

ties that go beyond the Philistine tradition. For one, painting the horizontal lines

which frame the pictorial scene first occurs in other traditions as well, as it is tied into

the general organiz"tion of fabrication. It is well possible that the pot was still on the

*h.ãl *h.n these initial lines were painted. It is also very likely that in â more profes-

sional setting, where tasks have been divided, the painting of the design is left to other

persons than the potter making the vessel, as described by Mazov (citing London). The

pro..dur. of painting from left to right is not awkward if we take into account the

ã.*t.rity of rnost people. If one is right handed, it is more logical to proceed from left

to righr as rhis yi.1ds a better angle for holding the brush and limits the possibility of
.-."iing earlier painted designs. If we would examine specific features such as the way

the legs ãre painted in more detail, we might get closer to certain schools, or even indi-

viduals. The suggested sequential development of painting the legs and neck and head

of a bird mighi sho* general value. Yet it is in the identification of the presence of
cerrain workshops, regional sryles, and the transmission of whole techniques or just

designs, that this approach can add to the discttssion on the link berween Philistine

pottery and identity.

Conclusion

It is difficult to yield a conclusion based on such a limited number of examples' Yet the

mosr imporranr issue is that we address the general neglect of treating the painting of
designs in the Philistine tradition from a technical stance. This neglect is not inten-

tionál but comes forth from an internalized clichotomy benveen the technical aspects,

and the iconographic properties of the painted designs. \Øe have hoped to show the

additional *otrh of a more detailed treatment of the technical side of painting, which
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might give important additional or even new evidence on rhe Philistine decorated tra-
dition. -We do not need expensive new methods (save fi'om detailed analyses of the
paint) or even necessarily new material evidence. \ùØe could sraft by looking at marerial
at hand. It is suspected that this might yield many new insights. For instance, it is sug-
gested that the bird from Miqne-Ekron is indeed an early example of the Philistine
bird that shows a specific design template. Moreover, there seem to be developmenrs
in the separate design units, which might relate to chronology or specific painting tra-
ditions. This is illustrated for the legs and the neck and heaã of the birds.

. Taking such an approach on with a larger sample of Philisrine ceramics, we might
better acldress the way the technique of painting was rransmirred, berween individtlls
in 

-workshops 
and between sites. \Øe can gain better insight into the formality and

informality of the tradition, which changes are likely due to technical developments
and choices. As the analysis of the Deir 'Alla rarø auis shows, we might understand
some 'Philistine decoration' to be imitations of recognized style, in which the painter
did not have firsthand knowledge of the technical traclition. In the end, such studies
should yield important new information on the Philistine decorated tradition. In
combination with the general progress of ceramic studies within this subject, we
could get a more balanced account of what the Philistine ceramic tradition actually
rePresents.
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Notes

i . An important exception may be the unpublished work of Gloria London (1984), entitle d.: The Eco-
nomic and Socìal Implications of Pottery Decoration, Jerusalem. Numerous citations of this work in Mazov
(2005) give the impression that this work is a detailecl study of the technical aspect of decoration.
Recently, Louise C' Maguire has strongly and very eloquently advocated a similar 

"ppro""h 
in the study

design structure and sequence of bnrsh strokes on Cypriot ceramics: Maguire 2009,;;despecially Magu-
ire 2070.
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2. Following a Darwinian approach to evolution. Variation and selective pressure are the key concepts
for evolution. 'ùØe might apply this approach to material cultu¡e - in this case the painting of bi¡ds -
where the variety in execution of birds, in an informal painting tradition, combined with the selective

Pressure of speeding up the painting of decoration on the pottery, led to a fairly rapid evolution and
diversification of the Philistine bird.

3. The first bircl derivecl from Ekron, St¡atum \.lI ancl belongs to the Myc IIIC:1(b)/Philistine I ceramic
group. It yields a neck fille<l with vertical lines, a tail which ends in two dive¡ting lines and wings rendered
by short connected lines: Dothan and Zukerman 2004,13. Fig. 8.14; 16,Fig. 14. The second bird derived
from Ashdocl Stratum XIII and shows a single line fo¡ the neck: Dothan and Zukerman 2004, 20, Fig.
19'3. Both birds are from earlier phases than the bird shown in our Fig. 1, see Dothan and Zuke¡man
2004, 6, Table 2 fo¡ the chronological overview.

4. Also seen in the first internal line of the breasts. The line starts thick at the top, where it probably
started being painted, and ends thin on the downsi<le, this is probably due to the angle of holding the
brush and the change of direction: first painting from left to right, and encling the line painting back to
the left.

5. Note that the sequence in which the design units are mentioned are nor necessarily in sequence as

painted, we will come back on this issue further below.

6. See for instance Amiran 1965:267, Photograph 272 on a painted bird from Beth Shemesh (near
Miqne-Ekron), which shows such legs with three toes in similar fashion. On rhe similariry of these birds,
see below.

7. There is evidence for this sequence, see for instance the wings of a l¡ird painted against the head and
beak of the bird to the left at Ashdod: Ben-Shlomo 2005: l4B, Fig.3.52.2. Another jug fiom Ashdod
shows the lines to the right painted ouerthe b¡east of the bird: see Figure 3, main rexr.

B. The opposite would be possible as well, starting with the lower line, making a turn and ending with
the upper line - in one clraw. Even more high resolution photographs, studying the vessel itself, or visual
manipulation of the image to enhance layers of paint might better address this question, see below in
discussion.

9. A¡ intermediate phase might be seen at the bird from Beth-Shemesh, which still shows a similar
curvatrrre at the end of the neck and beginning of the head, Amiran 1969 : 267 , Photo 272. The bird is
very similar to the Miqne-Ekron 't¡ansi¡ional bird' and might show a similarity in tradition, especially
since the geographical proximity of ¡he two sites.

10. Phase Al represents a'clepression'between the ruins of the Late Bronze Age temple cella. It belongs
to the ea¡liest lron I.A. deposits, consisting of occupation levels with thick deposits and streaks of burnt
mate¡ial washecl f¡om rhe ruinecl L.B. buildings (Franken 1969: 33).

11. His motif is also attested at vessels f¡om Azo¡ (as an Egyptianizing 'lotr.rs motif): l)othan 1982:
Fig. 48; and Ashdod: Ben-Shlomo 2005: 97 , Fig. 3.1 B.B.
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IS THERE A CASE TO BE MADE FOR ASSUMING AN UPCOMING
SPECIALIZATION \TITHIN POTTERY \øORKSHOPS AS REFLECTED

IN THE SEQUENCE OF HANDLES ON DUTCH CHAMBER POTS
FROM IATE MEDIEVAL TO EARLY MODERN TIMES?

Rosa M.R. van Oosten

Abstract

This article focuses on the øpplicøtion of handle-type to red, grey and wltite uøre chømber
pots produced in the Netberlands. The question is tuben szmeone other than tlte throuter
/timself størted lzttøclring the høndles during the production process, þnown in old Dutch as

ø'bøndl¡auer' (Íìo* løter dated historica/ sources). Cltanges in the uays of attøching handles
ma! rePresent øn indication þr an apcoming specialization in tbe potteTy worÞshop.

Following uøn der Leeuws' øssumptions on how høndles were attacbed to the pot, ø hypoth-
esis about specializøtion is coined. Would it be possible to explain the shifi from attaching
the handle on the inside of the pot wall with ø depression to l¿n ¿tttachment uithout depres-

sion, øs tbe worþ of tbis second man? Unfortunateþ, øfier cørrying out an experiment of
tbrowing cltamber pots ønd attacbing ltøndles, it turned out thøt tlte øssamptions made by

uan der Leeuw needed correcting. As a resuh, the hypothesis also needed ødjusting.
Firstþ, the main sources ønd methods in constructing the sequence for chamber pot lznd

handles tltrough tirne øre explained. Secondþ, tlte focus is on historical soarces and follows
the specialìzation hypothesis. Thirdþ, on the basis of an elaborate desøiption and illusnø-
tions of tbe tltroruing experiment, the way of attaching hand/es is inuestigated and the
hypothesis uiticalþ reuiewed.

The evolution of handles on chamber pots

Y4ren studying 74'h or 15'l' century chamber pots in the Netherlands, it is striking that
they all have either one or two deep depressions on the inside of the pot wall. Sander
van der Leeuw illustrated this aspect with a picture that has been the logo of this jour-
nal since 1983 (van der Leeuw 1976: 140_142 and 168-169; translated in Dr-rtch
1979).The depression is caused by the potter providing counter pressure with the
index finger when placing the handle. Van der Leeuw came to this conclusion after
studying firing wasters pottery from the site Frankesteeg in Haarlem (Schimmer 1979).
The site dates to the second half of the 13'h century (Numans I9B7), roughly a hun-
dred years before the introduction of chamber pots (148). Van der Leeuw distinguishes

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 26, 2010: 141-156
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three kinds of handles, which he designates handle rype A, B and C. Type A and B are

both round vertical handles. Type C is a hollow handle that is only found on skillets

and as such will be left out of consideration. On chamber pots several rypes of round
and flat vertical handles can occur, albeit with slight differences from type A ancl B.

I have designated them rype D through F and their features are summarized in Figure 1.

ad rype D
lJnfortunately, the occurrence of depressions is not systematically recorded in archaeo-

logical reports. Nor is it possible to deduce the presence of such depressions from the

drawings. Technical drawings of pots generally show the inside on one half of the pot
and the outside on the other half. In urban archaeology, it is common to draw the side

of the ear as the outside half. For this reason, depressions are not represented. To work
around this problem, I studied samples from Haarlem, Den Bosch and Amersfoort.
I selected pots, which are stored in the internal archaeological depot of the munici-
palities. The focus was on chamber pots, but cooking pots and large jugs were also

included. The following four observâtions are worth noting. First: these depressions are

not a local characteristic, but a general trend in the Northern Netherlands. Second: the

depressions on the rim are generally more shallow than the ones on the inside. This can

be considered to be a logical consequence ofthe fact that the rim dries quicker than the

body. Third, these depressions are not exclusively seen on chamber pots. Cooking pots

certainly showed similar depressions, but these seem to have disappeared before 1400.

This contraclicts the findings in the most frequently used book for Dutch pottery stud-

ies, Cities in Sherds. Here, we read that such depressions were only used on chamber

pots and as such are recommended for making the distinction between fragments of
cooking pots and chamber pots (Bartels 1999: 125). As a consequence archaeologists

could claim to have found one of the oldest chamber pots dating to the fourteenth
century when in realiry they were dealing with a cooking pot. And last, in Den Bosch

the chamber pots with depressions contain an incised groove on the shoulder. Van cler

Leeuw interpreted these grooves as markers where the potter is to place the handles,

but the possibility that they may represent a kind of decoration or a characteristic, a
sign, of a particular pottery tradition cannot be excluded.

Specialization in the pottery workshop: the profession of attaching handles in
historical sources

From historical sources and ethnographic observations in the province of North Brabant

it is known that besides the thrower a second person was employed in the production
whose task it was to attach the handles and legs to the pots after a short drying period.

In old l)utch this man (there is no mention of women having been employed in such

a manner) is called a 'handhaver'. He did not work at a wheel, but stood or sat ât a
table/workbench. On Monday when the pots were not ready yet, the handl¡auer cut clay

and on other days when supply stagnated, he worrld join the carriers. He was second in

i¡
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Figure 1. Diffe¡ent kind of round ancl flat handles from 1350 to 1900. Type A and B from
van der Leesw 1976, vol.2, fig. 18 and 19. Figure Type D-G from Bitter and Clevis 2003.

pay only to the potter, although he was not generally able to throw. Although the potter
himself mastered attaching handles, he normally left it ro the handhaurr (Vos and
van Lieshout 1990: 1613-1614). The professi on of handhauer is known to have existed
in the province of Friesland. A systematic analysis of all the 'personal wanted'-ads in
newsPapers concerning the pottery craftsmanship from 1753 tlll 1900 turned up the
oldest advertisement mentioning a handhauer dated to 1780 (van der Meulen and
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Smeele 2005:22-26, in particular Table 1). Older historical documents about the pot-

tery craftmanship are limited and even the wealth of documentary evidence in the

famous porrery town of Berg en op Zoom does little to reveal the exact division of labour

(Slootmans et al. 1,970).It remains unclear when this kind of specialization entered the

production process, so we have to turn to archaeological sources.

Upcoming specialization based on the van der Leeuw type handles?

As shown, the handbøuer entered the workshop by least the 18'l'century. Archaeologi-

cal evidence pertaining to the evolution of handles may however provide us with indi-

cations for an earlier introduction in the pottery workshop. The shift from handle rype

D (with one or rwo depressions) to type E (no depressions) could be interesting in this

respecr. Type D shows a strong similarity with van der Leeuw's handle type B. The

difftrence is the attachment on the rim. Type B is laid over the rim and lacks a depres-

sion. Type D is attached on the rim and frequently has a shallow depression. Both

handle qFpes are attached first to the shoulder and then to the rim. Van der Leeuw

assumes that for handle rype B "had to be fastened to the vessel as soon as its body had

been completed." (van der Leeuw 1976 1.42). \Øhen we combine this statement with
the historical observations, we take the next step and formulate a new hypothesis,

namely: the sequence of actions, i.e. throwing and immediately attaching the handle of
rype B/D can only be guaranteed when the potter attaches the handle himself. The

switch to handle rype D may be interpreted as the result of a division of labour in the

workshop. An assembly line could have been introduced. The potter continued throw-

ing, while the handbøuer added the handles and legs to the leather-hard pots. It could

be. a clue for an upcoming specialization, on the condition that the way of attaching

handles represented by van der Leeuw is correct. As will be shown below, this is to

prove the weak link within the analysis presented here.

Discussion: the hypotheses of van der Leeuw revisited?

I asked rwo porrers for their opinion on the model of van der Leeuw. The fist potter is

Andres B".reì. He is a replica-potter from Nederweert in the province of Limburg and

his ceramic repertoire focuses on the serial production of medieval pots. The second is

an arrisr porrer, Addy Meewisse in Nootdorp, near The Hague. Her ceramic repertoire

focuses on single pieces (unica), with different kinds of gl,aze and different kinds of fir-

ing. On the basis of their remarks, I will comment successively on the theoretical start-

ing points and the sequence of actions of van der Leeuw. In the next paragraph an

alternative interpretation of attaching handles will be illustrated, as performed by Bauer

and Meeuwisse.

Th eo retical størting-p o ints

Van der Leeuw menrions three theoretical problems the potter could be faced with
when attaching handles (van der Leeuw 1976: I40-l4l).
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(a) He assumes handles come apart from the body during the drying process, because
of the different drying rates and consequently different shrinkage rates of the pot and
the handle. Van der Leeuw is correct on the fact that the risk of developing cracks is

an aspect everF potter takes into account (Rye 1 98 1 : 21). This does not however neces-
sarily delimit the way handles are attached. It dictates foremost that the drying process
should be monitored carefully. Bauers replica chamber pots do not show cracks on the
handles, in spite of the fact that the pots were already leather-hard. Bauer works around
this by drying the pots with handles under a piece of plastic. There creates a climate
akin to a greenhouse: pot and handle can then slowly acclimatize to each other. Mee-
wisse says that her naturally won clay (instead of fabric-made), does not show such
problems at all.

(b) Van der Leeuw assumes affixing a handle will deform the body, in particular at
the location where the handle is first connected. However, the experiment shows no
deformation at all when the pot is leather-hard.

(c) Although he does not do so directly, van der Leeuw mentions another issue.

\Øhen the potter attaches the lower end to the shoulder, he risks having estimated the
handle length incorrectly. As a result, the upper end will not reach the required loca-
tion. According to van der Leeuw the potter works around this by placing a rib on the
shoulder. The observed incision on the chamber pots of Den Bosch cotrld have served
in a similar manner. Van der Leeuw is correct on this point to a certain degree. The
first time Bauer attaches the handle to the shoulder, elongating it by pulling he notices
immediately that the handle is too short and will form an angle instead of a loop. In
order to correct this he simply repeats the action on the same pot with another piece
of clay. The problem van der Leeuw mentions, only exists when a potter make the
handles on a particular pot for the first time. Besides, as archaeologists we will not find
traces of the very first new types. Test pots would be destroyed before being fired. So

the potter could use the clay again. On the other hand, the problem could not have
been avoided by placing an incision on the shoulder when the handle is placed and
elongated by pulling. It would only have functioned if the handle is rolled beforehand,
has a fixed length and an even width. The handles on chamber pots however are not
an even width along their length; the lower end always being considerably thicker.

The findings of the curtent experiment do not support the assumptions of van der
Leeuw that the three theoretical problems would have represented serious problems in

Practice.
The central focus of van der Leeuw in the case of the handles, but in the rest of his

approach as well, is rather negative; the potters were constrained by the raw material
and the equipment used when manufacturing the pottery. On contrary, I propose
that potters were primârily constrained by time and money. Time saving would have
been a regulating factor and unnecessary actions in the production process would be
skipped. Above all, the potter was a professional, who had to earn a living by provicl-
ing a basic product. Furthermore, I assume that historic potters were highly skilled
workers, who were able to cope with a vaÅety of circumstances, like different clay
sources, weâther conditions, temperâtLrres in the kiln, and still deliver a product of
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equal size and qualiq¡. Finally, I deduce that the pottery craft is highly traditional,
focusing primarily on conservation rather than innovation, the same pots being pro-
dtrced for over decades or even centuries.

To round off this theoretical part, some important must be said about the actions in
the workshop, more specifically on the leather-hard stage. The leather-hard stage is a
gradual process and which can be strbdivicled into the soft leather-hard, medium
leather-hard and stiff leather-hard sub-stages. The pliability in each stage is being

reducecl in each stage. The pot enters the soft leather-harcl stage, when fingerprints are

no longer visible in the clay and leather-hard stage ends when bending the clay creates

crack formation. Actuall/, time is not a correct unit of measure to express how long it
takes before the pots reach a particular stage. It depends on the temperature, the move-

ments of the air and humidiry.

The sequence of øctions of tlp, A and B

Moment of attøching høndles

As a result of theoretical assumption A (see above) van der Leeuw conclucles that han-

dle qype A must be leather-hard ancl attached to a leather-hard pot whereas handle type

B must be freshly formed and attached to a freshly formed pot. Attaching leather-hard
handles is possible, but in the case of chamber pots the action is unnecessary ancl there-

fore I assume, that the historical professional potter skipped it. Attaching a handle
immediately after the pot is thrown (handle vp. B) carries the risk of completely
deforming the body. Both potters refused to sacrifice one of their freshly thrown pots
to demonstrate. Throwing a bocly on the potter's wheel requires a lot of water; as a

conseqlrence, a freshly thrown pot is so{ì, weak and vulnerable. The assumed precau-
tionary measure by van der Leeuw of first affixing the handle to the shoulder instead
of the rim, would not have avoided serious damage. A couple of hours would neecl to
pass first. 'ùØhen the last pot in the row had been thrown, he cotrld have startecl attach-

ing handles on soft leather-hard pots.

Prepøring the handle (Figure 2: 1)

Van der Leeuw slrpposes rype A was made by rolling a flat slab of clay as if it were a
carpet. He deduces this operating procedure from a "rypical spiral" seen in cross-sec-

tion of one or more handles in his sample in Haarlem and fi'om the fact one or more

handles are broken longitudinally. A picture is lacking however and he neither does

mention whether the longitudinal broken hanclles show a rypical spiral as well.
Both Bauer and Meeuwisse had serious doubts about the proposecl method, as first
flattening and then rolling the clay takes a great deal of time. Bauer tried ancl found
out that rolling in this way will allow a big air bubble in the middle of the handle.
Potters consider air bubbles as a primary cause for pottery cracking during firing. It is

highly unlikely that the potters in the l3'h centtrry chose this method of preparing
handles. The typical spiral in cross-section could probably be explained by another way
of rolling, as both potters proposed independently, i.e. by rolling a paste of clay on a
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bench and using your hands as a rolling pin or by rolling between the hands.

Van der Leeuw assumes handle rype B is rolled between the hands to create â conical
shape. He deduces this from the fact that the cross-section of the handle is homoge-
nous, no spiral was seen. In my opinion, this observation suggests pulled rather than
rolled handles.

Attøching tlte louter end (Figure 2: 2)
Bauer and Meewisse do agree with van der Leeuw that the potter would have first
attached the lower end. This is quite remarkable as modern pottery tutorials are always

advocating the opposite. It seems to be connected with the fact that the handle is

attached on the upper edge of the rim and not, like handles of modern cups, one finger
below the rim. One may wonder whether attaching on the rim has any particular
advantages. Bauer experienced that attaching on the rim is the most difficult type of
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Bending into ø curue (Figure 2: 3)
No essential comment beyond the demonstration

Attaching the upper end (Figure 2: 4)
Van der Leeuw srlpposes handle rype B was attached "without support from the interior"
to avoid deformation of the rim. Giving some counter pressure is however necessary.

The experiment: attaching handles on replica pots

I asked Andres Bauer, to make four different types of chamber pots, r-pis-l , r-pis- ,

r-pis-5 and r-pis-38 including handles and glaze. The experiment took place in Haar-

lem at rhe civil service for archaeological investigation on the 11'h of October 2010. He
brought with him a couple of chamber pots in the leather-hard stage. He had thrown
them beforehand, as it would not have been possible to carry out throwing and attach-

ing handles of chamber pots both in one day. I took pictures and filmed. I also visited

the potter rwo rimes at his domestic workshop in Nederweert to observe the way of
glazing, discuss the results and finally to pick up the replicas. Afterwards, I discussed

my observations of the experiment with Addy Meewisse. She also threw two chamber

pots of the r-pis-l type.

Demonstration by Bauer

Imitating the historic potters in all respects (clay, wheel, kiln) would have required too

much time. For this reason Bauer used fabric-adapted terracotta clay, an electric wheel,

an electric kiln and instead of a lead-glaze, a modern transparence glaze (see Table 1).

As the latter is prohibited, due to its toxic nâture.

Clay

'!l'heel

Glaze

Kiln and temperâture

K142 red; firing temperature 1000-1150 degrees Celsius without âny grog,

fired on 1080 degrees Celsius

Electric wheel Shimpo RK-10

Transparent glaze, 40 27I TM

Electric kiln, OBY Uden, top-loader

Table 1. Variables of Bauer

Sequence oføctions

Moment of attaching the handle
Bauer had thrown some pots on Saturday before and had let them dry slowly under a

piece of plastic. The handles were attached on Monday in Haarlem, roughly 48 hours

later. The orher pors were thrown on Monday in Haarlem with handles being attached
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on Tuesday, roughly 24 hows later. The latter pots were not kept under a piece of
plastic and had actually become too dry. Therefore they were dipped several times into
a bucket of water beforehand. Despite these bad conditions, no handles fell of after
firing.

Handle tlpe D applies to r-pis-l according to Bauer

Preparing the handle (Figure 3: 1)
The potter stands and holds the upper end of a ball of clay in one hand, which he

forms by pulling it into a carrot-shape piece. He pulls frequently and gently with his
other hand to elongate. A bucket of water stands next to him in which he frequently
dips his working hand, in order to keep the clay and his working hand wet. -üØhen the
clay is long enough and has reached the desired thickness, he cuts the lower end by
using his finger as if it were a pair of scissors.

Attacbing tlte louer end (Figure 3: 2)
In order to create a comfortable working height, the pot stands on an elevation on the
table. The thicker end is placed head on directly on the shoulder of the pot (forming
the lower part of the handle). He inserts one hand in the pot and gives counter pres-

sure with his index finger once, short and firm, while the other hand presses the handle
into place. Next, the contact area around the handle is smoothed out with wet fingers.

Bending i.nto ø curue (Figure 3: 3)
The handle does not form a loop, but is still horizontal. The potter inserts one hand in
the pot, turns the pot upside down, and keeps it above shoulder height. The handle
now curves naturally in the right direction towards the rim. His other hand massages

the handle gendy into a curve, while frequently dipping his hand into the bucket of
water.

Attaching the upper end (Figure 3: 4)
He puts the pot back on the elevation and inserts one hand in the pot to give counter
pressure, while the other hand presses the handle in place. He presses the handle by
pushing and massaging the handle from behind to the rim. This way of pushing
caused a small but distinctive angle to the handle, near the rim (compare at this point
rype A of van der Leeuw). He carries this action out rwice. The first time he gives

counter pressure without leaving a depression, as a matter of fact, this is construction
method E. His fingers inside the pot are stretched or he just holds the rim. The choice
for this method is automatic as the rim is already stiff leather-hard. The problem is

that the rim always dries quicker than the rest of the pot. The second time he gives

counter pressure by using his index finger, as a result a depression is left. At this stiff
leather-hard stage this is hardly possible any more. As a result, the upper depression is
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shallower than the lower depression. Next, he smoothes out the joint and finally he
removes clay spots and cleans up the area with a wet sponge.

Høndle rype E applies to r-pis-s
Step 1, 2 and 3 are identical.

Attaching the upper end (Figure 3: 4),

He inserts one hand in the pot to give counter pressure with straight fingers, while
the other hand presses the handle in place. Next, he smoothes out the joint. To turn
the appearance of the handle from an ordinary round type handle E into type handle
E1, he takes the upper part of the handle and squeezes the two sides towards the
middle.

Handle type F øpplies to a test pot
Bauer demonstrates the method on the basis on a test chamber pot (r-pis-5). I" realiry
no type r-pis-5 is known with this type of handle.

Preparing the handle (Figare 3: 1)
He pulls a flat instead of a round tail.

Attaching the upper part (Figure 3: 2)
The pot stands on an elevation on the table, the thicker end is placed a little below the
rim. He inserts one hand into the pot in order to give counter pressure with straight
fingers, while the other hand presses the handle in place.

Bending into a curue (Figure 3: 3)
He holds the pot in one hand and the handle bends naturally in the right direction.
His other hand massages the handle into a curve, while frequently clipping his hand
into the bucket of water.

Attøcbing the lower part (Figure 3: 4)
He sticks the lower part to the pot and adds three finger marks to the tail as a kind of
decoration. This also creates an enlargement of the contact area, which enhances con-
nection.

Demonstration by Meewisse

Meewisse objected to the method of Bauer, as she felt that successively putting down,
lifting up and putting down the pot represented rather unnecessarily actions. She was

determined to find an easier and quicker method. For the first pot she used (sifted) clay
from an excavation of Borgharen in the province of Limburg. For the second pot she

used self dug clay from ân excavation in Den Hoorn in the province of South-Holland,
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which was only roughly cleansed (Table 2). Neither clays were left to rot, as is known
from historic sources to have been done by potters in the past (Roodenburglgg3:73).

Clay

-ù7heel

Glaze

Kiln and temperature

Self dug in Borgharen in the province of Limburg and Den Hoorn in hte

province of South-Holland

F.lectric wheel

Elecrric kiln

Table2. Variables of Meewisse

Handle rype D and E øpplies to r-pis-l

Mornent of attøching the handle
More than sixteen hours after the first pot has been thrown, the handle is attached. By

this stage it is in such a leather-hard stage that no depressions could easily be formed.
For this reason, she attaches the handle to the second pot after four and a half hours,

in the soft leather-hard stage. As aheady said, only the time is not a good unit of meas-

ure for how long it takes the pot reach the leather-hard stage. The temperature in the

workshop during the entire time was a steady 18 degrees Celsius.

Prepøring the handle (Figure 3: 1)
Meewisse rolles the handle between the hands, in the same way van der Leeuw describes

for handle rype B. However, in this case it cannot be called a rolled handle, as it is only
rolled rudimentarily. In pottery terms, a rolled handle indicates it is finishecl before

being attached to the pot. In contrast, this handle is pulled and elongated while being

attached to the pot.

Attaching tlte lower end (Figure 3: 2)
In order to make a handle rype D she puts one hand into the pot and gives counter
pressure with the index finger while using the other hand to press the handle into place

in the same way Bauer did. This was only possibly when the pot was rather soft and

the first time she tried it the pot was already too hard, as a consequence it was more

akin to a handle type E (without depressions). In this case she used several straight
fingers instead of just the index finger. Before she placed the thicker end directly on the

shoulder of the pot, she made a small ridge on the head of the handle to avoid includ-
ing air bubbles and this provides a more solid connection as well.

Next, she incises the pot where the handle will be located. Possibly, this action could
have been skipped, but like potters are common to do, she continued working accord-

ing to the conventions she was taught by her instructor.
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Figure 3. The sequence of actions of attaching handle rype D and E
according to Baue¡ and Meewisse. Drawings by E. Eimermann.

Bending into ø curue (Figure 3: 3)
Contrary to what Bauer did, she left the pot standing on the table and started pulling
upwards. This is more diffìcult for her, because she has little experience with this
method and the gravity exacts an opposite force. The result is however the same.

Attøchìng the upper end (Figure 3: 4)
She attached the upper end by providing a small amount of counter pressure from
inside, the first time with straight fingers (handle rype E) and the second time with the
index finger (handle type D).
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'NØhich of the three options ?

The demonstration of throwing replica pots however shows that carrying out such

experiments is of the utmost importance when trying to understand the potter's point
of view. Both modern potters agree that it is highly unlikely even impossible for his-

toric potters to have attached handle rype B "as soon as the body had been completed",
as assumed by van der Leeuw. Therefore this option is discarded and we are left with
the methods of Bauer and Meewisse. \Øhen we combine the observation that the han-

dles types causing depressions are best placed when the pot is in the soft leather-hard

stage, it can be concluded that the pot is not lifted in any way. Otherwise, the pot
would likely have been deformed or damaged. As soon as handle rype E enters the

repertoire, it is probable that the handles are attached in the leather-hard stage and

both methods are possible. The difference between the actions of both potters perfectly
illustrates just as there is a diffèrent hypothesis for every archaeologist, there is a differ-
enr rvay of attaching a handle in every pottery tradition. A potter should have worked
according its unwritten rules.

An interesting question is why the depressions have disappeared. There seems to be

a strong connecrion with the rype of pot and the wide of the mouth. The depressions

on cooking pots disappeared around 1400. On chamber pots they start fading in the

second halF of the 15'h century and have completely disappeared by the second half of
the 16'h century. On (large) pitchers theysurvived till the 17'l'centuryor 18'h centlrry.

As soon as â pot shape becomes wide-mouthed, the depressions disappear. There are

rwo possible explanations. As soon as the mouth of the pot widens, the inside of the

pot became more visible to the potter and his customers. Depressions may have been

avoided for aesthetic reasons. There is however also a technical necessity. Handles with
depressions are attached after only a few hours. Closed forms resists attaching handles

in the soft leather-hard stage better than open forms do. The latter carries the risk of
deformation. So, when the potters start producing wide mouth pots, this brings about

adding handles in the (medium) leather-hard stage. Taking into account that closed

pots dries slower than open forms one can also wonder whether this altered the time-
schedule for the potter. Imagine, the potter (or his assistant) continued attaching the

handles after, lets say, five hours, the old-fashioned closed chamber pots would have

just arrived at the soft leather-hard stage, whereas the open chamber pots might at this

time already have reached the medium leather-hard stage. Another experiment would
be needed to draw any definite conclusion on this mâtter.

Final remarks

My previously formulated specialization hypotheses should be adjusted, because the

handles with depressions would have been attached in the soft leather-hard stage and

not immediately after the pot is thrown. It is still possible that the potter himself
attached the handles, but the arguments in favour are greatly weakened.
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For a more comprehensive analysis of an upcoming specialization in pottery work-
shops, it would be better to not concentrate on a single aspect of the por, but on several
characteristics, like the type of bottom, the pot shape and shifting production cenrres.
It would be necessary to combine this with investigations on firing wasrers. Further-
more, the identification of finger prints could be a promising tool. It could give an
indication on the number of persons who held the leather-hard pots and even age

determination could prove a possibility as well (Moran 2007).
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Abstract

Recent worÞ by Richard Euerslted ønd colleagues published in Nøture in 2008 concerning

residue ønøþsis on ancient potsherds has prouided clear euidence for milk processing ønd

døirying in Anøtolia ønd SE Europe in the Neolitbic, Good results were acquired from
cerømic sørnples taÞen fom late 7h millennium cal BC sites in NW Anøtolia. The inuesti-

gation a/so sugestiueþ linÞed the dominance of cøttle in the bone øssernblages of these sites

to dairying. Building on tbis pioneering uorþ, ø new reseørclt project tøþes these primary
resubs to tlte leuel of the pottery assembløges thernselues. Integrating the residue anaþsis with
ceramic studies, we regard residue anaþsis sampling sPecifc uessel categories as an imPortønt

ste? into øssessing pottery function and meaning in prehistoric assemblages. This paper pre-
sents bacbground øndfirst resu/ts of the research, and u.,illfocus on the NWAnatolian key

area seen by Euershed øs føuourable to Neolithic rnilÞ processing.

Introductionl

Over three decades ago, Andrew Sherratt coined the term "Secondary Products Revo-

lution" to signifi' the exploitation of domestic ruminants for their secondary products,
like milk, wool, etc., and dating this major shift in animal use to about 4,000 cal BC
(Sherratt 1981). His claim has always been critically approached and he was perhaps

the first to acknowledge its infirm basis, but only during the past decade the suspicions

are being buttressed by facts due to the emergence of organic residue analysis in archae-

ology (cf. Evershed 2008). In 2003, Copley conclusively demonstrated dairying in
England as starting during the 5'h millennium cal BC as an important form of food
production (Copley et al. 2003), and slightly later Craig published milk-processing
evidence from pottery coming from two Early Neolithic sites in the Balkans, dating
back to the first half of the 6'h millennium cal BC (Craig et al. 2005). An extensive

organic-residue project carried out by Evershed et al. (2008), targeting the Neolithic
revolution and its potential pathways from the Near East to Europe was a major step

forward. Evershed and collaborators sampled over 2,200 potsherds, and found good

Leiden Journal ofPoøery Studies 26, 2010: 157-172
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proof of milk processing across Turkey and SE Europe during the late 7't'and 6'l'mil-
lennia cal BC. Particularly good results came from sites in Northwest Anatolia, more
specifically from sites along the eastern Marmara Sea board (Figure 1). Two of the
sampled Marmara sites, Fikirtepe and Pendik, can be securely dated to the 2"d half of
the 7'h millennium cal BC. They count among the first Neolithic settlements of N\Xr'

Anatolia. Corroborating Evershed's pioneering work, a 2007 residue analysis by Özbal
and Ttirkekul Bryrk found rraces of milk lipids on some base sherds from the contem-
porary site of Barcrn Höyük, which is located in the same general region (Ttirkekul
Bryrk and Özbal 2008; Ttirkekul Bryrk 2009). The occurrence of dairying in N\Ø
Anatolia will shed new light on the neolithisation of this region, an area that is com-
monly seen as of key importance for understanding the neolithisation of Europe (e.g.,

Özdolan 2008). The analyses done so far are path breaking, because proving that milk
was being processed as early as the 7'h millennium cal BC, over 2,000 years earlier than
Sherratt's suggestion.

V/hat these early studies did not do, however, was to integrate the ceramic data with
the chemical ones. Following up on - still rare - work trying to link form with trace

use (e.g., Craig et aL 2003, Gregg et al. 2009), our project is explicitly focusing on
samples that have the potential to integrating issues of vessel form and vessel function.
'SØithin 

the known ceramic assemblage, it is our aim to select basic-level categories and
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Figure 1. Sketch map of Anatolia with sites mentioned in the text.
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subordinate categories in order to resolve hypotheses combining dissimilarity in manip-
ulation with similarity in form, as is, for instance, the case with two-handled pots car-

ried between nvo hands, and pots with four suspension lugs. The sample will also take

into account vessel qFpes not traditionally linked with cooking, including cups, oval

bowls and boxes. The immediate goals of the sampling procedure are to acquire cir-
cumscribed sets of vessel types related to dairying and other food processes, and, fur-
thermore, to see if technological correlates to such vessel types exist in terms of fabric,

surface treatment, firing, and form. Samples are taken from the shoulder areas or from
handle zones, provided these parts enable reconstruction of the vessel shapes and cate-

gory attribution.2 Ultimately, our aim is to move forward in interpreting vessel func-
tion in early Neolithic society, particularly focusing on vessel use in relation to fire.

Pots and fire

\Øe have argued elsewhere for the connections between the Central Anatolian Konya
area and N\W Anatolia during the Neolithic (Thissen 1999), and we will merely use

this association to highlight the development of cooking using ceramic containers,

which started earlier in the south.

Çatalhoytik, the key site of Central Anatolia for the Neolithic period, was settled

somewhere during the 2"d half of the 8'h millennium cal BC. At about the 67't166'h

centuries cal BC at Çatalhöyük transformations in material culture (Düring 2002:
220f.) co-occur with changes in attitudes towards food preparation and in pottery
technology (Last 2005).3 These developments had been germinating for a longer time,
but around the Levels VI/V transition Çatalhoytik sociery seems particularly dynamic,
open to changes, willing to experiment and also willing and able to adopt the changes

(cf. Marciniak and Czerniak 2007: I23f.). Imagine a society in flux. Perhaps the need

for openness was also felt in a literal sense, since at about this time the settlement plan
became more open: there is an increase in open spaces (Düring2002:224).

Simultaneously, new ways of cooking are being created. Until then, people seem to
have been cooking perhaps not so much in pots, but were using baskets and "cooking

stones" (Atalay and Hastorf 2006: 293). Thousands of baked clay balls have been

fotrnd in Çatalh<;ytik often in association with fire installations. Debate has been heated

over their suspected function, and interpretations range from room heaters to baked

clay objects for cooking. The idea of these clay balls representing cooking gear is not so

strange. To us it would appear very cumbersome, laborious and impractical, but there

are in fact many ethnographic parallels for clay balls, baked clay objects, or real stones

being routinely involved in food cooking procedures (Thissen 2005).Stone cooking,
or "indirect moist heating" in American terminology, \Mas, for instance, common prac-

tice among North American Indian prehistoric societies, where it was associated with
thick walled, fibre tempered vessels. Only with the change to thinner walled, mineral
tempered pottery, the demise of the method set in (Sassaman 1995). Closer to home,

hundreds of baked clay objects have turned up from the Early Neolithic site of Mågura,
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in the Lower Danube catchment, Romania, dating to about 6,100 cal BC. Also these

may have been used for cooking (Thissen et al. 2007).4

One of the conspicuous disadvantages of this method of food preparation is that
you would be unable to keep food simmering over the fire for prolonged periods
because the control to maintain heat at a constant temperature is low (Arnold 1985:
128).5 Foodstuffs that would need long simmering times could not be prepared. Other
disadvantages are that you will need to pay constant attention and effort to maintain
food broiling, you will need to change your stones repeatedly with concomitant drops
in temperature, not mentioning the awkward manipulation of the hot cooking objects
themselves. Despite these drawbacks, it is now assumed that this method of cooking
was in use for over 500 years at Çatalhciyük, and one may actually imagine that this
practice is just a continuation of Mesolithic cooking techniques, which may have been

the case in the Danube region as well (Thissen 2005).
The pottery in use during this half millennium at Çatalhoytik has simple, bucket-

like shapes and thick walls (Figure 2). The clay is tempered with fibres, probably cereal

\__l_

Figure 2. Çatalhc;yük, early, thick walled, fibre tempered (top rows)
and later, thin walled, mineral tempered pottery (base row).
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chaff and/or straw. Handles or lugs are rare, and the larger vessels must have been dif-
ficult to hold and manipulate when full. Very few are decorated with "splodges" of
brown paint. Mellaart describes the firing as "poor" (1966: 170), the fabric having

thick black cores possibly due to a reducing atmosphere followed by rapid cooling in
the air (cf. Rye 1981: 116f.). Occurrence was very low. Mellaart found only 300 sherds

over seven building levels (Mellaarr, l.c.). The new, ongoing excavations at Çatalhöyük
confirm these low figures for the early levels (Last 2005). Although Mellaart describes

this portery as having fulfilled a purely utilitarian role, it is hard to imagine that it was

pottery that was used routinely in cooking, if only because of its rarity. At the same

time, the fibre temper used is advantageous for cooking since reducing thermal shock:

the cavities created by the burnt-out fibres resisting breakage of the vessel during
repeated heating and cooling cycles (Rye l98l: 34). Therefore, even if these pots were

used in the kitchen, then probably just in continuation of and in addition to older

practices using perishable containers for cooking, involving "cooking stones" as well.

Technological innovations, such as pottery containers, thus were embedded in existing

procedures.
At about halfway through Çatalhciyrik's history, however, the local situation culmi-

nated towards the almost exclusive use and production of a different kind of pottery
(Figure 2 bottom row). Experiments or attempts to produce thinner walled, mineral
tempered vessels resistant to thermal shock and less heary to manipulate had been

going on for perhaps two or three centuries already, before finally being adopted

wholeheartedly around 6,500 cal BC (Last 2005). The preferred clays naturally con-

tained sand, mica or quartz, and were mainly obtained from the rich, alluvial soils of
the May and Çarsamba Rivers near the site (Doherty 2007, Camizuli 2008). These

fine, sedimentary clays apparently had no need for additional tempering. Also quartz

tempered pottery is advantageoLls to cooking since it has, though less so than calcite,

thermal expansion coefficients similar to that of the clay matrix (Kilikoglou et al.

1998). According to Philippa Ryan clay balls disappear from level V onwards at Çatal-
hoyäk (cf. also Atalay and Hastorf 2006: 293).6 Interestingly, the evidence for basket

making is also absent from level V onwards. There seems to have been an inversed

relationship benveen basketry, clay balls, fibre tempered pottery on the one hand, and

the emergence of mineral tempered ceramics on the other.

Vessels are now careftrlly burnished both on the inside and outside surfaces, in order

to reduce permeabiliry, and to compâct the surfaces helping against thermal shock
(Schiffer et aI. 1994). The combination of thinnervessel walls and mineral tempers is

beneficial to a quicker heating up time of the vessel contents, as experimentally con-

firmed by Skibo et al. (1989: 131). The new pottery is perfectly suitable to be used

over direct heat sources to cook food, and Mellaart mentions the presence of thick,
sooty deposits on the vessels (Mellaart 1962t 54). The horizontal lug handles and sus-

pension lugs now standardly applied to the new gear help in moving heated vessels

from the fire and back again. Parallel developments occur in the neighbouring Beygehir-

Sufla region ceramics, where similar thin walled vessels with lug handles are tempered
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with dense, crushed shell particles, another ideal thermal shock resisrant material
(Rye 1981: 33; Alnold 1985 23ff.).

The changeover from the older, traditional way of cooking with the aid of "cooking
stones" to direct heating has several implications. The new technique makes it easier tã
process food by boiling and steaming, and requires less effort (no manipulating of
heated cooking stones, etc.). In addition, food is boiled more rapidly and less fu.l it
needed' Tasks can be economised and attention space is won. Heat can be maintained
for a long titne, where sustained cooking breaks down toxins contained in raw food-
stufß naturally (fu'nold 1985: 135). This will have expanded the range of food
resources. Arnold supplies a six-page list of toxic constitr¡enrs of plant foodstuffs that
can be reduced by prolonged cooking, including beans, peas, barley, rye, lentils, vetches
etc., thus making rhem more rasry âs well (Arnold l9B5: 129-134). cooking in pot-
tery also makes it easier to sustain specific temperarures, and enables a cooking tãch-
nique such as simmering. At Çatalhciyük, however, Atalay and Hastorf argue rhar wirh
changing cooking procedures (from stone cooking to direct cooking in pãts) "the fau-
nal and botanical evidence does not reflect any dramatic change in what was boiled"
(2006: lQ!), and they conceive the transformation as merely a shift in time manage-
ment. \øhile this may be the case at Çatalh<iytik, it is nonetheless tempting to ,.1"t.
Arnold's summary of advantages of direct cooking and the emergence of strong, light
and portable cooking gear to the introduction or adoption ofnew foodstuffs, orio n.*
wâys to make them more tasty and nutritional. An argumenr rhar can, of course, be
reversed: a desire for tastier food was beneficial to the adoption of innovations made in
pottery and cooking.

Generally, and within olrr new "milky paradigm", the control of temperature, and
the quickness to heat up a vessel because of its thin walls while being resistanr ro rher-
mal shock and the abiliq¡ to maintain heat at constant temperarLrres, would also have
been advantâgeous for processing milk. Evershed et al. (2008) assume thar - for the
Turkish/South Balcanic evidence they gathered - milk was being heated, perhaps as

part of its processing into lactose-free food producrs, where it is assumed that aãults
rvere still lactose intolerant. The making of yoghurt, for insrance, involves heating the
milk up to BO.C, after which the temperature is being reduced to about 40'Cand
maintained for berween 4-6 hours. AIso the making of cheese involves heating of milk
for a prolonged period in order to coagulate the milk solids into a curd. All these prac-
tices need a constant temperatllre, careful monitoring of the fire and of the vessel
contents.

Regulating the heating temperatures for a prolonged time span is more effective
with direct cooking on the fire than with cooking stones or baked clay objects. Addi-
tional control may be achieved with regulation devices for attuning heat transfer, for
instance by stand rings on the pot base, by pot stands, or by means of suspension lugs
on the vessel itself. Despite these good preconditions, and despite that the evidence for
dairying using pottery at Çatal is there, Evershed thinks it was still "less imporrant" ar
the site. He states that this accords with the available ageing data for sheep ãnd goar ar
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Çatalhciyrik, who were almost all killed as subaclults and young adults, a pattern he says

is suggestive of a concentration on meat procluction. If animals were being milked at

Çatalhoytik this would have been restricted to sheep and goats (Evershed et al. 2008).

Louise Martin argues that the Çatalhoytik cattle are morphologically wild - having the

same size ranges as those from AçrkL Höyuk. She suggests that although knowledge

concerning animal husbandry and breeding techniques was readily available (as seen

with sheep and goats) this understanding was not applied to cattle for socio-cultural
reasons, where cattle were rather used for hunting, feasting and ritual display (Martin
2002:215).

NW Anatolia

At about the critical timeframe of the 65'l' century cal BC with all these changes going

on the Konya area, the first Neolithic settlements contemporary with Çatalhoytik are

foundecl in NW Turkey. Also the N'W Anatolian pottery groups are thin walled and

mineral tempered and have well burnished in- and outside surfaces. More important is

that in the Northwest attitudes towards manipulation ancl use of cooking pots are

shared with Çatalhöyük. The triangular lug handles occurring in pairs, and smaller,

perforated knob handles occurring in fours connect Çatalh<;ytik with sites such as

Demircihüyük, Barctn Höyük, Menteçe, Fikirtepe, Pendik and lhprnar (Figure 3).

C:)
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Figure 3. Fikirtepe and Pendik Late Neolitiric pottery
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There is no doubt that these morphological and technological concepts were trans-
ferred to the Marmara area from an original centre being Çatalhc;ytik and its hinter-
lands, where Neolithic life had been going on for a near 1,000 years (Thissen 1999).
\Within the Marmara region, ceramic knowledge is truly shared, to the extent that the
pottery from all these sites is all but interchangeable. Surface treatments and firing of
pottery are very similar, and the same operational chains have structured vessel manll-
facture. Handles, for instance, are attached to vessel walls by means of scoring the
contact areas, and the rudimentary handles are modelled and secured to the walls by
additional slabs of clay. Manufacturing details suggesting parallel methods or similar
cbøînes opératoires interlink all the known N\W Anatolian sites in the later 7'h millen-
nium cal BC. In addition, all the Northwestern sites' earlier ceramics were preferably
calcite tempered, a feature that is absent from the Çatalh<iytik pottery. The calcite was

deliberately added: the crushed particles are angular, well sorted and of similar size. 'Sl'e

can be sure that potters were aware of the beneficial characteristics of calcium tempers

for cooking vessels. Calcium has a similar expansion râte as the clay matrix and so is
well suited to be used as a tempering agent in vessels used on the fire (Rye 1976; 1981:

33). Hoard et al. (1995) have argued that the addition of calcium or limestone as a

temper allows for thinner walls and more globular shapes, both factors increasing ther-
mal shock resistance as well. AII these identical technological variables hint at shared

functional purposes and a similar use and manipulation of specific vessel categories

over the wider area. The evidence from lhprnar, the only site at present where occupa-
tion continued into the Early Chalcolithic, shows that this cohesive tradition consists

down to Level\4 there, dated to about 5,700 cal BC, suggesting unchanged attitudes
towards vessel use and vessel manipulation.

Before Evershed's and Türkekul Bryrk and Özbal's discoveries of milk residues in
sherds from N\WAnatolia, archaeozoologists Lionel Gourichon and Daniel Helmer came

to similar outcomes starting out from entirely different research procedures. Anaþing
the animal bone from the contemporary Menteçe site, which is in walking distance from
Barcrn Höyük, they point out that in the basal strata cattle herding was predominant,
only to shift to sheep herding in the later levels (2008: 439).The same dominance of
cattle we find also at Fikirtepe, while the picture for the later Menteçe deposits ("Menteçe

middle" and "Menteçe upper") tends towards corresponding more with Ihprnar phases

X-IX, where sheep I goat are prevailing (Buitenhuis 1995; 2008 208) (Figure 4) .

Gourichon ancl Helmer argue that the observed kill-off patterns in the Menteçe
bone suggest milk exploitation, as indicated by the slaughtering of milk lambs (less

than 3 months old), and simultaneously the slaughtering of ewes (ages 3-4 years

onward), which they see âs two complementary strategies in flock management. In
cattle they observe a pattern where milk calves were slaughtered exactly at the moment
they would be suckled at ages benveen 6-12 months old. The French scholars inter-
pret all these results as strong arguments in favour of a post-lactation slaughtering,
suggesting a husbandry practice geared toward dairy production (Gourichon and
Helmer 2008: 439f.).7
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Figure 4. Domestic animal bone distribution in Late Neolithic N'!l Anatolia
(data after Gourichon and Helmer 2008; Buitenhuis 1995: 155f.).

Preliminary results

In order to buttress the recent work done in the field of Neolithic dairying, during the

2009 excavation season at Barcrn Höyük we started to sample a good quantity of Late

Neolithic pottery to use in an extensive residue programme. In view of the temporal

and material culture correspondences with Menteçe, we expect Barcrn to yield similar
results in animal husbandry and dairy production.

For the current project we have now process ed 137 sherds from Barctn, covering the

2d and 3'd stage of the local Late Neolithic sequence, which can be dated to the 63'd-
61" centuries cal BC.sThe extracted organic residues that were preserwed in the porous

matrix of potsherds are mainly lipids and their degradation products. The important
biomarkers in the extracted organic residues are detected and identiûed by High Tem-

perature Gas Chromatography (HTGC) and High Temperature Gas Chromatogra-
phy-Mass Spectrometry @TGC-MS). The possible origin of the extracted lipids and

their degradation product especially from animals can be assigned by determining the

stable carbon isotope ratios (à13C) of palmitic and stearic fatty acids by Gas Chroma-
tography-Combustion-Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (GC-C-IRMA). The proba-

biliry of finding organic residue in ancient pottery is only about 20-257o. A consider-

able number of potsherds have to be analyzed in order to obtain statistically meaningftrl
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results. Barcln Höyük sherds were no exception and out of I37 samples 33 (24o/o)

yielded enough organic residue from which stable carbon isotope ratios could be deter-
mined (Figure 5).All of the extracted organic residues were of animal origin and simi-
lar to previous data reported by Ttirkekul Bryrk and Özbal (2008) as well as by Ever-
shed et al. (2008). l8 of them (55o/") were milk lipids. 1 f ß3o/o) samples yielded lipid
residues that originate from the adipose fat tissues of ruminant animals. Only 4 (12o/o)

samples were porcine adipose fat. The result complements the faunal analysis where the
majority of the bones were cattle and sheep. There is no evidence for domesticated pig
in Barcrn, although excavations did recover some wild boars.

These results clearly indicate that dairying wâs an important component of the
Barcrn diet. The results, however, do not provide insight as to whether the Barcrn
farmers could consume raw milk. The DNA analysis of Neolithic human bone samples

to determine if they contained the necessary mutation for lactose tolerance is still not
conclusive. However, we can safely claim that Barctn people were consllming milk as a

secondary product in the form of, possibly, yoghurt, cheese and maybe even butter. It
is well established that no milk lipid residues survive in pottery used only for storage.

A thermal process of heating the milk to about boiling temperature as known from
yoghurt or cheese production is necessary for lipicls to impregnate into the fine pores

of pottery. Such lipid samples were protected from the degradation by microbial activ-
ity or environmental factors.
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The organic residue samples link up with four out of ten basic-level pottery categories

distinguished at Barcrn Höyük so far (Table 1; Figure 6).

Basiclevel categories Miik fat residues Ruminant adipose fats Porcine adipose fats

Cups

Deep Bowls

Oval Bowls

Pots

Total

2

3

2

11

18

I

1

I
8

11

0

1

0

3

4

Table 1. Barcrn Höyük 2009 season organic residue us. Late Neolithic pottery categories.

As expected, given its dominance in the Barcrn Hö)^ik ceramic assemblage, the basic-

level category of Pots is central âmong all three groups as well. \flithin Pots, the various

subordinate-level categories (e.g., S-shaped pots and holemouth pots) are equally rep-

resented. Both pots with two horizontal lugs and pots with four suspension knobs are

present in the milk and ruminant fat groups. Remarkable is the presence of the basic-

level category of Cups (diameters between 10-12 cm), occurring both in the milk fat
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Figure 6. Barcrn Höyük selected Late Neolithic pottery categories. 1, 2 Cups;
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and in the ruminant fat groups. \Mhile by their shapes and proportions these "cups"
suggest to have been usecl for drinking, we might want ro reconsider their functiãn,
now that they are clearly linked up with both milk and ruminant fat residues. Deep
bowls occr-rr in all three fat groups, and oval bowls in rwo, and they might well have
been used for cooking as well, as seems confirmed by bowl bases with soory deposirs
on the insides occurring in the Barcrn Höyük poftery studied so far. Absent 

"r. 
i".g.,

pots with sturcly tubular lugs, br-rt with similar profiles as rhe normal pots. AIso the
well-known decorated "Boxes"did not yield any residues.

Outlook

Milk is a realiry in the Neolithic of Turkey, and especially in the first farming sites in
the Marmara and South Marmara region. It is, however, difficult to rationãlize the
earliest domestication of cattle and extensive dairying in the settlements of Northwest-
ern Anatolia at this time. Since the regional distribution of residue analysis clata is so
limited, ât Present one cannot confidently say whether rhe extensive dairying of North-
western Anatolia was part of a broader development or whether this wâs somerhing
initially restricted to this geography. The data do indicate that the Marmara region
must have played an instrumental role in dairying, and it might have played such aiole
in the migration of domesticated cattle to the Balkans exacrly because of dairying.
Dairying must have had a considerable impact upon society and should probably make
us rethink how we conceptualize the Neolithic in the Near East. Since it is also related
to the neolithisation of N.$7. Turkey, and since dairying evidence is found in the early
levels of early pottery-bearing sites in the Balkans, dairying and human-animal rela-
tionships may have been a major force in transmitting ideas and concepts from the
Near East to Europe.

The discussion above also aimed to demonstrate thar milk processing and dairying
are almost by necessity linked with high-level, technologically sophisticated pon.ry. Ii
is only once ne\M tools had been developed that serious headway could be macle in
exploiting animals for their milk, and in processing it in palatable foodstuffs rhat were
simqltaneously preservable and digestible. The picture gained from these preliminary
results is perhaps that at Late Neolithic Barcrn Höyuk porrery with milk fat resiclue
covers a whole range of vessel types, suggesting that either users were nor very particr.r-
lar about specific vessels for milk processing, or rather that milk processing involved a
sophisticated technology linked to specific vessel categories and dependent on the dairy
Þrodlrce required. Put otherwise: vessel diversitcation was partly due to a high-level
dairy practice in the late 7'h millennium cal BC Marmara region.

Notes

1. The chemical part of the project is carried out by the Archaeometry section of Bofaziçi Universiry,
and is being supervised by HÖ and ATB; LT is responsible for the archaeologi."i p"rt, including
the sample selection. This project is being sponsored by TüBITAK, the Turkish Science Foundation anã
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supported by the Bo[aziçi Universiry Research Fund (Projects 058505D and 5077). FG and RÖ are

directing the Barctn Höyük excavations, which are supportecl by the Dutch Science Foundation, N'WO.

2. Handle zones are good markers of specific vessel categories in the NW'Anatolian Neolithic, and are

eqtral in diagnostic potential to rim profiles (cf. for the idea ofdiagnostic handle zones, Thissen 2001:3f.).

3. Boundaries are blurred, but a marking point coulcl be set at about Çatalhöyiik Levels VII/VI, c. 6,600
cal BC. Timing the VI-V shift is only recently resolved quite well (Bayliss and Farid apudBronk Ramsey

et al. 2009: 337-340). Commenting upon a series of raC dates they reach an approximate date for Çatal
building I being occupied between the latter part of the 66'l'and the 65'h centuries cal BC. The associated

ceramics, inclucling those from Building 5 are characteristic for Levels \lI-V. Since we assume a knowl-
edge transference concerning pottery making towards the N'Sl', the new Çatal data also provide a good
terminus post quem for the adoption of the Neolithic life sryle in NlT Anatolia (Thissen 1999). Such a

scena¡io conforms well to the available l4C evidence from the Northwest, where the oldest data from
Menteçe suggesr setlemenr during the turn of the 65'h164'h C cal BC.

4. Compare the experiment car¡ied out by the Leiden Pottery Department in Romania (van As et a1.

2005).

5. Simmering being the technique of cooking food in hot liquids at or just below 100'C.

6. Phillipa Ryan, unpublished paper read, at The 8.2 lea climate euent and archaeolog in the Ancient Ne¿r
.6øsr workshop, Leiden, March l9, 2010.

7. Similar patterns have possibly been at work in the contemporary animal bone assemblage of Barcrn
Höyük (p.c. Alfrecl Galik, Aug. 2010).

B. Barcrn Höyük raC clates confirm contemporaneity with Menteçe, but largely predate the beginning of
setdement at Illplnar (Özbal and Gerritsen, in press).
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